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Abstract 

Pakistan and Turkey are important regional countries. Pakistan has assumed special 

status in the region due to its geostrategic location. After 9/11, Pakistan has become a 

front line non-NATO state in the region. Turkey, on the hand, is emerging as a global 

power. For more than seven decades, Pakistan and Turkey have been enjoying 

brotherly relationships which are embedded in the same cultural and historical 

heritage going back to the period of Ottoman Empire. These relationships are getting 

stronger and stronger with the passage of time. The manifold commonalties between 

the two countries have been reinforced by the firm resolve of their leadership to 

further deepen mutual cooperation in all fields. Both countries carry different 

ideologies; Turkey follows secularism while Pakistan adopts Islamism. Since creation 

of Pakistan, both countries have supported each other in times of need. The recent 

improvement in trade ties particularly in defense sector, have reached to new heights. 

However, there is more potential for both countries besides military cooperation.  

Previous studies on the relationship between Pakistan and Turkey are not critically 

analyzed, which create a dire need to reassess the Pakistan Turkey association. This 

research work is an effort to have a situational analysis regarding the emerging key 

trends, strategic options and the latest developments in relations between Pakistan 

and Turkey. It encompasses the descriptive and analytical approaches, while 

analyzing critically the relationship between Pakistan and Turkey for the period 

1999-2019. 
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Chapter: 1 

1.1 Introduction 

South Asia has assumed paramount importance in international politics today. It has 

been only in recent years that military strategies and policy planning experts have 

viewed India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Sikkim, Bhutan and Nepal as constituting a separate 

region. ―South Asia, due to its unique location and geostrategic importance, has 

become an area of great interest for world power‘s politics. Historically, this region 

has served as a chessboard among global powers. China, geographically not a part of 

South Asia, has established cordial relations with almost all South Asian states 

through infrastructural developments and trade, has also promoted its image of a 

peace loving and responsible stakeholder of Asia, can perform her role at global 

political milieu‖. 

―South Asia holds on to its top spot as the world‘s fastest growing region, with growth 

set to step up to 7.0 percent in 2019, then 7.1 percent in 2020 and 2021, but the region 

needs to increase its exports to sustain its high growth and reach its full economic 

potential. South Asia is important by virtue of containing 1.6 billion people—or 27% 

of the global population. Such a concentration of population will always be important, 

whatever its circumstances. However, South Asia is also important for a number of 

other reasons. It contains more of the world‘s poor—about 500 million people—than 

any other region, even Sub-Saharan Africa. In a more positive context, South Asia 

promises to play a very important role in the global economy if it can sort out its 

problems‖ (Overview, 2019) 

―Amongst the territories of Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives, Nepal, India, 

Pakistan, and Sri Lanka form South Asia, Pakistan in this region is most important 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pakistan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sri_Lanka
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and powerful country due to first nuclear power among rest Islamic world and its 

location in South Asian region. Pakistan is located at a region which has great 

political, economic and strategic location. It has been hub of activities of great powers 

for last 20 years. It has witnessed intervention of three great powers i-e Britain, 

USSR, and USA. Its significance was further enhanced during cold war when it 

becomes ally of US policy of containment of USSR and now the post-cold war era 

has witnessed its significance particularly after the events of 9/11‖ (Geo-Strategic 

Significance of Pakistan, 2019) 

Pakistan is located in a part of the world that is the most effected by the changes in 

structures of global politics. After 9/11 Pakistan has become a pivotal player in the 

region to the United States and China. ―We are conscious of the striving for a new 

security structure in the world moving away from outdated cold war constructs. We 

are engaged in a process of dialogue and consultation with our friends and partners to 

help shape a new security environment. The evolution of International Relations, 

since the dawn of the 21
st
century coupled with powerful forces such as globalization 

and communication technology, has fundamentally changed the world around us. 

These changes have brought a number of challenges and opportunities for Pakistan‖ 

(Khan, 2015). 

Foreign policy of a country is the pattern of relationship it establishes with the outside 

world for the promotion of its national interests, the eternal phenomenon in 

international politics. ―The outside world includes state and non-state actors including 

Non-Government Organizations (NGOs) and International Governmental 

Organizations (IGOs). In a political scientist's analysis, a foreign policy is "the actions 

of a state toward the external environment and conditions under which (foreign) 

actions are formulated. Foreign Policy is also a synthesis of the ends (national 
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interests) and means (power and capabilities) of nation states. The interaction between 

national goals and the resources for attaining them is the perennial subject of 

statecraft (Askari-Rizvi, 1983).  Foreign policy, solely guided by a country‘s national 

interest, is used as a tool by a particular country for dealing with the outside world in 

various areas such as security, economy, trade, commerce, culture and technology.  

As International Relations have been evolving since the treaty of Westphalia, the 

conduct, methods and scope of foreign policy have also been changing‖ (Khan, 2015). 

 ―In the age of Globalization, more and more areas of global, regional and bilateral 

interactions today fall within the ambit of foreign policy. Terms like cultural 

diplomacy, citizen diplomacy, commercial diplomacy, defense diplomacy, digital 

diplomacy, economic diplomacy and regional diplomacy are presently considered part 

and parcel of foreign policy‖.  

Moreover, in the present era countries rely on a number of methods such as hard 

power, soft power and smart power in order to achieve foreign policy goals. 

―Ultimately, the purpose and function of a country‘s foreign policy is to skillfully use 

its collective strength in order to achieve desired ends and prevent incoming threats. 

Two points to need to be noted, first, foreign policy is the reflection of a country‘s 

internal environment and secondly, states‘ foreign policy remains neither static nor 

rigid. States neither having permanent friends nor permanent enemies, so, the success 

of foreign policy, therefore, depends on rationality and in its close consonance with 

the grand strategy, security policy and domestic policy of a country‖. 

―In practice, it means that foreign policy changes in nature, scope and orientation 

from time to time as per the long-, mid- and short-term requirements of a country‘s 

objectives, national interest and the dictates of domestic and international 
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environment. It should also be noted that states do not operate in vacuum; they 

operate as the members of a larger community of states having international 

obligations. In the contemporary era, globalization and the revolution, among other 

types, of the information technology have affected foreign policy thinking and the 

conduct of diplomacy in a fundamental way‖. 

1.2 Foundation of Pakistan’s Foreign Policy 

On 15 August 1947 Quaid-I-Azam had observed:  

―Our object should be peace within and peace without. We want to live peacefully 

and maintain cordial and friendly relations with our immediate neighbors and with the 

world at large. We have no aggressive designs against any one. We stand by the 

United Nations Charter and will gladly make our full contribution to the peace and 

prosperity of the world‖ (Sattar, 2007). 

And in February 1948, in a broadcast talk to the people of USA, he outlined the 

following goals of Pakistan Foreign Policy: Our foreign policy is one of friendliness 

and goodwill towards the nations of the world. We do not cherish aggressive designs 

against any country or nation. We believe in the principle of honesty and fair play in 

national and international dealings and are prepared to make our utmost contribution 

to the promotion of peace and prosperity among the nations of the world. Pakistan 

will never be found lacking in extending its material and moral support to the 

oppressed and suppressed peoples of the world, and in upholding the principles of the 

United Nations Charter (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, n.d) 

1.3 Pakistan Foreign Policy Objectives  

―In light of the guiding principles laid down by the founding fathers and the 

constitution as also aspirations of the people of Pakistan, the objectives of foreign 
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policy can be summarized as under mentioned on the website of Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs, Pakistan: Promotion of Pakistan as a dynamic, progressive, moderate, and 

democratic Islamic country, developing friendly relations with all countries of the 

world, especially major powers and immediate neighbors, safeguarding national 

security and geo-strategic interests, including Kashmir, consolidating our commercial 

and economic cooperation with international community, safeguarding the interests of 

Pakistani Diaspora abroad and ensuring optimal utilization of national resources for 

regional and international cooperation‖. 

―As evident from the vision of Quaid and Article 40 of the Constitution, the quest for 

global peace remains a cornerstone of Pakistan‘s foreign policy. Pakistan has always 

been an important partner of the global community when it comes to the promotion 

and strengthening of global peace. Pakistan has played an important role of a frontline 

state in ending the menace of terrorism and extremism which has emerged as the most 

destructive threat to international peace in the contemporary era‖. (Khan, 2015) 

―Turkey is not only one of the great powers of the Twentieth century. Her geopolitical 

location, however, has enabled her to play a potentially more influential role in world 

politics than otherwise would have been possible. She holds the key not only to the 

Turkish Straits but lies along the roads from the Balkans to the Middle East and from 

the Caucasus to the Persian Gulf. She is a member of the biggest surviving military 

bloc and most European organizations, as well as a candidate for European Union 

membership. Her political involvement and exposed position assign her an 

importance hardly matched by any other medium power. Accordingly, the correct 

evaluation of this country's policies is of crucial importance. Furthermore, as one of 

the small numbers of nonwestern societies successfully struggling to modernize both 

country and people, together with the aim of evolving a workable parliamentary 
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democracy, she has long seemed to offer lessons and insights into an important 

political process‖. 

―Yet, the interest she is getting in the western media and the amount of scholarly 

works on Turkey, produced especially from an international relations perspective, do 

not match the importance conferred upon her by other players in international politics. 

Given her frequently expressed strategic importance on the edge of Europe, the 

Middle East, and the former Soviet Union, this may seem surprising. For this very 

reason, however, it is difficult to place Turkey into any neat category that the area 

specialists and foreign policy analysts like to draw before starting their research. Not 

only does Turkey not appear to fit any one geographical category, but it does not fit 

any one cultural, political or economic category either. About 97% of her land mass 

lies in Asia, yet Turkey's progressive elite consider their country to be part of Europe 

and about 70% of her population supports her European Union membership. About 

98% of her population is Moslem, and yet Turkey is a secular country by choice and 

her religious development through the years has taken a different path to that of other 

Islamic countries‖ (Aydin, 2004). 

―At a time of volatilities and uncertainties on the world stage, our policies adapt to 

constant changes and strive to shape the dynamics around us towards peace, 

prosperity and stability. Humans are at the heart of our endeavors. We are living in a 

politically and economically fragile geography at a time when the world is undergoing 

radical changes. Turkey pursues a foreign policy that does not shy away from taking 

initiative and in the words of our President, ―reflects the enterprising spirit and 

humanitarian values of our nation.‖ This is, as our Minister calls it, an ―Enterprising 

and Humanitarian Foreign Policy‖ It is guided by our enduring objective to achieve 
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―Peace at Home, Peace in the World‖ as set out by the founder of our Republic- 

Mustafa Kemal Atatürk (Aydin, 2004) 

―Turkey enjoys a deep-rooted tradition of statehood and democracy, and draws 

strength from her central geographical location, profound historical experience, young 

and educated population, strong institutions and dynamic economy. Turkish foreign 

policy employs several political, economic, humanitarian and cultural cooperation 

tools in a complementary fashion and conducts a diplomacy that thinks globally but 

also acts locally in every corner of the world‖. 

―A member of NATO and G20 and accession candidate to the EU, Turkey has 

developed an extensive network of cooperation including High Level Cooperation 

Councils with 25 countries, trilateral or other multilateral regional formations, as well 

as 20 Free Trade Agreements. Turkey maintains close ties with the countries in the 

Balkans, the Middle East and North Africa, Southern Caucasus, South and Central 

Asia. In a world where technology shrink‘s distances, Turkey is deepening her 

African Partnership Policy and expanding the scope of its outreach policies to Latin 

America, the Caribbean and the Asia-Pacific‖. 

―Turkey aims to strengthen her existing strategic relationships and establish new ones. 

She has a strategic partnership with her NATO-ally, the United States, and considers 

the transatlantic link vital to European security and prosperity. An active member of 

NATO and one of the top five contributors to its operations, Turkey has been making 

significant contributions to the North Atlantic Alliance and its basic principle of ―the 

indivisibility of security‖. 

Around the globe, terrorism and various forms of extremism have reached a menacing 

intensity. Terrorist groups threaten international peace and security. ―Terrorism is a 
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crime against humanity that cannot be associated with any race, ethnicity, faith or 

geography. It is a global scourge demanding global response and solidarity. Turkey 

has been actively countering terrorism unleashed by whichever organization under 

whatever pretext‖ (From Rep. of Turkey Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2019). 

―Though, the history of modern relations between Pakistan and Turkey begins from 

1947, the roots of today‘s ties between the two nations can be traced way back to 19th 

century. For over half century, Turkey and Pakistan remained close friends. Their 

multi-dimensional relationship showed the same spirit of brotherhood as prevailed 

during centuries-old ties between Indian Muslims and the Ottoman Empire/Republic 

of Turkey until 1947‖. 

―Ideologically, they were poles apart - Turkey pursuing secularism while Pakistan 

was following Islamism. But the difference of ideology, with its reflection on 

respective external outlook, never hampered the course of friendly ties. Not anymore. 

In the last few years, the perceptions and interests of Turkey and Pakistan have started 

to diverge on a number of important issues‖ (Ahmad, n.d.) 

―After a decade of stagnant relations, Pakistan-Turkey relations seem to be improving 

in the right direction. Both countries have traditionally enjoyed close and cordial 

relations. The manifold commonalties between the two countries have been reinforced 

by the firm resolve of their leadership to further deepen mutual cooperation in all 

fields. For over half century, Turkey and Pakistan remained close friends. Their 

multidimensional relationship showed the same spirit of brotherhood as prevailed 

during centuries old ties between Indian Muslims and the Ottoman Empire, later the 

Republic of Turkey‖ (Hussain, 2008).  
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In the last few years, the perceptions and interests of Turkey and Pakistan have started 

to converge on a number of important issues. ―This research provides a brief historical 

overview of Pak-Turk relations and the various dimensions of the relationship in the 

present time. It will also attempt to draw attention to the areas of divergences and 

convergence that have surfaced between Pakistan and Turkey in the post-Cold War 

era and recommend new approaches to the future fostering of these ties. But before 

that, it is important to note the strategic importance of the two countries in the light of 

events that unfolded in the aftermath of 9/11 attacks on the US‖. 

―Turkey-Pakistan relations gain their strength from history. In 2017, 70
th

 anniversary 

of the establishment of diplomatic relations between Turkey and Pakistan celebrated 

through several cultural events, which were organized in both countries. Following 

the establishment of Pakistan, both countries extended each other their support during 

the most difficult times, such as in reacting natural disasters and they cemented their 

friendly relations with frequent high-level visits. The High-Level Cooperation 

Council which was established in 2009 and upgraded to High Level Strategic 

Cooperation Council has been a clear demonstration both countries‘ will to further 

bilateral relations in every field. Fifth meeting of the High-Level Strategic 

Cooperation Council was held in Ankara on 23 February 2017 under the chairmanship 

of both countries‘ Prime Ministers. Within this mechanism, 60 agreements and 

documents have been signed, so far‖. 

―The positive reflection of the excellent bilateral relations can also be seen in the 

international fora. Turkey and Pakistan are supporting each other in all international 

platforms. Pakistan also adopts a highly supportive approach on international matters, 

which are of special interest for Turkey. Frequent high-level visits are a clear 

indicator of the close political relations between Turkey and Pakistan‖. H.E. Recep 
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Tayyip Erdogan, President of the Republic of Turkey paid an official visit to Pakistan 

on 16-17 November 2016. H.E. Imran Khan Prime Minister of the Islamic Republic 

of Pakistan paid an official visit to Turkey on 3-4 January 2019 (From Rep. of Turkey 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, n.d.) 

―Undoubtedly, the people from both sides have been in a great friendly relationship 

for many decades. The people living in Pakistan had played a pivotal role in Turkey‘s 

movement of independence. Therefore, it is clear that Pakistan and Turkey relations 

are so strong that goes beyond imaginations. It is evident from history, that Before 

Pakistan became independent, Muslims throughout British-ruled India collected and 

sent money to what was back then the political capital and center of the Muslim world 

- Istanbul - to support the Turkish ambition of independence. Reasonably, this recent 

visit of Prime Minister Imran Khan to Turkey gives great hopes that the business 

community of Turkey will invest in Pakistan. For sure, this will boost the country‘s 

economy‖ (Bhutto, 2019) 

―For the last few decades, military cooperation has been the main area of alliance 

between Islamabad and Ankara. Both surrounded by nations suffering from political 

instability and war, Turkey and Pakistan have long been hubs of stability and safety 

for their neighboring regions and often for their people. As a result, Turkey has 

welcomed 3.6 million refugees and Pakistan 1.45 million, becoming world in 

providing refugees a safe haven (not European states as many would suggest)‖. 

―Therefore, it is not a surprise that the major concern for both Ankara and Islamabad 

has been security - and this has formed the character of the relationship between both 

nations, which can be described as a common desire to contribute to a more peaceful 

region, from the Middle East to Southwest Asia‖ (Artworlds, 2019) 

https://www.dailysabah.com/world/2015/02/14/remembering-the-ottoman-empires-forgotten-indian-allies
https://www.dailysabah.com/world/2015/02/14/remembering-the-ottoman-empires-forgotten-indian-allies
http://www.mfa.gov.tr/turkey-pakistan-relations.en.mfa
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/syria/location/113
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1686897/1-pakistan-worlds-largest-host-refugees-unhcr/
https://thediplomat.com/tag/pakistan-turkey-defense-cooperation/
https://thediplomat.com/tag/pakistan-turkey-defense-cooperation/
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―Significantly the alliance between both countries intensifies, with recent agreements 

and trade deals in the arms sector, partly due to Turkey‘s improvement in domestic 

arms production. However, there is much more potential for both countries besides of 

military cooperation‖. Previous studies on the relationship between Pakistan and 

Turkey are not critically analyzed before which create a dire need to reassess the 

Pakistan Turkey associations analytically.  This research work is an effort to have a 

situational analysis regarding the emerging key trends, strategic options and the latest 

developments in relations between Pakistan and Turkey.  This study is encompassed 

with the descriptive and analytical approaches that analyze critically the relationship 

between Pakistan and Turkey for the period of twenty years comprising of 1999-1920.  

1.3 Literature Review 

―Reviewing the existing body of literature enables the scholar to have a good 

command on his/her topic along with a critical analysis which results in finding out 

the flaws of the study. Surveying the work already done in the relevant field helps to 

formulate provisional research questions, to lay out the research methods which will 

be used to answer the research questions and make a provisional argument for what 

you think you will find‖. 

―Ideology is an important determinant of foreign policy. It purports to embody the 

truth, a world-view, and aspirations for the future. These major elements of an 

ideology serve as a screen through which policy-makers observe the international 

system and its dynamics. Ideological postulates not only have a deep impact on the 

interpretation of developments at the international, regional, and national levels but 

also shape the responses to these developments‖. 

https://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/europe/tu-industry.htm
https://www.sipri.org/sites/default/files/files/insight/SIPRIInsight1401.pdf
https://www.sipri.org/sites/default/files/files/insight/SIPRIInsight1401.pdf
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―Since all ideologies are self-justifying, purporting to contain an ultimate truth and a 

state's most cherished goal(s), they are used as evaluative criteria by both leaders and 

followers. The ideological approach causes problems when other factors, impinging 

on foreign policy (e.g., geopolitics, human and material resource constraints, and 

power politics) conflict with the dictates of ideology. The compulsions of the two sets 

of factors do-not always converge‖. ―The policy-makers in a state which is identified 

very closely with an ideology are constantly engaged in an effort to harmonize the 

imperatives of ideology and the concrete realities of international politics: each of the 

two sets of factors are important in their own right. The inability to do so often brings 

forth either the charge of neglect (and betrayal) of cherished ideological principles, or 

-Askari( ‖dimensional foreign policy-pragmatists and the pursuit of a one-that of non

. Rizvi, 1983) 

―There has always been a strong ideological imprint on the foreign policy of Pakistan. 

The close association of Islam with the establishment of the state and the emotional 

fervor which the developments in the wider Muslim world generated amongst the 

Muslims of South Asia in the pre-independence period 1 led Pakistan to project an 

Islamic identity in foreign policy and forge close ties with other Muslim countries. 

The first Prime Minister of Pakistan (Liaquat Ali Khan) clearly outlined the 

relationship between ideology and foreign policy‖:  

―Pakistan came into being as a result of the urge felt by the Muslims of the sub-

continent to secure a territory, however limited, where Islamic ideology and the way 

of life could be practiced and demonstrated to the world. ―The unfortunate terrorist 

incident of 9/11 was a critical threshold in the foreign policy of Pakistan. In fact, 9/11 

came as a thunderbolt (Ahmad, 2013).  As former President Pervez Musharraf himself 

mentioned, the incident brought with it unprecedented challenges for Pakistan, which 
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demanded to absorb external pressure and mold domestic opinion‖ (Ahmed, 2013, p. 

2). 

―No doubt, the role Pakistan is playing in fighting international terrorism has come 

with a huge cost. Over the last 15 years, 55,000 Pakistani men, women, youth, 

children as well as army personnel have laid down their lives in this fight. Pakistan 

has also suffered a huge economic loss of over 100 billion US dollars6 in the war 

against terror. Despite the huge losses of men and material, Pakistan has remained 

committed to international peace and will continue to fulfill its responsibilities as a 

peace-loving and responsible member of the international community‖. 

―As a responsible member of the United Nations Organization, Pakistan has always 

stood by the UN‘s aims of securing peace. In fact, Pakistan‘s role as one of the largest 

contributors to United Nations‘ peacekeeping missions has been always cherished and 

appreciated. Ban Ki-moon, the Secretary General of the United Nations, while 

referring to Pakistan‘s contributions to international peace, appreciated Pakistan‘s role 

in these words: ―Gratitude as the United Nations Secretary-General and gratitude as a 

global citizen for what Pakistan and her people have been doing for international 

peace and security‖ (Khan, 2015). 

―One of my favorite things about International Relations is its dynamic nature. The 

world around us changes constantly which keeps politics in a state of flux. Therefore, 

the most important job of a policymaker in Pakistan‘s foreign office should be to see, 

feel, understand and respond to the changes that are taking place‖. ―The geo-strategic 

location of both Pakistan and Turkey are unique and similar to a greater extent. 

Turkey‘s geo-strategic importance stems from its central location at the crossroads of 

the Balkans, the Caucasus, the Persian Gulf and the Middle East, which were major 
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regions of instability and conflict in the post-Cold War era.2 With the war against 

Iraq, Turkey was once again exposed to the grim realities of its geographic proximity 

with a large Iraqi Kurdish region adjacent to its own Kurd-inhabited areas. Turkey has 

a huge population of ethnic Kurds in its South East bordering Iraq, in view of which 

Ankara has been keen on checking any Kurdish fissiparous tendencies within Iraq. 

Similarly, Pakistan is geo-strategically placed at the crossroads of Central Asia, West 

Asia and South Asia, right next to Afghanistan that has faced decades of war, with 

ethnic affiliations on both sides of the Durand line. Post-9/11, Pakistan became the 

frontline state in the war against terrorism that brought the international community to 

Afghanistan. Both Pakistan and Turkey are playing important roles in their respective 

conflict-ridden regions, specifically in view of the fast-changing developments in the 

post 9/11 international relations‖ (Hussain, 2008, p. 29) 

Furthermore, Hasan (2001) conducted an in-depth research on ―Pakistan-Turkey 

Relations‖. With special reference to beginning of Cold War era, this study evaluates 

Pakistan‘s and Turkey‘s joining the western bloc because of their geo-political 

existence, for containment of communist forces in Afghanistan and economically 

developed state. Locating their historical relation with roots in grand dynasties of 

Ottoman and Mughal era, the research analyzes development of their foreign policies, 

continuation of their diplomatic relations, economic, trade and cultural relations, 

elaborating Kashmir and Cyprus issues and the support granted by Pakistan and 

Turkey to each other on Cyprus and Kashmir respectively. 

Hussain (2008) conducted a research, ―Pakistan-Turkey Relations; On Common ties‖. 

The study evaluated Pakistan and Turkey relation by their cooperation in political, 

defense and security, economic, cultural and educational sector. The issues of 

convergent ideas; democracy, terrorism, enhancement of trade and investment were 
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discussed. Both countries have been holding opposing views on Afghanistan as per 

their national interests. This has been contributing in dragging their friendly ties. 

Ashraf (2013) conducted a study ―A Study of the Turkey-Pakistan Relationship as a 

Historical Phenomenon and its Political and Social Fraternity in the 21st Century‖. 

The research elucidates element of cultural, diplomatic and Islamic unity as a key 

factor that developed South Asian Muslims relation with Ottoman Empire since mid 

of sixteenth century. It further goes on describing cooperation between Pakistan and 

Turkey as independent states after emerging from the grand dynasties, Ottoman and 

Mughal, that linked them in past. By highlighting areas of their cooperation, this study 

describes how Pakistan and Turkey step in 21st century with a centuries old historic 

relation. 

1.4 Significance of the Study  

Turkey was among a few countries that quickly recognized Pakistan after its creation 

and supported its successful bid to become a member of the United Nations. 

―Relations date back generations before the establishment of the two states, more 

precisely during the Turkish War of Independence when the Muslims of the 

northwestern British Raj sent financial aid to the declining Ottoman Empire, which 

was followed by the formation of the Turkish Republic and the Independence of 

Pakistan‖. ―As a result, Pakistan and Pakistanis have enjoyed a positive perception in 

Turkey and amongst Turks for many decades. Pakistan and Turkey enjoy close 

cultural, historical and military relations which are now expanding into deepening 

economic relations as both countries seek to develop their economies. Both Turkey 

and Pakistan are seeking stronger ties, especially in the fields of economy and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turkish_War_of_Independence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ottoman_Empire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Republic_of_Turkey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Pakistan#Independence_from_the_British_Empire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Pakistan#Independence_from_the_British_Empire
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1881312/1-pm-imran-meet-erdogan-today/
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security. Pakistan has always supported Turkey‘s stand on Cyprus, while Ankara 

supports Islamabad‘s stand on Jammu and Kashmir‖.  

―However, the Financial Action task Force (FATF), a global terror-financing 

watchdog, put Islamabad on its gray list after Saudi Arabia and China did not oppose 

the U.S move in June 2018. Turkey, however, was the only country that stood 

alongside Pakistan and opposed the move. Pakistan was one of a few countries that 

immediately condemned the attempted coup of 2016 in Turkey, and expressed 

solidarity with the elected Turkish government‖. ―Ankara and Islamabad have long 

been part of different pacts but the two sides have boosted their cooperation in the 

economy, defense, health, and energy sectors after the Turkey‘s ruling Justice and 

Development (AK) Party led by Erdogan came into power‖ (Biricodar, 2019). 

In order to achieve all this, the government of Pakistan aims to focus on designing and 

establishing formal structures to provide transparency, a one window operation and 

ease of doing business for foreign and local investors. Therefore, Pakistan intends that 

Turkey should join hands and invest in diverse CPEC possibilities so as to improve 

the socioeconomic eminence of the region. Already a good number of Turkish firms 

are doing business in Pakistan in various sectors. As per Turkish Statistical Institute 

(Turk Stat) data, Turkey's exports to Pakistan have greatly risen over the last 10 years 

from $155 million in 2008 to $352 million in 2017. Concurrently, Turkey's imports 

from Pakistan in the same time period have dropped to $323 million from $586 

million. In fact, it was only 2011 that Pakistan managed to reach $873 million worth 

of exports to Turkey. 

The current desire is to develop business-to-business relations amongst the two 

countries. The hope is to work together in a way that they can complement each other, 
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rather than compete or contend for the same share. The new leadership of Pakistan is 

focusing on improving and reviving the industrial, agricultural, tourism, construction, 

education, human resource development and healthcare sectors. It is beneficial for the 

country to take advantage of the expertise that Turkey and Turkish companies hold in 

the emphasized sectors. And this can be achieved via joint ventures or partnerships as 

stressed by PM Khan while addressing the Business Community at Türkiye Odalarve 

Borsalar Birliği (TOBB). Likewise, to achieve economies of scale and 

competitiveness nothing could be better than using the rich and young human capital 

that Pakistan can offer to Turkish companies/investors. Once trained properly, they 

can provide added value and advantage for goods and services that can be further 

exported to different regions, countries or continents (Bhatti, 2019). 

The two countries have always stood alongside each other no matter how crucial the 

situations are. Turkey is one of very few countries that have unequivocally supported 

Pakistan. Pakistanis really feel proud of being friend of Turks. 

1.5 Research Objectives 

The foremost aims of the study are as following:  

 To critically analyze the Pak-Turk bilateral relations specifically since 1999-

2019 

 To study Pakistan-Turkey cooperation in defense sector.  

 To examine trade and economic relations.  

 To study Pakistan-Turkey cooperation for Afghanistan.  

 To explore the new ways for collaborations and mutual cooperation 

 To find out ways as to how Pakistan will utilize her relation with Turkey in 

term of trade and economic gain  

 To find out the relationship gap due to which trade volume gap exists between 

Pakistan and Turkey.   
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1.6 Research Questions 

 The research questions followed by objectives are as under: 

 What are the impacts of changing dynamics of Pakistan‘s foreign policy on 

Pakistan-Turkey relations? 

  How Pakistan and Turkey are cooperating in Defense sector? 

  How Pakistan and Turkey are functioning for rehabilitation in Afghanistan? 

 What Pakistan and Turkey are doing to strengthen their relations in social 

sector?   

 How Pakistan can use Pak-Turk relations to boost her economy? 

 What are the reasons due to which a gap in trade volume exists between these 

two countries? 

1.7 Research Methodology 

―This study is qualitative and analytical in nature. Research is carried out by using 

various techniques, explanatory approaches, and documents based on content 

analysis. Data is assimilated through primary and secondary sources which include 

interviews, Government publications, organizational reports, academic papers, 

reviews, theses, newspapers, printed, published sources, documents, documentaries, 

books, journals, periodicals, electronic sources and e-journal etc. to acquire the 

optimal results and conclusions‖. 

1.7.1 Research Design: 

Relationship between Pakistan and Turkey has been critically evaluated in this study.  

Further their mutual relations have been studied using descriptive explanation. The 

qualitative research design employing historical research method and in-depth 

interviews have been conducted. The American influence has also been taken under 

consideration to make the research more valid and useful. 
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1.7.2 Unit of Analysis/ Population:  

As the research is related to Pakistan‘s strategic foreign policies towards Turkey, so 

the unit of analysis or population of the study is Pakistan‘s retired officials of foreign 

offices, policy makers of the relevant department and academicians. The participants 

have been approached from federal capital of Pakistan.  

1.7.3 Data Collection Instruments and Procedures:  

Data collections techniques and reliable instruments are the key elements of a good 

and useful research. The primary sources used in this study include the official 

announcements, statements and the policy papers issued by respective governments 

under question. The sources of data that are to be consulted during the course of this 

study include policy statements, press releases of relevant government departments, 

and documents of multilateral treaties of different times. The interviews of various 

retired and serving diplomats have been conducted as primary sources of data 

collection tool.  

However, a rare data is avail on Pakistan and Turkey relationship, so the critical 

evaluation of available body of knowledge written by Turkish researchers and 

diplomats have be taken into consideration to find out the gaps of the study and 

factors of business if any that lead to develop theoretical framework of the study 

1.7.4 Data Collection:  

The primary data is collected by personally visiting the participants. However, the 

other convenient sources i.e. Skype; phone calls etc. have also been used. The 

documents have been acquired from foreign offices of relevant countries, national 

archive of Pakistan and by exploring other relevant record offices and libraries. 
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1.7.5 Data Analysis:  

The collected data is handled by generating themes and categories. The themes are 

then used to represent the emerging shades and threads of the data. 

1.8 Limitations:  

As Pakistan and Turkey are the main variable of this research work so, complete 

record of both countries foreign policy behaviors, actors influencing the policies, 

personality impacts on foreign policy, is required to be evaluated in depth. However, 

all the details of policy meetings, discussions of policy makers, original documents, 

strategic aspirations and behavioral approaches could not be accessed through official 

documents of ministry of foreign affairs website or through connecting the foreign 

policy office officials, so discussion is limited to available data only. Further, some 

sudden decisions due to changing trends on global milieu, instead of described policy, 

have been also remained inaccessible in this study. Due to limited access, it was not 

possible to contact or interview all the major foreign policy actors of Pakistan and 

Turkey. 
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Work Plan: 

The duration of the study will be of two years. The general plan of the study will be as 

following. 

Activities 

Months 

July-

September 

2019 

October-

November 

2019 

December-

February 

2020 

March-

May 2020 

June-

August 2020 

September 

2020 

Literature 

Review 

 

       

Development of 

Questionnaire 

 

      

Data Collection 

 

 

      

Analysis of Data 

 

 

      

Report Writing 

 

 

       

Revision & 

Submission of 

Thesis 
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Chapter 2 

Conceptual and Theoretical Framework 

Foreign Policy of state cannot be studied and interpreted in isolation. World has 

shrunk to a global village, therefore, an incident anywhere in the world affects almost 

every state around the globe. Foreign Policy is thus a continuous process which keeps 

on changing with the changed circumstances. States always pursue their national 

interest and interests do not remain same forever. Hence, dynamic foreign policy is 

the only way through which states can adapt to the changing circumstances. Friends 

and allies of yesterday turn out to be rivals and enemies today and may transform to 

some different relationship tomorrow. In international relations there are no 

permanent friends or permanent enemies, only permanent thing is national interest. 

States set principles for their conduct of relations with other members of the 

international community but those principles also get various modifications as to 

confirm with the ever-transforming circumstances.  

Pakistan‘s foreign policy has undergone various transformations within a short span 

of seventy years. Foreign policy makers have always struggled to come up to the 

requirements of the situation keeping the national interest in focus. Situations like 

‗either you are with us or against us‘ have always presented tough choices to the 

foreign policy makers in Pakistan. From threats of ‗bombing to the stone age‘ to the 

titles of ‗most allied ally‘, foreign policy decision makers in Pakistan have faced 

unprecedented circumstances. (Baumann and Rainer, 2014) 

This chapter is therefore focused on foreign policy making process in Pakistan. 

Theoretical analyses of the policy through the prism of realism, liberalism and 

constructivism will be discussed and the most applicable theory in defining Pakistan‘s 

foreign policy towards Turkey will be determined. The determinants of foreign policy 
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and the approaches will also be presented as to get the comprehensive idea at 

comprehending the dynamics of foreign policy. 

Conceptual Framework: 

2.1.1 Defining the term Foreign Policy  

The general set of principles that a country outlines to conduct its relations with other 

states is termed as its foreign policy. The term foreign policy has been defined 

differently by thinkers and there are varieties of its definitions, some are presented 

here to understand the wider scope of the term. 

Merriam Webster Dictionary defines the term as ―the policy of a sovereign state in its 

interaction with other sovereign nations.‖ Encyclopedia Britannica contains the 

definition of term as ―General objectives that guide the activities and relationships of 

one state in its interactions with other states. The development of foreign policy is 

influenced by domestic considerations, the policies or behavior of other states, or 

plans to advance specific geopolitical designs‖ 

George Modelski defines the term in change perspective as ―the system of activities 

evolved by communities for changing the behavior of other states and for adjusting 

their own activities to the international environment.‖ Modelski has focused the 

aspect of change in states‘ behaviors towards each other and towards the international 

system. His definition seems restricted to the change perspective but when analyzed 

in accordance with the dynamics of foreign policy that keep on changing, Modelski‘s 

definition proves to be authentic and suitable. Through his explanation, the foreign 

policy can be easily perceived in its dynamic nature. (Modelski, 1962) 

Feliks Gross has explained the choice perspective of foreign policy. He defines that if 

a country does not establish the relations with any state, it is also foreign policy. He 
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defines that choice of not establishing relations as that state‘s interest. Interests vary 

from state to state and it becomes inevitable sometimes for some states to not 

establish relations with definite states. The absence of diplomatic relation between 

Pakistan and Israel can best be presented as an instance here. (Gross, 1954) 

Joseph Frankel defines the term in its simplest form of relations as ―policy that 

consists of decisions and actions which involve to some appreciable extent relations 

of one state with others.‖ Frankel has actually approached the idea in simplified 

manner and has provided the core idea of relations because the whole phenomenon of 

foreign policy actually revolves around the relations among states. (Frankel, 1963) 

Interests are at the core of conceiving the foreign policy. Padelford and Lincoln have 

defined the term foreign policy in this manner as ―it is the key element in the process 

by which a state translates its broadly conceived goals and interests into concrete 

courses of action to attain these objectives and pursue its interests.‖ They have 

actually touched the core purpose of foreign policy. Establishment of relations with 

other states or changing behavior in accordance with the changed circumstances, 

foreign policy focuses the interests of states. Therefore, Padelford and Lincoln have 

provided the concrete explanation of the term. (Padelford and Lincoln, 1976) 

Foreign Policy is thus a process through which states establish their relations in order 

to pursue their interests and keep on changing their behavior with the changing 

circumstances. It is a dynamic process as has been defined by the thinkers. It adjusts 

itself with the requirements of international system as well as with the needs of 

sovereign states. 
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2.1.2 Approaches in defining the Foreign Policy Dynamics 

Every phenomenon is looked upon by thinkers through their unique perspective. 

Those perspectives provide the comprehensive understanding and core idea of certain 

subject. In social sciences, these perspectives have been termed as approaches.  

J.C Johari in his book Comparative Politics defines approach as ‗a way of looking at 

and then explaining a particular phenomenon.‘ According to his definition, the 

perspective of looking at ideas may be broad enough to cover almost all the aspects of 

subject being discussed, or, it may be limited to the explanation of some specific 

aspect. (Johari, 1982) 

There are various approaches presented by the thinkers and decision-makers for 

looking at foreign policy but the main focus has always remained on two fundamental 

approaches, which are briefly discussed here. 

2.1.2.1 Approaching the Foreign Policy Dynamics Ideologically 

This approach has been variedly discussed by various thinkers. The primary element 

of this approach is ideology. It is believed that foreign policy is based on the 

ideological premises of states. Those premises may be defined by religious, cultural, 

social, political or economic dimensions. The democratic regimes are believed to be 

friendly towards other democracies; similarly, the authoritarian regimes back each 

other. Similar arguments have been presented in religious perspective; states 

dominated by the population of same religious ideology tend to be closer than others.  

Samuel P. Huntington in his work, Clash of Civilizations, has approached the 

international system and its dynamics through this approach. On the other hand, in 

End of History, Francis Fukuyama, has also followed the same line of thought. 

Therefore, the ideological approach is much wider in its scope and application. The 
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relations of states are viewed through the similarities in either of religious, political, 

social, cultural or economic dimensions. (Alden, Amnon, 2012) 

Dynamics of Pakistan‘s Foreign Policy towards Turkey can also be approached 

through ideological perspective because there are various circles of similarity between 

the two states. From dominant Muslim population in both countries to democratic and 

cultural convergence define the idea behind the close relationships between Pakistan 

and Turkey. 

2.1.2.2 Approaching the Foreign Policy Dynamics Analytically 

In foreign policy, the decision-makers are always confronted with different choices 

and they have to reach conclusions and take concrete decisions by preferring one 

choice over others. This preference or choice of alternatives has been viewed as a 

significant element in foreign policy. The choice is always made on the basis of 

interests of state. Those choices are preferred which a state considers in its favor. 

(Herman and Kegley, 1987) 

Therefore, thinkers at international level always try to analyze the choices being made 

by the leaders of the states. Russian and American relations are looked at upon in 

perspective of choices made by the presidents of both the states. Their choices are 

analyzed to reach at the base of making that choice and even the alternatives left 

behind are also analyzed. 

Relations between Pakistan and Turkey are not limited to be viewed only from 

ideological approach alone; the same can be done through the prism of analytical 

approach too. The leadership in both countries have at various occasions have made 

the tough choices among daunting alternatives. Those choices can be comprehended 

by keeping in consideration the interests of both the nations. 
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2.3 Determinants of Foreign Policy 

Foreign Policy making is a dynamic process and it cannot be conceived in isolation. 

There is multitude of factors that affect the process of policy making. The decisions or 

choices made by state at international level are result of constant struggle to adapt to 

the influences at national and international level. It usually appears as the states 

pursue national interest irrespective of the circumstances, but, in reality the decisions 

are made after facing the enormous challenges and pressures. Those challenges and 

pressures may be of varied nature. Some of those are discussed here in order to 

explain clearly the dynamics of foreign policy. 

The factors for simplification purposes can broadly be categorized into two groups; 

national and international. 

2.3.1 Determining factors of Foreign Policy at National Level 

2.3.1.1 Territory and Population 

The early political thinkers, like Plato and Aristotle, suggested the small size of state 

and limited number of population, but, in modern times the larger size of state and its 

population is considered a determining factor in foreign relations. Significance of 

availability of resources for modern states needs no mention and similarly the larger 

population is considered as the market opportunity. Therefore, the foreign relations of 

states are determined by their significance in market perspectives, 

But contrary to this, the size of states seems not to be influencing the relations among 

states. Brazil, Canada and Australia are among the larger states of world in terms of 

size but their power and influence at international level is shadowed by the smaller 

states like Britain and France. Similarly, India is the second largest country in terms 

of population, yet, Germany and Japan have more weightage in international system.  
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Pakistan is the sixth largest country in world according to population while Turkey is 

the seventeenth largest state. Both countries together have more than 300 million 

people. Therefore, at international level and in bilateral relations, both Pakistan and 

Turkey occupy significant position. Their cooperation in and security fields can result 

into greater achievement for both sides. 

2.3.1.2 Strategic Location 

Geographical location of countries has always been a significant factor in determining 

the foreign relations. Early civilizations of Sumairia, Indus and Mesopotamia were 

located on the banks of rivers which provided them opportunity to trade with 

contemporary states. Even in modern world, strategic location is a definitive 

determining factor, since land-locked countries depend on others for their trade and 

connectivity purposes. Central Asian countries with rich energy sources have to look 

to other neighboring countries to sell their commodities. Access to sea has been 

conceived as a blessing for the states.  

Pakistan has been at the center of geo-politics since its independence. During cold 

war, the western bloc influenced the leadership of country and got it on their side. 

Soviet and American tug-of-war in Afghanistan had also put the country in spotlight 

and most recently in war-on-terror, Pakistan proved to be a lynchpin against the 

global threat of terrorism. Turkey as a NATO ally has also made enormous efforts to 

counter terrorism not only in Afghanistan but also in the Middle East. Therefore, both 

countries have capacity to utilize the potential for their collective and individual 

national interests. This research will present the concrete facts and recommendations 

to maximize the benefits.   
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2.3.1.3 Economic Power 

Economy has assumed the central place in determining the dynamics of foreign 

relations of states. Self-sufficiency in economic terms is not just difficult rather 

impossible phenomenon. Richness in resources is also irrelevant if those resources 

cannot be exchanged with others. Countries under sanctions, however rich in 

resources, become economically downtrodden because of non-connectivity to the rest 

of the world. Therefore, economic might together with sound foreign policy results 

into the power and influence for the countries. 

Pakistan is struggling to stabilize its economy while Turkey is an emerging economic 

power; therefore, both have much capacity to build in this arena. The leadership of 

both the countries is bent upon utilizing the potential that can be achieved by the 

cooperation. This study will present the detailed account in this regard. 

2.3.1.4 Historical and Cultural Similarities 

Individuals tend to be friendly towards the like-minded individuals. At international 

level, states also appear to be close to the states that share similarities in history and 

culture. The culture of country is influenced by various factors and religion is the 

dominant factor even in modern world. Thus, the cultures of states, where followers 

of same religious ideology dominate, happen to be identical in almost all respects. 

Those cultural norms and values determine the foreign policy of any country towards 

others. 

Samuel P. Huntington, based on this phenomenon, has predicted the division of world 

into different blocs. Pakistan and Turkey share many cultural similarities based on the 

identical religious ideology. Besides, both the countries have shared history because 

Muslims of sub-continent were also considered as the subjects of Ottoman Empire. 
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Therefore, the foreign policy makers have much wider choice of shared interests. The 

detailed analysis of opportunities under this pretext will be presented in this study. 

2.3.1.5 Public Opinion 

Democratic political systems are considered to be respecting the public opinion in 

decision making at government level even in foreign policy affairs. But, even in 

autocratic systems, public opinion cannot be ignored or avoided for long time. Public 

opinion is a dynamic tool which keeps on changing with the changed circumstances. 

Therefore, the actions of states at international level are scrutinized through public 

opinion. Hence, it becomes convenient for policy makers to establish relations with 

the states towards whom the public opinion is favorable. 

Pakistan and Turkey enjoy the favorable public opinion among their respective 

populations. Turkey has been esteemed by Pakistani people, similarly, Turkish 

populations looks at Pakistanis with great respect and dignity. This dynamic 

phenomenon will further be explained in context of history in this thesis. 

2.3.2 Determining factors of Foreign Policy at International Level 

Besides these significant determinants at domestic level, some important factors at 

international level also influence in determining the dynamics of foreign policy. Brief 

description of those factors is as under. 

2.3.2.1 Laws governing the International Relations 

Foreign Policy of state is a sovereign choice but laws governing international relations 

are followed in order to ensure peaceful and smooth course of action. International 

law has assumed vital significance with the passage of time. States respect the limits 

set by International law. Therefore, it has been a determining factor while taking any 

decision in foreign policy affairs. (Hudson, 2005)  
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Pakistan has always been determined in its commitments towards international law. 

Similarly, Turkey has always shown regard for the law. The relations of both the 

countries under the obligations of International law will further be highlighted in the 

later chapters of this paper. 

2.3.2.2 Significance of International Organizations 

International organizations have been recognized as individual personalities in 

international law. Therefore, in international system states are not the only entities 

that concern the foreign policy of any country. International Organizations like United 

Nations Organization (UNO) have asserted their role and constantly influence the 

decision-making process of individual states. Hence, it has become inevitable for 

foreign policy makers to ignore the influence of international organizations while 

taking their decisions. (Smith and Hadley, 2008) 

Pakistan is an active member of various international organizations like; United 

Nations Organization (UNO), Organization of Islamic Countries (OIC), South Asian 

Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC), Shanghai Cooperation Organization 

(SCO), Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO) and several others. Similarly, 

Turkey is also an important member in several international organizations. Both the 

countries have been in support of each other at different occasions in different 

organizations. Their mutual interests and collaboration in international organizations 

will be presented in detail in this study. 

2.3.2.3 International Media 

Media at national level has been considered as the fourth pillar of state after 

legislature, executive and judiciary. The advancement in technology has blurred the 

boundaries and people around the world are more inclined towards the international 
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media. BBC, CNN and Al-Jazeera are just the few names of channels that are being 

watched around the globe. Influence of these channels on foreign policy decision-

making is enormous because they build the international public opinion. Secondly, 

foreign policy decision makers get much assistance from international press through 

facts and details of different events and incidents. (Soroka, 2003)  

Role of media will be defined in terms of foreign policy dynamics of Pakistan towards 

Turkey. The influence of media on foreign policy in modern times cannot be left 

behind. 

2.4 Determinants of Pakistan’s Foreign Policy 

The major determinants of Pakistan‘s foreign policy are as under; 

2.4.1 National Security 

There is no single determinant in foreign policy but Pakistan‘s national security has 

been the dominant factor in determining foreign policy. With its independence, 

Pakistan has been faced with security threat from India and that is visible from the 

foreign policy of Pakistan which is oriented mostly on security. The main 

preoccupation of Pakistan from the very beginning has been to ensure its security 

from India (Mehmood, 1992). The direction of foreign policy of Pakistan was based 

on her search for the security and defense and for that purpose USA was viewed as 

the important partner to meet the Pakistani security needs, however, the partnership 

was both-way as USA also needed an ally to counter the USSR. Hence, security factor 

has been the dominant factor in Pakistan‘s foreign policy. (Pasha, 1990) 

2.4.2 Economic Needs and Challenges 

Pakistan has remained weak in economic affairs throughout its history except for the 

brief period of 1960s. There are multitudes of challenges that hinder the way towards 
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economic development. In order to face these challenges, Pakistan has been looking 

for the countries that can help her come out of these crises. Therefore, the second 

most determining factor in foreign policy of Pakistan has been economic needs and 

challenges. (Yousaf & Tabbasum, 2003) 

2.4.3 Ideology 

Foundation of Pakistan on the basis of Islamic Ideology has also been determining 

factor in foreign policy. One of the objectives of Pakistan‘s foreign policy is to defend 

and protect its ideology.  Based on ideology, Pakistan has been vociferous for the 

rights of Muslims around the world. Pakistan plays leading role in promoting the 

interests of Muslims at international forums. It is the dominating role of ideology that 

Pakistan has never recognized the existence of Israel as an independent state. 

2.4.4 Muslim World and its Unity 

Quaid-i-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah and Liaquat Ali Khan believed in the unity of 

Muslim world while formulating the foreign policy in initial years of independence 

(Mehmood, 1987). Friendly and brotherly relations with Muslim countries and raising 

voice for the concerns of Muslims at international level are among the fundamental 

principles of Pakistan‘s foreign policy (Kundi, 2003). Muhammad Ali Jinnah focused 

on the need of cooperation among the Islamic world and he raised his voice for its 

unity. That is evident from his statement about Palestine, Indonesia and Kashmir in 

1948 in which he stated that the play of ‗power politics‘ being obvious in Palestine, 

Indonesia and Kashmir must be an ‗eye-opener‘ for all of us (Jalalzai, 2004). Thus, 

the concerns of Muslim world and its unity have been important determinants of 

Pakistan‘s foreign policy.  
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2.4.5 Friendly Relations with Neighbors 

Release of Abhinandan Varthaman, an Indian pilot captured by Pakistan, as a peace 

gesture, defines one of the determinants and objectives of Pakistan‘s foreign policy in 

terms of friendly relations with neighbors. Pakistan has always been focused on its 

good relations with neighbors. The goal of friendly relations with neighbors was set 

by the founding father of Pakistan, Quaid-i-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah. The border 

issues with China were resolved peacefully; similarly, the Iranian side has been dealt 

with good friendly terms. Pakistan‘s stance on peace in Afghanistan has been vivid by 

its continuous effort in convincing the warring parties to come to table for talks in 

order to resolve the issues peacefully.  

Pakistan has always showed great interest in good relations with India as well; but, 

the goodwill is always taken wrongly by Indian side. Pakistan has made every 

possible effort to resolve matters with India through dialogue. Indian designs of 

regional hegemony have wasted all Pakistani efforts and both the nations are erstwhile 

rivals. In every government, Pakistani leadership has taken serious steps to come to 

the practicable solutions of all problems through peace and dialogue which is the 

determining factor of its foreign policy.  

2.4.6 Self-determination for Nations 

Pakistan has been under British colonial domination until it got independence on 

August 14, 1947. Therefore, Pakistan always supports the right of self-determination 

for all oppressed nations of the world. Pakistan‘s position on Palestine and Kashmir is 

reflective of its foreign policy determinant.  
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2.4.7 Peaceful Coexistence 

Among the major determinants of Pakistan‘s foreign policy, peaceful coexistence is 

the significant and elaborative of its efforts towards establishment of peace. Foreign 

policy of Pakistan has never been supportive of interfering in the internal matters of 

other states. Its foreign policy is centered on respect for the sovereignty, independence 

and rights of other states and it expects the same from others.  

2.4.8 Respect for International Law and International Organizations 

Throughout its history, Pakistan has been committed to the International Law. Foreign 

policy of Pakistan has always been in accordance with the rules and regulations of the 

international law. On the other hand, Pakistan has been active in following and 

promoting the principles and objectives of United Nations. Pakistan sends its troops 

for United Nations Missions to ensure its commitment to world peace through set 

principles of UNO.   

2.2 Theoretical Framework  

The forces at play in international system have been explained and understood 

through different perspectives which are termed as theories. Theory helps in reaching 

the core idea of any action or phenomenon and at the same time it assists in predicting 

the behaviors of states based on the pre-set assumptions. The validity of any theory 

cannot be rejected altogether, however, certain theories tend to be applicable in 

specific circumstances while other seem to be irrelevant in defining the same 

situation. Therefore, three basic and the most important theories of international 

relations i-e realism, liberalism and constructivism will be focused in this study in 

order to explain the changing dynamics of Pakistan‘s foreign policy towards Turkey. 

The fundamental character and wide scope of these theories make them relevant in 
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analyzing the foreign policy choices and decisions. Brief description in connection 

with the dynamics of foreign policy is presented here, while, their application will be 

carried on throughout the study.  

2.2.1 Realism 

Realists like Kenneth Waltz, E.H Carr, Hans Morgenthau, George Kennan and 

Reinhold Niebuhr apply the selfish nature of individuals to the behavior of states. 

They believe the international system as anarchic and the power of individual state 

defines its significance at international level. According to realist thought, states 

pursue their own national (self) interests without taking into consideration the 

collective interests of international community. Foreign policy is thus the outline of 

behavior or more simply the intention of state in achieving its interests.  

States encounter various circumstances where they have to choose between their own 

national interest and the community interest, and what they actually choose, as realists 

perceive, is the former. Pakistan as a member of international community has always 

been keen in working for the global interests, but that does not lead policy-makers to 

compromise the national interest. Therefore, a balanced policy has always been 

struggled to shape in order to get the desired outcome. Turkey has been considered as 

a natural ally by people and government of Pakistan due to various reasons which will 

be discussed further in later chapters. The relations of both the countries have been 

cordial and closer irrespective of the changes in government on both sides. To look at 

the picture of Pakistan‘s foreign policy towards Turkey through the prism of realism 

is actually to assess the interests of both the nations in various fields of cooperation. 
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2.2.2 Liberalism 

Adam Smith while describing the ‗invisible hand‘ actually envisioned a globalized 

and inter-connected world where interests of states would also be inter-dependent. 

According to liberal thought, states always seek their individual national interests but 

that puts them into arranging an international order where they have collective 

interests. It is because the states realize that inter-dependence and inter-connectedness 

have more to offer than isolationist approach at international level. The connectivity 

proposed by liberals is in different fields of relations but the major defining factors are 

economy and political system. Liberal thinkers like Kant, Cobden, Schumpeter, Doyle 

and Tom Paine have argued that people of any state are peace-loving; it is the 

government that drags people into conflicts. They blame unrepresentative nature of 

governments for almost all the conflicts at international level. Francis Fukuyama has 

also followed the same line of thought while suggesting his idea of ‗End of History‘.  

A comprehensive debate can be presented on the validity of the arguments after 

Donald Trump‘s isolationist tendencies and majority of British people voting for the 

‗Brexit‘. But that will lead to another subject irrelevant to the purpose of this study. 

However, Pakistan‘s foreign policy towards Turkey will be explained in context of 

the assumptions of the theory. Both; Pakistan and Turkey have worked for the 

international peace in fighting against terrorism and also have actively participated in 

UNO‘s measures at establishment of just and peaceful international community.       

2.2.3. Constructivism 

Defining the interests and actions of states through materialistic approach seems to be 

lacking the other important factors that shape the interactions among states. ―Identities 

are the basis of interests‖ proposed Alexander Wendt. Unlike realists and liberals, the 

non-materialistic structures are focused in constructivist thought because theorists of 
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this school of thought believe that identities identify interests and consequently the 

actions. Identity has further been classified in two categories i-e social and corporate. 

The former brings into light the status, role or personality that international society 

gives to an individual state. The latter on the other hand refers to the social, 

ideological and cultural factors that shape the identity of any state at international 

level. Constructivists believe these structures and identities as the defining factors of 

state interests that are pursued at the international level. The theory has gained much 

significance after the end of cold war and especially after 9/11. The underlying forces 

advocated by this theory provide a different spectrum to look at the foreign policy of 

states. 

Pakistan and Turkey have multiple similar factors that shape their identity 

individually and define their interests at international level. The foreign policy of 

Pakistan towards Turkey can best be understood by defining the underlying factors 

through the perspectives of this theory.  

Looking at the foreign policy dynamics through single perspective limits the scope 

and significance of the relations at international level. Hence, the changing dynamics 

of Pakistan‘s foreign policy towards have been looked through these major three 

theoretical approaches as to comprehend the subject vividly. 

2.2.4. Foreign Policy Making Process in Pakistan 

In order to analyze and evaluate the dynamics of foreign policy, it is necessary to look 

at the process of foreign policy making. It provides the insight into results or 

outcomes that are achieved or are desired to be achieved by understanding the forces 

involved into decision making process. The process of foreign policy making in 

general with its significance in evaluating the relations of states will be discussed and 

special focus will be given on the procedure in Pakistan and the factors attached to it. 
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2.2.5. Foreign Policy Making Process: An Analytical View 

Foreign policy process making has been viewed by different thinkers in their own 

way. Duchacek has suggested three basic steps along with six phases in formulation 

of foreign policy. His suggested process is summarized in the following table. 

Table 1 

Basic Steps in Foreign Policy 

Making 

Phases Involved in the Process 

1. Formation of Foreign Policy a. Identification of Objectives 

b. Setting Priorities 

c. Determining National Interest 

2. Decision about the Foreign 

Policy 

a. Decisions at formulations 

b. Evaluation of ways for action 

c. Based on objectives, identification of 

alternatives 

3. Execution of the Decisions - Implementing the decisions  

 

As mentioned above, the first phase in formulating foreign policy is identification of 

objectives. It is the basic and fundamental procedure because as Parkash Chandar has 

said that a state without foreign policy is like a ship without sail on high seas. In order 

to achieve certain goals and to get desirable outcomes, the identification of objectives 

is must. Without knowing the objectives, the whole process of foreign policy 

formulation may end in confusion. Thus, it is necessary for any state to identify the 

objectives for which it is going to shape its policy towards the other nations of the 

world. 

There may be a variety of purposes for which a state may shape its foreign policy. 

Therefore, the second important phase in this process is setting up the priorities 
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among different alternatives available. State has to prioritize some issues over others 

keeping in consideration its unique needs. One state may have need of economic-

centered policy while the case may be completely different in case of another state 

which needs security-oriented policy to secure its purposes.  Therefore, setting the 

priorities is inevitable for an effective foreign policy formulation.  

States conduct foreign affairs in order to secure their national interests. It is thus 

necessary for any state to know its national interest vividly. Identifying certain 

objectives and setting the priorities may not result into the achievement of desired 

outcome if the national interest is not properly determined. It is thus necessary for 

states to highlight their specific needs and determine the national interest as a whole 

in order to set the foreign policy in right direction. 

After determining the objectives and national interest, decision making is the most 

significant phase in successful foreign policy. In day to day administration, decision 

making is a tough process, therefore, while dealing with international actors, the 

process gets more complicated and complex. Time and resources are significant 

factors that add to the complexities of the process. It is thus necessary for policy 

makers to reach at effective and practical decisions with required precision and 

clarity. Otherwise, the decision taken may turn the tide against the desired outcome. 

Decision making results into choice of action being taken and that is the stage where 

all the phases are tested. Good decisions end into actions that promote the objectives 

and interest of any state, while, decisions made without proper considerations lead to 

actions that prove to be disastrous. The actions are therefore needed to be evaluated 

with utmost wit and foresight. Once decided, there is no turning back in international 
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relations. Policy makers are therefore required to have comprehensive understanding 

of the implications of actions to be followed.  

Before reaching at the final course of action, the proper identification of alternatives is 

inevitable. In order to avoid regretting the undesired consequences, alternatives are 

necessary to be evaluated. States always have different alternative courses of actions 

to follow in dealing with other states. The choice of alternative determines the 

effectiveness of the action followed and consequently the results to be achieved. 

The above-mentioned factors defined by Duchacek are significant but besides all 

these stages and phases, the forces that influence the foreign policy making process 

from within the country and at international level, have not been mentioned.  It 

depends upon the leadership of the state how it handles the pressure. Laura Neak has 

defined that the foreign policy is not only the concern of political leadership but all 

the stakeholders are involved in the process. The security related matters are decided 

after consultations with the military leadership, likewise, the trade and financial 

matters are carried forward through the advice of concerned persons and leadership. 

2.2.5 The Process in Pakistan 

Unlike other policies which keep on changing with the changing governments, the 

fundamental principles and objectives of foreign policy remain same. Foreign policy 

is not confined to the foreign office only but statesmen from around almost all the 

departments are involved in the foreign policy making process. Policy makers define 

the situation not only in terms of conditions existing at domestic and international 

level, but also in terms of what is practically feasible and bureaucratically achievable.  

They receive input from almost all government institutions and departments. The 

alternatives considered by the policy makers are often the options that have been 
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drafted, debated and provided by the lower staff of the government departments. 

(Holsti, 1982) 

The process of foreign policy making in Pakistan thus involves different personalities, 

institutions and passes through different phases. The important factors involved in the 

process are described as under. 

2.2.6 Administrative Leadership  

There are three main positions involved in framing the foreign policy which are the 

President, the PM and the Chief of Army Staff (COAS). People occupying these 

positions play significant role in formulating the policy. They can either approve or 

disapprove the policy or even suggest changes in the same. They cannot go against 

the principles set by the founding fathers. 

In the initial years of independence, then Governor-General of Pakistan, Quaid-i-

Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah set the fundamental principles and objectives of the 

foreign policy of newly born state. After the loss of Quaid, the office of then Prime 

Minister, Liaquat Ali Khan, assumed the prominent role in foreign policy domain and 

he paid visit to US and set forth the path for the international dealings. Both these 

leaders played a vital role in the foreign affairs as their set principles and guidelines 

are followed even to this day. Their statements and actions are valued while taking 

decisions in the foreign affairs field. (Salahuddin, 2005) 

Being the executive head of government, Prime Minister is at the center stage in 

foreign policy formulation process. He is the one who appoints ambassadors, foreign 

office staff and other officials involved in decision-making. It is the personality of 

Prime Minister which influences and shapes the forces at play in international 

dealings. The realist approach of personality impact on foreign policy is evident at 
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this stage of the foreign policy process. The decisions made by the leadership are 

reflective of their opinions, beliefs, approaches and rationale. Hence, the foreign 

policy choices of governments are viewed through the leadership prism. Keeping this 

in perspective, role of Gen. Pervaiz Musharraf, Mr. Asif Ali Zardari, Mr. Nawaz 

Sharif and Mr. Imran Khan is viewed in analyzing and understanding the foreign 

policy choices made by Pakistan in last two decades (1999-2019). 

Since the birth of Pakistan, security has been the core concern of state of Pakistan. 

Indian designs of destabilizing Pakistan have always been the major concern for 

foreign policy makers. It is in the light of these circumstances that military has been 

involved in foreign policy decision making process. Gen. Ayub Khan played 

significant role in strengthening Pakistan‘s ties with US during the cold war era. 

Similarly, Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and American action against the invasion 

saw Gen. Zia-ul-Haq in the leading position in taking foreign policy decisions. 9/11 

provided Gen. Musharraf the opportunity of making the foreign policy choices. These 

military chiefs were Presidents simultaneously and therefore their role was of much 

significance as they were in leading position in the process of formulation of foreign 

policy of Pakistan. Apart from them, Gen. Raheel Sharif was also an active Army 

Chief in foreign policy affairs as he paid significant number of visits to different 

foreign countries and remained part of talks and negotiations along with the then 

political leadership of the country. Gen. Qamar Javed Bajwa is also playing his part 

by watching closely the international scenario and providing military‘s stance 

accordingly. The security dilemma has resulted in the active role of military 

leadership in foreign policy making process of Pakistan.  
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2.2.7 Foreign Affairs Ministry 

The foreign office headed by a Foreign Minister is the institution responsible for the 

effective foreign policy management by devising the choices keeping the fundamental 

goals and objectives in consideration. Foreign minister leads the foreign office and he 

is the one who consults the Prime Minister regularly to keep the later updated about 

the situation and seek his input about the affairs. Foreign Office works in accordance 

with the general outlines set by the government in charge. It includes people of great 

expertise, knowledge and skill in foreign affairs and they regularly form the policies, 

plans and outlines for major projects. Foreign Affairs Ministry is thus at the center of 

foreign policy making process. Its suggested choices and courses of action are 

presented to the administrative leadership who either approve or disapprove the plans.  

2.2.8 Parliamentary Supervision 

Cabinet, being the part of Parliament, is responsible for its every decision and action 

before Parliament. Foreign Minister regularly appraises the Parliament about the 

performance of his ministry. Ministry of Foreign Affairs prepares the foreign policy 

as directed by cabinet and the policy is presented before the parliament. Foreign 

minister is held accountable for his policies through questions and debates. Whenever, 

the situation at international level demands a strong narrative, parliament is convened 

to consider the options. In the aftermath of Salala incident, Parliament was consulted 

to define the future strategy to cater the situation. Thus, Parliament as the 

representative body of the country supervises the foreign policy making process.  

2.2.9 Political Parties, Media and Public Opinion 

While campaigning for elections, political parties present their manifestos and foreign 

policy occupies the significant place in that. When they succeed, they include their 
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priorities in the process. On the other hand, the parties in opposition keep a vigilant on 

the foreign policy making and criticize the government decisions.  

Media has assumed great importance recently. No only at local level but at 

international level also media is considered as the fourth pillar of governments. 

Foreign policy making process of states generally affect the relations among nations, 

hence, international media attaches great importance to it. The choices, decisions, 

actions and implementation are viewed in detail by media outlets.  

Democratic setup in country has provided people an opportunity to have their opinion 

about the foreign policy making process. People always react to the policies of 

government. The course of action adopted by governments can change if public 

opinion is not in favor. Public opinion has been an important factor in foreign policy 

making process as it lets governments know about the feedback of public about their 

policies. 
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Chapter: 3 

Historical Perspective of Relations between Pakistan and Turkey 

In order to better understand the relations between Pakistan and Turkey and 

presenting historical analysis, it is necessary to look at the country profiles of both the 

countries. 

3.1 Country Profiles of Pakistan and Turkey 

3.1.1 Pakistan 

3.1.1.1 Geography: 

Pakistan lies in the South Asian region. It is connected to the world through Arabian 

Sea on its South. On Eastern side, Pakistan shares its border of almost 1610 km with 

India. Almost 595 km long border with China, bound by the Karakoram and the 

Himalayan Ranges, is on North-Eastern side. Afghanistan, sharing about 2252 km 

long border, is on North-Western and Western side. In South-West, Pakistan shares its 

boundary of about 805 km with Iran. (DAWN, Oct 2009) 

3.1.1.2 Language 

The beauty of Pakistan is its multi-linguist population. People of different regions 

speak different languages. The national and commonly spoken language of the 

country is Urdu. The majority of population living in Punjab province speaks Punjabi 

with people in southern region of the province speaking Seraiki. Pashto is the largest 

spoken language in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP). Sindhi is spoken in Sindh with 

Karachi, the capital of the province, hosting people of different languages, Urdu being 

the common among all. Along with these major languages, there is a number of other 

languages spoken by people of different regions. 
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3.1.1.3 Population 

Pakistan is the sixth largest populated country of the world. According to the latest 

census of 2017, the total number of population stands at around 207.7 million with 

32.5 percent of population living in urban regions of the country while 67.5 percent 

people residing in rural areas. (PBS) 

3.1.1.4 Religion 

The majority population in Pakistan is Muslim. According to the census of 2017, 

almost 96.2 percent of population is Muslim. The remaining portion of population 

consists of different religions i-e Hindus 1.6 percent and Christians 1.59 percent, 

while, the remaining portion includes people of different religions. (PBS) 

Figure 1 Statistics about Pakistan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Source: https://research.hktdc.com/en/article/MzU4MDUzOTgz 
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3.1.2. Turkey 

3.1.2.1Geography 

Turkey occupies significant position in terms of its geography because it is stretched 

between two continents- Asia and Europe. Its largest area is situated in Asia; while, it 

is connected to Europe through its territory in European continent. Black sea lies on 

the northern side of the country. On its North-Eastern border are Georgia and 

Armenia. Azerbaijan and Iran are situated on the East, while, Iraq and Syria are on the 

South-East. The country is bounded by Mediterranean and Aegean Sea on Western 

and South-Western side. Greece and Bulgaria are at the north-western side of Turkey. 

(Encyclopedia Britannica) 

3.1.2.2 Language 

Turkey is home to different languages. The largest spoken language is Turkish that is 

spoken by almost 90 percent of the population. Among other languages, Kurdish is 

the second largest language spoken in the country with almost 6 percent population. 

Arabic is spoken by almost 1.2 percent population. Among other languages spoken in 

Turkey, Greek and Armenian are the prominent. (BBC)  

3.1.2.3 Population 

As of 2019, the population of Turkey is about 83.4 million people. Unlike Pakistan 

where majority lives in rural areas, almost 75 percent population of Turkey lives in 

urban localities. (World Bank) 

3.1.2.4 Religion 

The majority of population in Turkey is Muslim. Around 99 percent people follow 

Islam. In remaining 1 percent are included people of different faiths, the dominant 

among them being Christianity. (EACEA, Eurydice) 
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Muslims of sub-continent had started Khilafat Movement to put pressure on Allied 

Powers to not dismember the Ottoman Empire. These feelings of oneness were result 

of the long-standing historical affinity between Muslims of sub-continent towards 

their fellow Muslims around the world and specially the Ottoman Empire because it 

was the seat of government-Khilafat-i-Uthmaniya. It is important to have brief view 

of historical perspective of relations between Pakistan and Turkey in order to 

understand the status of the relations between the two nations. 

Figure 2 Country Profile of Turkey 

 

Source: https://present5.com/project-black-sea-tradenet-doing-business-with-turkey/ 

3.2 Ottoman Empire to Turkish Nationalism 

Seljuk dynasty faced with Mongol threat and internal succession problems crumbled 

and gave way to Osman, leader of a small Turkish tribe, to rise to the power in 1290 
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and establish an Empire covering almost three continents of Asia, Africa and Europe. 

The empire was the seat of governance of Muslims around the world. The word of 

ruler was given due significance as legitimacy was attached to it. Even the rulers of 

Mughal Dynasty in sub-continent ruled in the name of Ottoman rulers. The Ottomans 

took great interest in the territorial expansion of the empire. The strengthening force 

that kept the empire powerful enough to compete among great powers was Islam. It 

was due to the Islamic characteristics of the empire that Muslims around the world 

felt connected to it. Muslims considered the ruler of the empire as Khalifa.  His 

authority was deemed as supreme over the immediate rulers of the states. In this 

manner, the Ottoman Empire had influence over populations not even in their 

territorial jurisdiction but affiliated through Islamic ideology. 

The long affinity of Muslims of sub-continent appeared on the political agitation level 

in 1897 when protests were held across Aligarh against British who were on the side 

of Greece in Greco-Turkish War. The situation was already against Muslims in the 

wake of War of Independence of 1857; therefore, these agitations were seen through 

that prism of revolt against the government. Sir Syed Ahmed Khan made it clear to 

the British that the agitations were due to the Islamic ideology and the feelings of 

oneness among Muslims. Nawab Mohsin-ul-Mulk also took the same point of view 

and convinced the government that the agitations were in the support of Ottomans and 

not an indigenous revolt. In 1911, the resentment against the government arose again 

with the attack on Tripoli by Italians backed by British. The matter was discussed and 

condemned widely among Muslims of sub-continent. The Ottoman cause was dear to 

them and they considered it binding to support their cause. (Pakistan Historical 

Society, 1970) 
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The European aspirations of establishing colonies brought them in conflict with the 

Ottoman Empire. British, French, Russian and Dutch incursion into territories of 

Eastern European, Middle Eastern and Indian States brought them into direct conflict 

with the Ottoman Empire as it challenged its writ. The empire was considered main 

actor in the affairs of the European Continent. The balance of power system centered 

on great powers of nineteenth century saw Turkey as a balancer against Russia. The 

growing power of Russian empire with its influence increasing in Eastern Europe and 

the alliances made among Central European powers like Austria, Prussia and France 

left Ottoman Empire isolated in the second half of the twentieth century. Because of 

gradual non-interference of Ottomans in the European Affairs, Ottoman Empire was 

termed as the ‗sick man of Europe‘. The imbalances in power structure and 

nationalistic fervor aimed at unifications and self-determination pushed the great 

powers towards the First World War.  

Ottoman Empire due to its reasons of rivalry with Russia, France and Britain and 

considering her interests in Middle East and Eastern Europe joined the Axis Powers in 

the War. The early accounts of war predict victory for the Axis but the tables were 

turned on them with the involvement of United States of America (USA) on the side 

of Allied Powers. The war that started in 1914 dragged on for almost five years which 

ended with the Treaty of Versailles in 1919. The war changed the shape of not only 

Europe but also of the whole world.  

Ottoman Empire was forced to sign the Treat of Serves on August 10, 1920 which 

resulted in the dismemberment of the empire. The main features of the treaty were as 

under; 
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a. The Sultan was allowed to remain in Constantinople under the Allied 

protection 

b. Allied were permitted to control the straits and any part of Asia Minor 

c. A new ‗Armenian‘ state was created 

d. Arab provinces, earlier the part of Ottoman Empire, were declared 

independent of the Ottoman control 

e. Mandates of France and Britain were declared over Syria and Mesopotamia 

respectively34 

These terms were meant to curtail the might of the Ottoman Empire and to establish 

buffer zones around as to prevent future consolidation of the power. The behavior of 

Allied powers was resented by the Muslims of sub-continent. As Britain was an 

Allied power, Muslims along with cooperation by Congress led by M.K Gandhi 

initiated Khilafat Movement. The main objective of the movement was to press 

British government to treat Ottoman Empire differently from Germany. The demand 

was to keep the territorial boundaries of the Empire intact by avoiding disintegration. 

A Khilafat Committee was established to look over the movement. A delegation led 

by Maulana Muhammad Ali Jauhar was sent to Europe to convince the Allied powers 

and specially to put pressure on British government to consider the Indian viewpoint 

about the fate of Ottoman Empire. The movement was so popular and strong that 

Non-cooperation movement was launched. The cooperation of Hindus and Muslims 

of the sub-continent was exemplary. But the Chaura Chauri incident where clashes 

between people and police resulted into attack on police station and deaths of around 

20 police personnel led M.K Gandhi to part ways with the Khilafat Movement.  

Even after the refusal of Congress to carry on the movement, Muslims of sub-

continent did not stop their struggle. They continued to sympathize with the Turks. 
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The situation in Turkey had however altered. The Young Turks movement was started 

to create a nationalistic state and to resist the foreign domination. Mustafa Kemal 

Ataturk led the struggle of establishing a Turkic nation-state. His efforts of liberating 

his country from the foreign clutches led him to call a meeting at Erzurum in July 

1919 where a resolution was passed to denounce the mandates of Allied powers and 

were declared unacceptable to the Turks. Later in September of same year another 

conference was called in Sivas where Mustafa Kemal was elected chairman of the 

provisional government. This angered the puppet government controlled by the Allied 

powers and arrest orders for Ataturk were issued. The plot was designed to arrest the 

troops supporting the establishment of provisional government under Mustafa Kemal 

Ataturk but the plot did not succeed. In another move, the provisional parliament was 

asked to meet in Istanbul and when they did, some of its members were arrested and 

exiled to Malta. But around this time, Mustafa Kemal Ataturk was powerful enough 

to resist the pressure from the administration of his own country and the foreign 

powers. He called the parliament of Nationalist deputies to meet in Ankara in April 

1920. Therefore, Kemal emerged as the new nationalist leader of Turkey and the 

Ottoman Empire gave way to the nationalist Turkic state.  

With the declaration of Turkey as an independent secular republic, the Ottoman 

Empire formally came to end. The struggle being carried out during that time in Sub-

continent under the banner of Khilafat Movement also diffused away. But the 

attachment towards the Muslims continued. The newly emerged nationalistic regime 

was also seen as a beacon of hope by the oppressed nations who were reeling under 

the colonial domination. Mustafa Kemal Ataturk did not remain confined to Turkey 

but his bravery and leadership qualities came to be admired and idealized around the 

world especially by Muslims of sub-continent. Turkey emerged as a modern state 
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with completely a different outlook. The western political and cultural values were 

adopted blending them with the Islamic traditions. 

3.3. Shift in Foreign Policy Trends with Disintegration of Ottoman Empire and 

Emergence of Modern Turkish State 

Before analyzing the trend of foreign policy of Ottoman Empire, it is necessary to 

define the concept of Khilafat on which the concept of this mighty empire was based. 

Based on this concept of Khilafat, Ottomans competed with Great Powers on 

international level.  

The Arabic word Khalifa means one who comes in succession or leads after the 

existing ruler. Khilafat as an institution emerged after the Holy Prophet (Peace be 

upon Him). The Holy Prophet (Peace be upon Him) was the Ruler in every aspect of 

administration be it political, social or economic along with being the religious 

Supreme Leader. Therefore, it was necessary for His successor to be of such 

knowledge, wisdom and personal character as to lead the ummah rightly. With this 

necessity, the institution of Khilafat came to be treated as fountainhead of all 

authority. Khalifa was recognized as a successor of the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon 

Him), therefore, his office was considered to be leading in every walk of life from 

legislative, administrative, judicial, economic, social to religious affairs.  

The authority of Khalifa was; however, co-extensive with the territorial boundaries, 

yet, he was considered leader even by the Muslims living in different empires and 

states. It was due to this affinity that Muslims under oppressive regimes looked 

towards Khalifa for protection and liberation. Khalifa also considered it as his 

responsibility to listen to the calls of Muslims around the world and take measures to 

liberate them. This most often led the Khalifa into conflict with other empires, but he 

never hesitated in waging war against the oppression because Muslims are believed to 
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be a single nation ideologically. The important factor in establishing the foreign 

relations was the protection of the rights of Muslims. It led the Empire to indulge into 

conflicts for people of different lands on the basis of religious identity. The Young 

Turk movement was thus inclined towards nationalistic character of the government 

i.e., focusing on the internal problems of Turkey and leaving out the expensive 

expeditions carried out for others.  

The shift in the policy came with the rise of Mustafa Kamal Ataturk to the prominent 

position. In one of his speeches, he set the direction of Turkish foreign relations, ―the 

policy which is followed by emerging Turkey will be absolutely proportionate to the 

capacities and needs of the country.‖ (Turkish Review, Quarterly Digest) He believed 

in policy of neutrality and non-aggression, pulling out Turkey from the conflicts of 

the Ottoman Empire. Policy of co-existence and as sovereign national independent 

state was officially followed by the Turkish policy makers. The straits of Bosphorus 

and Dardanelles which are major foreign policy determinants for Turkey had kept it in 

conflict with Russian empire in the past. Ataturk led foreign policy process put an end 

to those conflicts by entering into Treaty of Neutrality and Non-Aggression with 

Soviet Union on 17 December, 1925. It was thus the major objective of Mustafa 

Kamal Ataturk to engage with states on lines of mutual cooperation and peaceful co-

existence. 

3.4 Early Trend of Foreign Policy of Pakistan towards Turkey 

Pakistan is an ideological state based on the concept of ‗Muslim Nationalism‘ which 

evolved through history and gained impetus after ‗Two-Nation Theory‖. Muslims of 

sub-continent were living in peace and harmony with all other communities in India 

and there were no prejudices against non-Muslims during Muslim rule spanning 
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almost eight centuries. It was after the coming of British that Muslims were targeted 

by the colonial administration; yet, Muslims did not feel detached as a separate nation 

because they counted on Hindus for their struggle against the oppression. But after 

1857, War of Independence, the division of interests became obvious that Indian 

Nationalism was confined only to Hindus as Muslims were discriminated by the 

Hindu leadership of the time. Sir Syed Ahmed Khan, who was an ardent advocate of 

Indian Nationalism irrespective of religious identities, was shocked at the reaction of 

Hindus towards Urdu language. Hindi was treated as language of Hindus and India, 

while, Urdu was labeled as language of Muslims not of India. Urdu, a popular 

language, was an official language but with the support of colonial masters, Urdu was 

replaced with Hindi in offices.  

The ardent supporters of Indian Nationalism not based on religion like Sir Syed 

Ahmed Khan were disappointed at this attitude of their contemporary Hindu 

leadership. They started struggle to secure rights for Muslims as a separate nation as 

they realized that future of Muslims is going to be controlled by Hindu majority once 

the Britons leave. Congress, established in 1885 by A.O Hume, became a platform for 

Hindu domination under the guise of a political party for Indians. Sir Syed Ahmed 

khan had advised Muslim youth not to join Congress and later on Muslim leaders 

founded All India Muslim League in 1906 in Dhaka. Muslims through the platform of 

Muslim League competed for the rights of Muslims and the major demand of the 

party in early years of its history was ‗separate electorate‘ for Muslims. The cause of 

league got impetus after the bitter opposition of ‗Partition of Bengal into East and 

West Administrative Units‘ by Congress. 

The founding father of Pakistan, Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah, was awarded 

the title of ―Ambassador of Hindu-Muslim Unity‖ for his belief into joint struggle of 
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Hindus and Muslims against colonial domination. He was member of both Indian 

National Congress and All-India Muslim League simultaneously, but, his hopes were 

shattered by the treatment of Congress leadership of Muslim rights. He realized that it 

was futile to press for the unity when the majority was not eager to accommodate the 

minorities. Therefore, he resigned from Congress and started working for separate 

Muslim identity.  

This brief account provides an insight into the foundation of Pakistan based on 

Islamic ideology. The major determinant of foreign policy as explained in previous 

chapter is ‗Ideology‘ and therefore the inclination of Pakistan towards Muslim nations 

can be defined in this perspective. As Muslims of subcontinent had supported the 

cause of Ottomans and later nationalistic Turkey; hence, the relations with Turkey 

immediately after Independence of Pakistan were established. Malik Feroz Khan 

Noon visited Turkey on 12 December 1947 on the directions of Quaid-i-Azam 

Muhammad Ali Jinnah who was Governor-General at the time. He delivered the 

message of Pakistani leadership by stating that ‗Glorious past of Turkey, its 

leadership and the successful administrative and organizational system is admired by 

Pakistani leadership and people. Pakistan is looking forward to establish deep-rooted 

relations with Turkey in political, commercial and cultural fields. An era of 

prosperity, goodwill and friendship will usher between both these brethren nations.‘ 

(Ahmad, 1981) 

The principles of foreign policy were declared by the founding father of Pakistan (as 

mentioned in the first chapter) in which he emphasized on friendly relations with 

Muslim World. He set the direction of relations with Turkey as well while receiving 

the Turkish Ambassador to Pakistan on March 4, 1948 by stating that historically, 

Turkey has always been admired by the Muslims of sub-continent for its splendid past 
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and the valor of its leadership and same is the enthusiasm of people of Pakistan. 

Turkish leadership has drawn the attention of people around the world for their 

abilities, skills and courage with which they faced the circumstances single-handedly 

among great powers‘ politics. Turkish struggle to keep its sovereignty intact in 

European scramble for power in last two centuries is a remarkable example for all the 

nations. People of Pakistan are attached to the cause of Turkey and they will continue 

to be based on their long-standing affinity with the Turkish leadership under Ottoman 

Empire. The two countries, Pakistan and Turkey, as independent and sovereign states 

are going to witness an era of enhanced relationship in every field. Leadership in both 

the countries will work for the welfare and betterment of their peoples. 

The policy makers in Pakistan were focused on security concerns of the newly 

founded state. Indian hegemonic designs at undoing the partition of sub-continent 

posed serious threats to the sovereignty and independence of Pakistan. Foreign 

relations were sought in the security and defense perspective in order to bolster the 

strength of the state to the level of countering the threat. The international 

environment was under cold war politics and confrontations. The Western bloc led by 

United States of America (USA) left no stone unturned in its efforts to contain the 

spread of communist ideology propagated by Soviet Union (USSR). World was 

divided in two blocs and based on this division two military alliances North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization (NATO) and Warsaw Pact were established. Turkey, keeping its 

strategic interests in consideration, joined the western bloc.  

Pakistan also joined the western bloc because of defense and security purposes. Three 

major issues- Kashmir, refugees and distribution of resources, confined the policy-

makers to look for the partners that can assist in security and economic affairs. The 

Western bloc appeared the best choice in this context. In Pakistan, the strategic 
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opportunity to restrict communist ideology to USSR was visible. Turkey, on the other 

hand, proved to be an important obstruction to the spread of influence of USSR to 

Middle-East and Southern Europe. Thus, both Pakistan and Turkey came closer in 

international environment by joining the same camp. 

Relations with Turkey also transformed into a security and defense partner along with 

the earlier agreed upon cooperation politically, economically and culturally. Both the 

countries were facing security challenges and it was natural for both of the to establish 

ties in that respect because both were already on same side in international system and 

ideologically both were closer to each other. These security-oriented ties were 

formally established with the issuance of a Joint Communiqué on February 19, 1954 

simultaneously in Karachi and Ankara. It was agreed between both the nations to 

make sincere efforts in developing peace and security not just in their own interest but 

also in the interest of the region. This joint communiqué resulted into signing of an 

agreement on April 2, 1954. The agreement was aimed at establishing the closer ties 

in security and defense affairs. This shift in trend came due to the prevailing 

conditions at international level and the needs of the newly-born state. 

Pakistan and Turkey have been engaged in multiple ways with each other and a 

detailed picture will be drawn by presenting the issue specific analysis in following 

chapters. In succeeding chapters, the trends of Pakistan‘s foreign policy towards 

Turkey will be analyzed with changing circumstances and the focus will be on 

relations from 1999 to 2019. It is convenient and suitable to organize the affairs under 

specific heads. It will provide an opportunity to better understand the purpose-

oriented perspective of the affairs. Pakistan and Turkey have passed through tests of 

time and it will be interesting to examine the approach adopted by the leadership of 
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both countries as to evaluate their input in order to frame significant recommendations 

for future challenges. 
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Chapter: 4 

Major Security Challenges to Pakistan and Turkey: Existing Depth of 

Cooperation and Prospects for further Enhancement 

Talking about the foreign affairs of any state, security issues come under prime focus. 

Pakistan has always been confronted by the security challenges of high-risk nature. 

The occupation of Kashmir by Indian forces, contrary to the partition plan, forced 

Pakistan into a quagmire of security dilemma. The aspirations of Indian Leadership of 

undoing the partition put Pakistan at existential threat. The influx of refugees and lack 

of resources had already put the newly-born state in an alarming situation. Besides 

these pressing challenges, Pakistan came into being at a time when world was divided 

into two blocs- capitalist and communist. Pakistan, an ideological state based onIslam, 

had to keep in consideration the interests of Muslim Ummah. All these concerns 

pushed the leadership in Pakistan to look for friends and allies at international level 

who could assist the country in meeting these challenges.  

Turning towards Muslim Nations was a natural course of action based on the ideology 

of state. Based on the directions of the founding father, Quaid-i-Azam Muhammad 

Ali Jinnah, article 40 of the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan provides, 

―the state shall endeavor to preserve and strengthen fraternal relations among Muslim 

countries based on Islamic unity, support the common interests of the peoples of Asia, 

Africa and Latin America, promote international peace and security, foster goodwill 

and friendly relations among all nations and encourage the settlement of international 

disputes by peaceful means.‖ (Ministry of Foreign Affairs Government of Pakistan) 

Muslims of sub-continent were attached to the cause of Ottoman Empire and later 

modern Turkey as has been mentioned in previous chapter; therefore, it became 

significant for the policy-makers to establish cordial relations with Turkey. The 
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diplomatic relations with Turkey were established as Turkey was one of the nations 

who recognized Pakistan immediately after independence. Turkey also supported 

Pakistan‘s bid to become the member of United Nations Organization (UNO). The 

formal relations were also established in 1947 with opening of Turkish Embassy in 

Karachi, the then capital of Pakistan. Before going into the depth of the relations in 

security affairs, it is necessary to present the views of both countries over two major 

conflicts i-e Cyprus and Kashmir 

4.1 Cooperation between Pakistan and Turkey:  Stance over Cyprus and 

Kashmir 

4.1.1 Cyprus Issue 

Situated in the Eastern Mediterranean, Cyprus is an island engulfed between Europe 

and Asia. The island has been the bone of contention between Greece and Turkey. 

When Arabs conquered the Middle Eastern countries in the seventh century, they also 

entered into Cyprus. The influence of Arabs was replaced with Turkish domination of 

the island in 1571. Turks had their influence in the island for about three centuries. In 

1878, the control of Cyprus was shifted by Congress of Berlin from Ottoman Empire 

to British. Cyprus was crucial for Britain for her interests in Middle East and rest of 

Asia as well. Sovereignty of Ottoman Empire was recognized even when the island 

was under British control. But after the First World War, Turkey ceded its sovereignty 

over Cyprus to Britain by signing the Treaty of Lausanne in 1923. In the aftermath of 

this treaty, Cyprus became a crown colony two years later. This shift in status raised 

hope among Greek Cypriots in annexation to the Greece mainland.  

The population of Cyprus is divided between followers of Greek Orthodox Church 

who dream of uniting with Greece; while, on the other hand around 33 percent of 

Muslim Turk population is inclined towards the influence of Turkey. In 1931, a 
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demand for Enosis or ‗Union of Cyprus with Greece‘ was put before the British 

Governor by Greek Cypriots. This demand was reiterated in 1933 but the idea was not 

supported by the British. In 1947, a new development occurred which ushered in the 

struggle for Enosis, Makarios-II was appointed as the Archbishop. He initiated a 

world-wide campaign for Enosis based on a plebiscite conducted in January 1950 in 

which 96 percent Greek Cypriots supported the union with Greece. Later in the year, 

he passed away and was succeeded by Mikhail Muskos or Makarios-III. In 1950‘s a 

guerilla movement was initiated by Greeks and Greek Cypriots which was not aimed 

at the independence of Cyprus from British control but was aimed at Enosis. In the 

wake of this movement, British introduced different constitutional plans but all failed 

to achieve any significant breakthrough. The guerilla movement spread across the 

island and the young ones also struggled by forming OXEN (Orthodox Christian 

Youth Union) and PEON (Plan Cyprian National Youth Organization). 

The Turkish Cypriots, inclined towards Turkey, were in favor of Taksim or division 

of the island into two states- one dominated by Greek Cypriots and the other for 

Turkish Cypriots. In a conference called by Sir Anthony Eden, British Foreign 

Secretary, Turkey made it clear that the island would fall back under the control of 

Turkey once the British sovereignty seized over Cyprus. Efforts were made by British 

to propose a constitutional plan accommodating the divergent interests of the both 

communities. In April 1960, the constitution of Cyprus was finally signed with which 

the island became a republic and the British control ended.  

The rifts that had long existed did not disappear with the signing of the constitution. 

The first major issue arose in October 1960 when the legislation aimed at forming 

mixed army units was voted in House of Representatives. In this legislation, it was 

suggested that the army units consisting people from both Greek Cypriots and Turkish 
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Cypriots be included without separating them. The proposal was vetoed by Kuchuk, 

the Vice-President and the leader of Turkish Cypriots, who was in favor of the 

separate units of Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots. The second major clash came 

in the form of a proposal in 1962 of establishing unified municipalities; however, it 

was agreed upon in constitution that separate municipalities would be created with 

respect to the population ratio in the cities. In 1963, Makarios brought all the 

municipalities under the control of the Central government; thereby, violating the 

constitution. The central government dominated by Greek Cypriots never 

implemented the two Articles of the constitution i-e Article 129(1) demanding the 

recruitment in army on 60/40 proportion of the population, and Article 123 stating the 

recruitment to the civil services on 70/30 basis of population proportion. 

The already fragile situation aggravated by the 13 points proposed for amendment to 

the constitution by the President, Makarios, on November 30, 1963. The proposed 

amendments are briefly presented here. 

i. Withdrawal of the veto of President and Vice-President over legislation 

ii. Vice-President assuming the charge of President in case of latter‘s absence 

iii. The Greek President of House of Representatives and Turkish Vice-

President be elected jointly by the members of House of Representatives 

instead of current practice of separate elections by Greek and Turkish 

members respectively 

iv. Vice-President of the House of Representatives to take charge of President 

in case of his absence 

v. The provisions requiring separate majorities of Greek and Turk members 

of the House of Representatives for the enactment of certain laws be 

abolished 
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vi. Unified municipalities instead of separate municipalities 

vii. Unified administration of justice system 

viii. The division of security forces to be abolished 

ix. Number of personnel in security forces and police be determined by law 

x. The number of vacancies in army and police be divided on the basis of 

population proportion 

xi. The number of members of Public Service Commission to be reduced to 5 

from 10 

xii. Simple majority required in decisions regarding Public Service 

Commission 

xiii. Communal chambers be abolished but if Turkish community wishes to 

retain the same, such a course is available to them 

All these proposed amendments were rejected by the Turkish Cypriots because 

agreeing on such points was tantamount to put their existence at risk in the state. The 

rights stipulated in constitution based on their separate identity and interests were 

tried to be abolished through these proposals. Dr. Fazil Kuchuk, the Vice-President, in 

reply to these proposed amendments stated, ―I see in it a pre-determined policy to 

abrogate the agreements which brought about the Republic of Cyprus and to create an 

independent Greek state in which Turks will be left at the complete mercy of Greeks.‖ 

The island was at civil war five days after its rejection by the Turkish Cypriots.  

Makarois unilaterally abrogated the Treaty with Greece, Turkey and Britain on 

January 1, 1964. Greek controlled Cyprus National Guard and EOKA-B launched the 

coup d‘état on July 15, 1974 which resulted into attack by Turkey on July 20, 1974. 

Turkey backed her action by stating that the action was taken on the basis of Article 4 

of the Treaty of Guarantee signed in 1960. In September 1974, the provisional 
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administration of Turkish Cypriots renamed itself by declaring the title of 

Autonomous Cyprus Turkish Administration. Various attempts have been made to 

resolve the issue but due to different reasons the issue still persists. 

Stance of Pakistan 

Pakistan has always been supportive of the rights of Turkish Cypriots. At every 

occasion, Pakistan has expressed its concerns at international level regarding the 

issue. In bilateral meetings also, Turkey has been appraised of the feelings of 

Pakistan. Twice in United Nations General Assembly (UNGA); i-e in 1954 and in 

1957, Pakistan showed its solidarity with the cause of the Turks of the island and 

urged the members of the Assembly to consider the matter on urgent basis in order to 

find some amicable solution.  

Pakistan has never hesitated in supporting Turkey over Cyprus issue. In 1962, then 

President of Pakistan Mr. Ayub khan, offered support to Turkey when the Greek 

Cypriot President Makarios had tried to violate the rights of the Turkish Cypriots. The 

role of Pakistan was applauded by the President of Turkey, General Sunay, through a 

joint communiqué on October 12, 1966, during his visit to Pakistan. Pakistan was 

thanked for her unconditional support for the cause of Turkish Cypriots. Leadership 

of both the countries expressed their belief in the dialogue process as the only way out 

for the solution of this complicated problem. (Pakistan Horizon, 1966) 

The matter came under discussion during visits of Turkish leadership to Pakistan or 

Pakistani leadership to Turkey. Pakistan always supported the stance of Turkey over 

the issue in the island. After the events of 1974, Prime Minister Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto 

expressed deep concerns over the developments in Cyprus and showed his country‘s 

full support by stating, ―Our hearts go out to the people of Turkey at this crucial hour 
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in their history. This is not the first time that the people of Pakistan have been 

intimately concerned with the experience of the paternal Turkish nation. The 

memories of that upsurge of sympathy, which Muslim India at the time of Turkish 

War of Independence after the First World War, are still fresh and imperishable. The 

government and the people of Pakistan have always cherished their historic 

association with the land and people of Turkey. In their just and courageous resolve to 

dislodge the military junta which engineered the coup in Cyprus, the government and 

people of Turkey can count on Pakistan full understanding and support. The action in 

Cyprus was forced on Turkish government by an irresponsible fascist clique which 

disrespected the legal order and violated the international treaties that guarantee the 

independence and territorial integrity of Cyprus. The people of Pakistan, I am 

confident will demonstrate their sympathy and support for Turkey in her valiant 

struggle to uphold justice and the sanctity of international agreements. Their 

spontaneous response to my appeal for their solidarity with the Turkish brothers 

transcends all differences of creed and sect. Through national unity and enlightened 

action, we can help our brothers to face the crisis confronting them as surely as we 

can overcome our own‖ (Pakistan Horizon, 1974) 

The statement of Prime Minister of Pakistan was unequivocal in support to the cause 

of Turkish action in Cyprus. The stance of Turkey has been supported by the 

successive governments of Pakistan. President Pervez Musharraf had revealed that he 

was keen to fight along with the Turkish forces in Cyprus in 1974. The leadership on 

both sides has expressed the solidarity on this matter in their mutual relations as well 

as at international platforms. President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has recently made 

efforts to resolve the issue through peaceful means. Speaking at the closing session of 

TRT World Forum he highlighted the international predicament at solving the issue 
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by saying, ―UN has failed in establishing Justice in the world. So many initiatives 

have been taken to resolve the Cyprus issue; we in particular have taken very 

determined steps on this issue in consultation with the UN.‖  In June 2017, Chief of 

Army Staff, General Qamar Javed Bajwa, during his visit to Turkey showed the 

support for Cyprus issue by stating, ―Pakistan and Turkey share the same stance on 

many issues. Pakistan supports Turkey‘s position on Cyprus as well as its efforts 

against terrorism of all hue and color.‖ (DAWN, 22 June, 2017) 

Dr. Ishtiaq Ahmad in his article, formalizing the partition of Cyprus: Lessons from the 

Indian Sub-continent, has compared the Cyprus issue with the partition of India. He 

has compared the Turkish Muslim Cypriots and Greek Cypriots with Muslims of sub-

continent and Hindus respectively. The Two-nation theory which provided the base 

for struggle of Muslims in sub-continent has been proved valid in case of Cyprus 

issue where Muslim minority Turkish Cypriots have their separate identity with 

respect to the Greek Cypriots. Both Cyprus and sub-continent were ruled for centuries 

by Muslims and both were colonized by British. The only difference is that British did 

not divide Cyprus as it divided the sub-continent. This comparison further proves the 

close link between the people of the two countries- Pakistan and Turkey. People of 

Pakistan consider Cyprus for Turkey as Kashmir for Pakistan. Leadership of both the 

countries has supported each other at various forums in their struggle to resolve the 

issues through peaceful means. (Journal of International Affairs, September-

November 2001, Vol. 6, Num. 3)    

4.1.2 Kashmir Issue 

Kashmir‘s remoteness hides its strategic importance. (Schofield, 1996) The state 

under dispute between Pakistan and India borders with China on North and with 
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Afghanistan on the West. Kashmir issue is one of the major issues of the world which 

require the attention of international community. The history of Kashmir can be 

traced back to Asoka‘s rule in third century BC. The state remained under the control 

of different rulers. Mahmud Ghaznavi invaded the state twice but did not establish 

any firm control. Muslims controlled the state in 14
th

 century AD when Shah Mir 

seized the power in 1339. With declining Mughal power everywhere in sub-continent, 

the control of Kashmir also shifted towards Dogra rulers who with the support of 

British and Sikh ruler of Punjab, Raja Ranjeet Singh, established their rule in the 

region. Kashmir was sold out to the Dogra ruler, Gulab Singh, by British through 

Treaty of Amritsar for his support to British against Sikhs in 1846. The state was sold 

out for 75 lac rupees. In the next hundred years, Hindu Dogra rulers ruled the Muslim 

subjects of the states with oppression. (Hashmi, 1993) 

The struggle for self-determination had got impetus after the First World War. 

Muslims of sub-continent were struggling to get a constitutional framework in which 

their rights and identity could be assured. The idea of united India was however 

shattered by the attitude of Congress towards Muslims especially after the Congress 

Ministries of 1937. Muslims, who were already voicing their concerns over Hindu 

majority, supported the cause of a separate homeland for Muslims. The idea of 

separate homeland conceived by Allama Muhammad Iqbal at Allahabad Address in 

1930 became the base of demand for Pakistan in the Lahore Resolution of 1940. After 

the Second World War, British sped up the measures to reach out at an agreeable plan 

for sub-continent. The failure of Cripps Mission (1942) and Cabinet Mission Plan 

(1946) made it clear to the British that the partition was the only way out. The control 

of British came to an end on 14
th

 August 1947 and the Muslims of sub-continent got 
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their separate homeland- Pakistan. The authority was ceded to India on 15
th

 August 

1947.  

The partition of sub-continent carried the seeds of an unending conflict in Kashmir. 

The fate of Princely States was left to be decided by the rulers of those states by 

joining either of the dominions- Pakistan or India. There were around 542 princely 

states and the accession process was not that much complicated as it was in the case 

of Junagadh, Hyderabad and Kashmir. Indian occupation of Junagadh and Hyderabad 

despite their accession to Pakistan under the pretext that the majority population in 

those states was Hindu complicated the situation further. State of Jammu and Kashmir 

was the largest princely state at the time of partition and its population proportion 

with respect to Muslims and Hindus was as follows. 

Table 2 

Number of Muslims and Hindus at Jammu & Kashmir  

Jammu Total Number Percentage 

Muslims 

Hindus 

1208675 

772760 

61% 

39% 

Kashmir 

Muslims 

Hindus 

Total Number 

1589488 

139217 

Percentage 

92% 

7.8% 

Total Number of Muslims 

Total Number of Hindus 

Others 

Total 

3101247 

809165 

111204 

4021616 

77.11% 

21% 

1.89% 

 

 

Despite the majority of Muslim population, Raja Hari Singh, the Dogra ruler of 

Kashmir, did not decide the fate of Kashmir at the time of partition. Instead, the 
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demand from Muslim population to join Pakistan was met with force and oppression. 

In the wake of such situation, tribesmen from Pakistan entered the Kashmir Valley to 

support Muslims of the state to overthrow the oppressive regime of Raja Hari Singh. 

India sent its troops to back Hari Singh and Indian interior minister, V.P Menon, went 

to Srinagar and Hari Singh on his advice left Srinagar and signed a letter of accession 

which India presents for its occupation of the valley. Pakistan; however, lacked in 

arms and resources, resisted the Indian occupation. India has sent the largest number 

of forces in Kashmir as to keep the state under forceful occupation.  

The conflict over Kashmir has led the two South Asian neighbors- Pakistan and India 

to fight three wars i-e in 1948, 1965 and 1999. The issue was taken to United Nations 

by India in January 1948 and two resolutions were passed in the same month 

restricting both sides from any aggression and finding the peaceful solution. Two 

more resolutions were passed by United Nations Security Council on August 13, 1948 

and January 5, 1949 demanding for demilitarization of the zone and conducting of 

plebiscite under the supervision of UN. Pakistan agreed to the UN resolutions but 

India has not been giving due consideration to the resolutions of the UN.  

Kashmir issue occupies the central place in Pakistan‘s foreign policy. Every 

government since 1947 focuses on the peaceful resolution of the conflict. India on the 

other hand increases the number of troops in the valley and does not come to the 

dialogue process for the resolution of the matter. Pakistan has always voiced its 

demand for the resolution of the long-standing dispute in accordance with the UN‘s 

resolutions. The population of occupied Kashmir has also been struggling to get 

freedom from the Indian oppression. The status of Kashmir has been an independent 

region but same has been violated by Modi administration in August 2019. The move 

has been severely criticized and opposed by Pakistan as well as international 
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community. The valley has been kept under severe curfew in the wake of resistance to 

the illegal move of Indian government. Indian oppressive rule has been violating the 

human rights which have been highlighted repeatedly by Pakistan and also by 

international media and human rights organizations.         

4.1.2.1 Stance and Support of Turkey on Kashmir Issue 

Turkey has been close to Pakistan in every thick and thin. Turkey has always 

supported the just stance of Pakistan on Kashmir issue. Turkey backed the resolution 

demanding plebiscite in Kashmir in Security Council and it has always been in favor 

of the resolutions moved in General Assembly. A joint communiqué was issued in 

April 1967, during the visit of Turkish Prime Minister Suleyman Demirel, in which it 

was stated that it was essential in order to strengthen peace in the sub-continent and 

the region that an early settlement of the dispute concerning Jamu and Kashmir in 

accordance with the principle of self-determination on the basis of respect for UN 

resolutions and internal commitment be agreed upon.86 

Turkey is the member of the contact group on Kashmir made up in OIC to promote 

and safeguard the rights of Kashmir. Turkish leadership has supported the cause of 

Kashmir during their visits to Pakistan and at international forums i-e at UN and OIC. 

Prime Minister Nemeetien Erbakan during his official visit to Pakistan in 1996 

reiterated the support for Kashmir by stating, ―We always follow this matter with 

great concern. Our concern is all the more exacerbated by the human tragedy the 

world has been witnessing in the Jammu and Kashmir. (Muslim, 1996) 

Addressing the 74
th

 session of United Nations General Assembly, President Recep 

Tayyib Erdogan said, ―One of the problems to which the international community has 

failed to develop enough attention is the Kashmir conflict, which has been awaiting a 
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solution for 72 years. The stability and prosperity of South Asia cannot be separated 

from the Kashmir issue. Despite the resolutions that the Security Council has adopted, 

Kashmir remains besieged and 8 million people are still stuck in Kashmir; they cannot 

leave. In order for the Kashmiri people to look towards a safe future with their 

Pakistani and Indian neighbors, it is imperative to solve the problem with dialogue 

and on the basis of justice and equality instead of conflict.‖ (UNGA, Official Records, 

p. 22) 

President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has at various occasions reiterated the support for 

Kashmir and supported the stand of Pakistan on the issue. Turkey has been vociferous 

in its condemnation of revocation of Article 370 from Indian Constitution through 

which the special status of Kashmir has been violated. Recently, during his official 

visit to Pakistan, while addressing the joint session of Parliament of Pakistan, 

President of Turkey remarked, ―our Kashmiri brothers and sisters have suffered from 

inconveniences for decades and these sufferings have become graver due to unilateral 

steps taken (by India) in recent times. Today, the issue of Kashmir is as close to us as 

it is to you. A solution will serve the interests of all parties concerned. Turkey will 

continue to stand by justice, peace and dialogue in the resolution of the Kashmir 

issue.‖ (The Economic Times, February 16, 2020) 

4.1.2.2 Turkey and China: Prospects for Kashmir Issue 

Pakistan has cultivated good relations with China and Turkey. Both the countries have 

been supportive of Pakistan at international level in times of need. Pakistan has also 

shared the same good-will towards the both. At international level, it is always 

beneficial for states to have good relations with the other states especially the states 

which have influential role in the international environment. Viewing through the 
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idealist approach, the cooperation is instrumental for resolution of disputes. Pakistan 

has always stood firm on her stance of resolving the long-standing issue of Kashmir 

through peaceful means. Thus, Pakistan has always sought the cooperation from 

international community for resoluti9on of the matter because bilateral efforts have 

always been wasted by Indian side. Through realist point of view, the support of 

significant countries at international level adds value to the state‘s stance. Countries 

with power prove to be vital in bringing the warring sides to some agreeable solution. 

Therefore, the powers siding with the state will provide weightage to her stance at 

negotiating table.  

The cooperation and support of China and Turkey, viewed through Constructivist 

theory, is of great significance to the cause of Kashmir. Globalization has changed the 

dynamics of international dealings. Economically strong nations have greater 

influence at international level than the others. China, with its peaceful rise, has been 

assuming the position of great power. The economic strength of China has contributed 

towards its influence in international affairs. Turkey on the other hand assumed the 

role of leading Muslim country that has been competing for regional dominance by 

playing its active role in Middle East. Not confined to the region only, Recep Tayyip 

Erdogan has been building solid foundations for Turkey‘s role in world affairs. Thus, 

Pakistan has two significant friends at international that can be counted on for support 

in the challenging circumstances.  

India has always backtracked from her commitments made at UN and from the 

bilateral dialogue process aimed at resolving the major issue of South Asian region. 

Pakistan has agreed upon every plan suggested by the UN experts and missions at the 

solution of this persisting conflict. At various occasions, different states have offered 

to mediate or provide good offices to reach at some agreeable solution of the problem. 
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Recently, American President Donald Trump made an offer to Prime Minister of 

Pakistan, Imran Khan, and Prime Minister of India, Narendra Modi, for mediation in 

finding the solution of Kashmir issue. The offer was accepted by Pakistan but India 

following its tradition of backing away, did not accept the offer. When the bilateral 

procedure is not working, third party involvement can result into some positive 

outcomes as it did in Indus Water Treaty (1960), Rann of Kutch Agreement (1965) 

and Tashkent Declaration (1966).  

In foreign policy there are no permanent allies and no permanent enemies. China and 

Turkey, having closer ties with Pakistan, cannot afford the worsening of relations with 

India over Kashmir without having their own interests in the resolution of the 

problem. Both nations had a neutral stance in the cold-war era, but, the situation has 

changed after the 9/11. But even during that period, in 1965, the stance of China can 

be analyzed from her note to India in which it had been stated, ―The Chinese 

government has consistently held that the Kashmir question should be settled on the 

basis of respect for Kashmiri people‘s right of self-determination, as pledged by India 

and Pakistan. That is what is meant by China‘s non-involvement in the dispute 

between India and Pakistan. But non-involvement absolutely doesn‘t mean failure to 

distinguish between right and wrong; it absolutely does not mean that China can 

approve of depriving the Kashmiri people right of self-determination‖ (Arif, 1980) 

With China‘s One-Belt-One-Road initiative and Erdogan‘s efforts at leading the 

Muslim world, Pakistan has been provided clear support over Kashmir. The unilateral 

step of India in changing the status of Kashmir by revocation of Article 370 from its 

constitution saw criticism from both China and Turkey. Therefore, with already good 

ties with China, Turkey will prove to be instrumental in Pakistan‘s efforts to resolve 

the Kashmir issue.    
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4.2 Afghan Peace Process: Mutual Role of Turkey and Pakistan 

The incident of 9/11 brought a sudden change in the dynamics of international 

relations with states focusing their foreign policies in accordance with the changed 

circumstances. Bush administration‘s declaration of war against terrorism in 

Afghanistan resulted into the instability and insecurity not only in the region but it had 

impacts spreading around the world. The war that was started with the plan of limited 

scale and time has been dragged on for two decades and its complete end is yet not in 

sight. Pakistan has been the most affected country from this war because of its 

proximity to Afghanistan and having volatile border region. Pakistan joined the US 

against Al-Qaeda in order to combat terrorism but along with that Pakistan insisted on 

US from the very outset to have dialogue with the Afghan stakeholders to bring 

stability to Afghanistan and the region. Turkey, being the member of North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization (NATO), joined the US led operation in Afghanistan but it did 

not deploy its forces in counter-insurgency or counter-terrorist operations.  

Turkey and Afghanistan have strong religious, cultural and historical ties. Their 

formal diplomatic relationships were established in 1919 and Afghanistan was the 

second country to recognize Turkey. It is not that Turkey is involved in Afghanistan 

only because of NATO but it has its own strategic interests related to the stability in 

Afghanistan. The stable and peaceful Afghanistan is in the interest of Turkey as it will 

be a peaceful region bordering with the Middle East and Central Asia with which the 

economic, financial and trade affairs are tied. The non-combatant role of Turkish 

forces has contributed towards the strengthening of cultural ties between the two 

regions. In a January 2012 interview with the NATO channel, Kabul Provincial 

Governor Dr. Zabibullah Mojadid said, ―Contrary to some other international forces 

here, the Turks don‘t march through our streets with their guns and their caravans, 
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ready to fire. When you see other forces with their hands on their triggers, people are 

very intimidated. Afghans don‘t look at the Turkish forces as foreign forces here; they 

somehow view them as their own‖.  

During its stay in Afghanistan, Turkey has contributed more towards social and 

cultural affairs instead of military achievements. Provincial Reconstruction Teams 

(PRT) in two of the Afghanistan provinces; i-e Wardak and Jawzjan, are run by 

Turkish authorities. These teams are headed by civilian diplomats instead of military 

commanders. It has been done to have better interaction with the local population. 

This strategy has worked for Turkey as Governor of Wardak province remarks, 

―Turkish programs are very sympathetic and acceptable to Afghans because they 

work within the Afghan culture and they are sensitive to Afghan values. We have a 

very good strong historical relationship with Turkey‖.  

Similarly, Pakistan has been committed to peace and stability in Afghanistan. 

Pakistan has hosted the valuable talks between stakeholders at different occasions. 

The role of Pakistan has also been recognized by the world community. The interests 

of Pakistan in bringing peace and stability to the country are manifold. Being the 

neighboring country, Afghanistan is a link between South Asia and Central Asia. 

Energy rich region of Central Asia can only be explored when the situation in 

Afghanistan is normalized. Pakistan has not only facilitated the dialogue between US 

and Taliban but also it has played its significant role in diffusing intra-Afghan 

tensions by bringing the warring sides to table. 

Turkey and Pakistan have also played mutual role in peace process which is two-fold; 

i-e Trilateral Summit and Istanbul Process. While the Afghanistan-Pakistan-Turkey 

Trilateral Summit allows Ankara to play the role of facilitator in the resolution of 
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various problems between Islamabad and Kabul, the Istanbul process which is led by 

Turkey gathers together Afghanistan‘s immediate neighbors and regional powers in 

order to pool and channel their individual contributions to the shared cause of 

securing long-term stability in the country. 

4.2.1 Trilateral Summit 

Pakistan and Afghanistan have long history of mistrust and estranged relations 

starting with the creation of Pakistan. Afghan claim on Durand Line has been the 

major bone of contention between the two states. Durand Line is a 2430 km border 

between Pakistan and Afghanistan which was demarcated in 1893 by Henry Mortimer 

Durand, British civil servant and diplomat. Afghan governments claim the part of 

Pakistani province Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, KP (earlier North West Frontier Province, 

NWFP) belongs to them and therefore they do not recognize the international 

boundary between the two countries. The issue has persisted since the independence 

of Pakistan in 1947. The boundary has, however, been recognized as an international 

border by United Nations and the world community, yet, the issue was highlighted by 

the Karzai government in 2001.  

The volatility of the border has further aggravated the situation. Due to the US led 

War on Terror in Afghanistan, many elements crossed the border into Pakistan and a 

surge in terrorist activities occurred throughout the first decade of 21
st
 century. In the 

wake of security risks, Pakistan decided in 2005 to fence the border as to put a stop to 

the cross-border terrorism. Afghanistan resisted the fencing because in her opinion it 

is the division of the Pakhtoons living on both sides of the border. Along with these 

border and security issues, there are other points of conflict too; one of the majors 

among them is the trade transit route between Afghanistan and India crossing through 
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Pakistan‘s Wagah border. All these issues led to the estranged relations between 

Pakistan and Afghanistan.  

Turkey realized that the peace efforts in Afghanistan cannot succeed until and unless 

the relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan normalize. In view of that approach, 

Turkey initiated the Trilateral Summit among the three nations- Turkey, Pakistan and 

Afghanistan. The first meeting in this connection was held in Ankara on 29 April 

2007. Turkish President, Ahmet Necdet Sezer, brought the Presidents of Pakistan, 

General Pervez Musharraf, and Afghanistan, Hamid Karzai, to diffuse the tensions 

arising out of the counter-terrorism efforts against the resurgence of Taliban. The first 

summit concluded with the issuance of Ankara Declaration whereby it was agreed to 

cooperate in different fields especially in resolving the security related issues. The 

declaration was focused on the reinforcement of bilateral ties between Pakistan and 

Afghanistan on the grounds of good neighborliness, mutual respect for territorial 

integrity and non-interference in the internal matters of each other. (BBC Turkey) 

The second summit was held in December 2008 in Istanbul. The leadership in 

Pakistan and Turkey had changed. Abdullah Gul succeeded Ahmet Necdet Sezer in 

office, while, Asif Ali Zardari, the husband of former Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto, 

had been the President of Pakistan. With the efforts of Turkish President, Abdullah 

Gul, the leadership of both Pakistan and Afghanistan came closer and the cooperation 

on different matters was agreed upon. The successive summits were held over the 

years (Details of summits are presented in table 4). The eighth summit was held on 

13, 2014 in Ankara. At this summit, it happened for the first time that not the 

President but Prime Minister, Muhammad Nawaz Sharif, participated in the event. 

The focus of this summit was on the transformation of Afghanistan in the wake of 

anticipated withdrawal of the International Security Assistance Forces (ISAF) from 
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Afghan soil till the end of the same year. Along with the security conditions, the 

Afghan peace process and its possible repercussions for the region were the focus of 

the summit. (EXPRESS TRIBUNE) 

This wonderful process of discussing the issues and come up to some agreeable 

solutions has been suspended for almost six years now. The eighth summit has been 

the latest summit convened under the banner of trilateral summit. Neither Pakistan nor 

Afghanistan has termed it as terminated which is a positive gesture from both sides 

but the efficacy of the process lies in its regular meetings. In his recent visit to 

Turkey, Prime Minister of Pakistan, Imran Khan, showed interest in continuing the 

process. Addressing the joint news conference with Turkish President, Recep Tayyip 

Erdogan, Imran Khan said, ―I look forward to the summit meeting in Istanbul where 

we hope that Afghanistan, Pakistan and Turkey will be able to help in this {Afghan} 

peace process- a much badly needed peace‖ (VOA) It is in the interest of not only in 

Pakistan and Afghanistan but for the whole region that the issues be discussed and 

resolved through dialogue process under the banner of this Trilateral Summit Process. 

For its desirable outcomes, its meetings on regular basis must be ensured by the 

leadership of the three countries.      
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Table 3  

Summits passed with data and location   

       

4.2.2 Heart of Asia Conference- Istanbul Process 

Besides the trilateral summit process, Turkey has involved the neighbors of 

Afghanistan through Heart of Asia Conference also known as Istanbul Process in 

order to find the ways to bring stability, peace and cooperation to the region. The 

organization was founded on November 2, 2011 in Istanbul, Turkey. It has 15 

participating countries along with 17 supporting countries together with 12 supporting 

regional and international organizations.  

Table 4  

Participating Countries in Summits  

Participating 

Countries 

Supporting 

Countries 

Supporting Organizations 

Afghanistan Australia Asian Development Bank (ADB)  

Azerbaijan Canada Agha Khan Development Network (AKDN) 

Meetings Date Venue 

1
st
 Summit April 30, 2007 Ankara 

2
nd

 Summit December 5, 2008 Istanbul 

3
rd

 Summit April 1, 2009 Ankara 

4
th

 Summit January 25, 2010 Ankara 

5
th

 Summit December 24, 2010 Istanbul 

6
th

 Summit November 1, 2011 Istanbul 

7
th

 Summit December 12, 2012 Istanbul 

8
th

 Summit February 13, 2014 Ankara 
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China Denmark Central Asian Regional Economic 

Cooperation (CAREC) 

India Egypt Conference of Interactions and Confidence 

Building Measures in Asia (CICA) 

Iran France Collective Security Treaty Organization 

(CSTO) 

Kazakhstan Finland Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO) 

Kyrgyzstan Germany European Union (EU) 

Pakistan Iraq North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 

Russia Italy Organization of the Islamic Cooperation 

(OIC) 

Saudi Arabia Japan Organization of Security and Cooperation in 

Europe (OSCE) 

Tajikistan Norway South Asian Association of Regional 

Cooperation (SAARC) 

Turkey Poland Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) 

Turkmenistan  Spain United Nations Assistance Mission for 

Afghanistan (UNAMA) 

United Arab Emirates Sweden --- 

Uzbekistan United 

Kingdom 

(UK) 

--- 

--- United 

States of 

America 

(USA) 

--- 

Source:https://www.hoa.gov.af/about-us/participating-countries.html, 

https://www.hoa.gov.af/about-us/supporting-countries.html, 

https://www.hoa.gov.af/about-us/supporting-organizations.html.  

https://www.hoa.gov.af/about-us/participating-countries.html
https://www.hoa.gov.af/about-us/supporting-countries.html
https://www.hoa.gov.af/about-us/supporting-organizations.html
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Afghanistan has been at the center of this platform because the stability, prosperity 

and peace in region are affiliated with the peace and stability in Afghanistan. The 

shared challenges of Afghanistan and the region are discussed through the platform 

provided by this organization. The main consultation forum is the Ministerial 

Conferences. In these conferences held regularly, foreign ministers of the 

participating and supporting countries come together to discuss the challenges 

confronted by them. The best development of Ministerial Conferences is the issuance 

of the declaration of Heart of Asia Conference which comprises the priorities set by 

the participating member states and is agreed upon by them to be followed until the 

upcoming conference. The meetings of the conference are held not just in Turkey or 

Afghanistan but also in the member states. Following Table presents the details of the 

meetings held. 

Table 5 

Meetings held with date and location  

Meeting Location Date 

First Meeting Istanbul, Turkey 11 November 2011 

Second Meeting Kabul, Afghanistan 14 June 2012 

Third Meeting Almaty, Kazakhstan 26 April 2013 

Fourth Meeting Beijing, China 31 October 2014 

Fifth Meeting Islamabad, Pakistan 09 December 2015 

Sixth Meeting Amritsar, India 3-4 December 2016 

Seventh Meeting Baku, Azerbaijan 01 December 2017 

Source: https://www.hoa.gov.af/political-consultation/ministerial-conferences.html 
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The member countries are actively in search of ―common grounds adaptable to the 

coordination of their endeavors in the fields of disaster management, counter-

terrorism, counter-narcotics, regional trade, the intra-regional flow of investment, 

commerce, regional infrastructure development and capacity building, and education. 

In that regard, the Istanbul Process offers a unique opportunity for Turkey and 

Pakistan to develop and promote joint strategies on an extended regional scale. 

Furthermore, this platform contributes to regional peace thanks to its role in 

diversifying channels of dialogue between Pakistan on the one hand, and India and 

Afghanistan on the other‖. 

Pakistan has been the leading character in the whole episode of Afghan peace process. 

Pakistan had played its role in Afghan Jihad against the USSR in 1980s. Role of 

Pakistan has been recognized at international level in countering such a threat. On the 

other hand, people of Pakistan have cultural, religious and historic links with the 

people and government in Afghanistan. The populations on both sides of the Durand 

Line have closer relations with each other. All these factors have resulted into 

Pakistan‘s closer relations with the people of Afghanistan. Due to proximity and the 

close links with Taliban government, Pakistan has convinced the Taliban to come to 

negotiating table multiple times.  

On the other hand, the government of Afghanistan sees role of Pakistan with doubt 

and suspicion. The factors behind such attitude have already been mentioned in the 

preceding paragraphs. Ashraf Ghani led government of Afghanistan criticizes 

Pakistan for its connection with the other party; however, Pakistan has contributed 

towards the peace initiatives using those connections. At this point, role of Turkey 

will prove significant. The initiative of the Trilateral Summit is a wonderful 

development in bringing the two neighbors together and helps them resolve the issues 
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through dialogue. But the interruptions in the working of such forum are affecting the 

situation badly. Turkish leadership has always played its role for regional peace and 

stability as has been evident from the initiatives of the Trilateral Summit and the 

Heart of Asia Conference. These initiatives will result into desirable outcomes only 

after the parties involved are brought to a cooperative course of action rather than 

criticizing and degrading the role of each other. Turkey can help resolve this situation 

by activating the Trilateral Summit process and playing its active role in sorting out 

the issues. 

4.3 The Middle Eastern Crisis: Depth of Cooperation between Pakistan and 

Turkey           

The Arab Spring changed the dynamics of governance and politics in Middle East. 

Earlier, Middle East remained in news due to Palestine Issue but recently along with 

this persisting problem, Iraq War, Syrian Conflict and the activities of Kurdish 

community have been in highlights around the world. Pakistan and Turkey have 

always spoken for humanitarian and regional security concerns of the region. 

4.3.1 The Palestine Issue 

―For several reasons, Israel-Palestinian conflict is an important foreign policy file for 

most of the countries. Its connection with world‘s widest religious group, its impact 

on regional and global strategic rivalry and its social and humanitarian dimension 

have made it one of the key international issues. This is no different for Turkey, a 

country which has historical ties with the land and the people‖ (Bayraktar). Palestine 

had been an administrative unit of Ottoman Empire until December 9, 1917 when it 

shifted under the control of Britain. Turkey has thus been concerned with the affairs 

of Palestine. At every forum, the country has supported the cause of Palestinian 

people against hegemonic designs of Israel.  
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Palestinian conflict is one of the major challenges faced by United Nations 

Organization (UNO). Various efforts have been made to resolve the issue through 

peaceful dialogue and during the process, the situation worsened to the point of war 

between Arabs and Israel in 1967. The war deteriorated the already fragile situation as 

Israel occupied the Golan Heights, West Bank and Gaza Strip. Muslim states around 

the world have shown their support for the cause of Palestinian Muslims and various 

efforts have been made to resolve this deadly conflict but with little success. 

Oslo Peace Process and Camp David Talks failed to achieve any agreeable solution. 

The 9/11 incident shifted the dynamics of freedom movements around the world and 

the struggle of Palestinians was also labeled as terrorist activities by Israel. World 

community surprised by the attack on US was supportive of US moves in Afghanistan 

as well as any other measures taken by states under the pretext of terrorism. This shift 

in trend made it further difficult for warring parties to come to any agreeable solution. 

In February 2002, Saudi Crown Prince Abdullah, floated an idea of normalization of 

relations with Israel in exchange for latter‘s agreement to revert back to the position 

of 1967. The idea was agreed upon by Arab League also and in March 2002 based on 

this idea, the League in Beirut Summit proposed this idea with three points; 

a. Full Israeli withdrawal from all the territories occupied since 1967, including 

the Syrian Golan Heights, to the June 4, 1967 lines as well as the remaining 

occupied Lebanese territories in the South of Lebanon.     

b. Achievement of a just solution to the Palestinian refugee problem to be agreed 

upon in accordance with UN General Assembly Resolution 194.  

c. The acceptance of the establishment of a sovereign independent Palestinian 

state on the Palestinian territories occupied since June 4, 1967 in the West 

Bank and Gaza strip with East Jerusalem as its capital. (Beirut Declaration) 
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Before this could be agreed upon, an unpleasant incident occurred which spoiled the 

whole process. Israeli territory was attacked and Hamas accepted the responsibility, 

keeping that in view, Israeli forces surrounded the living space of Palestinian leader, 

Yasser Arafat, with tanks and security personnel. Turkey condemned Israel‘s such 

measures and Prime Minister Bulent Ecevit warned Israeli leadership against the 

possible repercussions of such illegal moves. Turkish leadership had been concerned 

about the conditions in Palestine and the stance of Turkey did not change even after 

coming into power of new political party after elections in 2002.  

Bush administration, bent on entering Iraq under the garb of chemical weapons, was 

not ready to offend Muslim countries and thus for the first time two-state idea was 

supported publicly by any US President. He made the Palestinian policy speech and 

remarked, ―My vision is two states, living side by side, in peace and security. There is 

simply no way to achieve that peace until all parties fight terror. Yet at this critical 

moment, if all parties will break with the past and set out on a new path, we can 

overcome the darkness with the light of hope. Peace requires a new and different 

Palestinian leadership, so that a Palestinian state can be born. I call on the Palestinian 

people to elect new leaders, leaders not compromised by terror‖ (White House 

Archives).  

The Turkish stand on Palestine and Middle East as whole changed after coming into 

power of Recep Tayyep Erdogan. His close aide on foreign policy, Ahmed 

Davutoglu, has been nicknamed as ‗architect of New Turkish Foreign Policy‘. 

Davutoglu‘s doctrines of ―Zero Problems with Neighbors‖ and ―Revival of Turkish 

Power in Foreign Affairs‖ have been the determining factors of Turkish foreign policy 

recently. After being President of Turkey, Erdogan has embarked on the journey of 

achieving these two objectives. The relations with Iran, Iraq, Syria and other Middle 
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Eastern nations have been revived. Palestinian Issue has also been highlighted with 

the more powerful assertion by the Turkish leadership. Speaking in September 2014 

in New York at the Foreign Relations Council (CFR), one of the leading think tanks 

of the United States, Erdogan declared: ―The Palestinian issue is an important issue 

that has an impact not just on the Palestinians, but on all the Muslims and everyone 

who has a conscience in the world. And in fact, the Palestinian issue lies in the heart 

of many of the issues in the region. And the Israeli government, although they know 

this sensitivity very well, has not refrained from putting its own people and the people 

of the region on fire.‖ (19) 

Recep Tayyep Erdogan has spoken unequivocally against the illegal occupation of 

Palestinian territories by Israel. His speech at annual meeting of United Nations 

General Assembly in 2019 was applauded around the Muslim world. He carried the 

map of Palestine and showed the world community that illegal occupation of Israel 

has been expanding while the Palestinian territory is contracting every passing year by 

saying, ―Where Israel was in 1947 and where is it now, Israel is still expanding and 

Palestine is still shrinking.‖ (TRT WORLD) 

Pakistan has always been clear about its stand on Palestine Issue. Pakistan has not 

recognized the state of Israel and therefore it has no formal relations with Israel. 

Pakistan has expressed its solidarity with the Palestinian cause at every forum. The 

leadership in Pakistan has been unified on this matter as the issue has been strongly 

presented at international forums. On 26 September 2019, Prime Minister Imran Khan 

in his address to Asian Society in New York made it clear that, ―Pakistan has very 

straight forward position. It was our founder Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah 

who was very clear that there has to be just settlement, a homeland for Palestinians 

before Pakistan can recognize Israel‖ (Middle East Eye, Azad Essa).  
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Turkey and Pakistan along with other Muslim Nations of the world have condemned 

the Trump administration‘s Palestinian Policy. The acceptance by US of Israel‘s plan 

to shift capital from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem by opening US embassy in Jerusalem has 

been widely criticized in both Pakistan and Turkey. Not only the governments but 

also people of both the countries have vigorously opposed the US move. Turkish 

President, Recep Tayyep Erdogan, and Pakistani Prime Minister, Imran Khan, showed 

solidarity and support for the causes of Muslim world. Leadership in both the 

countries has always been in close cooperation on the issue of Palestine.  

The second most significant security related issue on which Pakistan and Turkey are 

close to each other is the Syrian Conflict. Turkey has been focusing on peace and 

stability in the Middle Eastern region. Pakistan has also been in favor of peaceful 

resolution of the Syrian conflict as to avoid the long-persisting crises. Turkey has 

been involved in the region because of the activities of Kurds. Kurds are spread in 

Syria, Iraq and Turkey; they are largest minorities in these countries. From last two to 

three decades, Kurds are fighting against the three states in order to establish their 

separate country i-e, Kurdistan. Kurds in Turkey have been involved in terrorist 

activities against the government and population of Turkey. Ankara has been involved 

in order to eliminate the elements from PKK (Partiya Karkeren Kurdistane or the 

Kurdistan Workers Party) and its Syrian offshoot, the YPG (Yekineyen Parasitna Gel 

or People‘s Protection Units). US backed Kurdish forces fighting against ISIS turned 

their guns against the interests of Turkey and the latter responded by sending its 

forces against them.  

Pakistan has been advocating of peace and stability in Middle East and for the 

peaceful resolution of Syrian conflict. In that vein Pakistan has condemned the 

activities of ISIS in the region but at the same time, it has been highlighted by 
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Pakistani leadership that the resolution of conflicts lies in dialogue not war. Pakistan 

has supported the Turkish effort of maintaining its sovereignty and territorial 

integrity. Prime Minister of Pakistan, Imran Khan, in telephonic conversation with 

Turkish President, Recep Tayyep Erdogan, expressed his support to the Turkish cause 

by saying, ―As a country which has lost more than 70,000 lives due to terrorism and 

borne the burden of more than 3 million refugees for decades, Pakistan is fully 

cognizant of the threats and challenges being faced by Turkey having lost 40,000 of 

its people to terrorism. We pray that Turkey‘s efforts for enhanced security, regional 

stability and peaceful resolution of the Syrian situation are fully successful‖ (DAWN).  

The cooperation between both the nations in security and especially in countering 

terrorism has been wonderful. The Leadership of both the countries has stood side by 

side with each other in testing times. The 16 December, 2014 attack on APS was 

condemned by the then Turkish Leadership; President Recep Tayyip Erdogan and 

Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu. Turkish Foreign Ministry issued a statement which 

read, ―We strongly condemn this terrorist attack targeting the peace, security and 

internal stability of brotherly Pakistan. Turkey will resolutely maintain its support to 

the struggle of brotherly Pakistan against terrorism and its solidarity with the 

government and the people of Pakistan.‖  (Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs) 

4.4 Defense Cooperation 

The warmth of relations between Pakistan and Turkey has not remained in words only 

but both the nations have deep-rooted defense ties as well. Historically, the security 

and defense cooperation were limited to military trainings; however, with the advent 

of twenty first century, the agreements have been reached upon to trade arms and 

upgrade the weapons. Turkey is the largest arms exporter to Pakistan after China. The 
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cooperation has been extended to all three branches of defense; Army, Navy and Air 

Force. 

Pakistan and Turkey have a number of agreements strengthening their military and 

defense cooperation. Turkey has been working closely with Pakistan in its 

maintenance and up-gradation of F-16 fighter jets. Both the countries have signed an 

armed force training exchange program under which 1500 Pakistani Army Officers 

have been trained in Turkey. In its fight against terrorism, Pakistan has been provided 

with the latest technological training and assistance. This cooperation has boosted the 

efficiency of the armed forces in their operations against the terrorists. (BBC) 

Recently in 2018, the defense ties have been further strengthened by signing of the 

significant deals. These deals have resulted into the exchange of military equipment to 

bolster the capability of armed forces to cope with the changed circumstances. 

Pakistan Navy has been in close collaboration with the Turkish counterparts in 

commissioning the 17,000-tonne fleet tanker. The achievement has been hailed as a 

great leap forward in defense cooperation perspective. It has been the largest warship 

ever constructed in Karachi Shipyard and Engineering Works. Besides this, Turkish 

authorities have been assisting Pakistan in upgrading the three submarines to provide 

the country with better defense capability under water. (DAWN)  

The cooperation in strengthening the Air Force has also been remarkable. The two 

countries are involved in close cooperation in aerial defense. Apart from training 

programs of pilots, Turkey has supplied with the aircrafts, helicopters and other 

equipment to add to the strength of Pakistan Air Force. Turkey has provided 

MILGEM corvettes to Pakistan and ATAK helicopters deal has been termed as the 

largest deal between Pakistan and Turkey. (BBC) 
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The defense against the internal or external threats has always been the prime concern 

for the leadership of any country. In the aftermath of 9/11, every country around the 

world faced the threat of terrorism and Pakistan has been the most affected country. 

States around the world needed latest weapons and techniques to cope to the threat of 

terrorism. Pakistan, already facing the economic challenges, needed the defense 

cooperation to meet the challenge. Turkey has been one among the major supporters 

of Pakistan in its war against terrorism. The cooperation in research and technology 

needs further improvement as to adapt to the changing circumstances. The 

cooperation between Pakistan and Turkey has been productive in fighting against the 

terrorism and the future seems bright in the wake of vision of leadership in both the 

countries.  
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Chapter: 5 

Economic Interdependence: Current Scope of Convergence and Changing 

Dynamics for Future Developments 

Pakistan and Turkey have been enjoying unparalleled and amicable relationship. 

These relations are rooted in a common historical and cultural heritage. Pakistan 

extended full support to the Turkish brethren in the First World War. Turkey, in 

return, rescued Pakistan in every economic crisis being faced by it. Governments in 

both countries have been giving primary importance to nurture their fraternal 

relationship. Both countries are leaving no stone unturned in promoting, protecting 

and expanding their relationship. Both countries confront economic challenges thrown 

by globalization. Whenever Pakistan faces economic crisis, it seeks economic 

assistance from Turkey. These relations can be manifested from the fact that Turkish 

President, in his recent visit to Pakistan, said that Turkey would provide support in 

transport, energy, tourism, healthcare, education, and law-enforcement, which would 

help in economic development of Pakistan. During the visit, both countries 

emphasized on the importance of Turkey-Pakistan High Level Strategic Cooperation 

Council. Both states resolved to take the initiative to new level.  

This chapter revolves around economic relationship between Turkey and Pakistan. It 

opens by giving brief accounts of Turkey and Pakistan economies, highlighting 

economic and financial crisis being faced by the two countries. Furthermore, the 

chapter describes historic economic interaction between the two states. It helps in 

understanding current economic interactions between Turkey and Pakistan. It is 

followed by explaining various multilateral and bilateral agreements signed between 

the two states. Besides, Turkey‘s help in protecting Pakistan from blacklisting by 

FATF has also been highlighted. In addition, areas of convergence like OBOR, 
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CPEC, and ECO have been elaborated. Finally, future opportunities have also been 

highlighted. 

5.1 Economic Relationships between the Two States: A Historical Spectrum 

Pakistan came into being on 14th August 1947. It was the product of resilient struggle 

by the Muslims of united India. Primary motive for creating a separate state was to 

have a land where Muslims could live according to the injunctions of Quran and 

Sunnah. In short, Islam was a guiding force behind creation of Pakistan. To vindicate 

the above claim, it was natural that Pakistan establishes cordial and amicable relations 

with all Muslims states. Turkey, knowing about moral support of Indian Muslims 

during World War One, was also one of the first countries to recognize Pakistan in 

1947. Muslims of United India had started Khilafat Movement in 1918 to protect and 

preserve Ottoman Empire- epicentre of Muslim world for centuries. When Pakistan 

became a separate state, Turkish people fully extended moral, political, diplomatic 

and economic support to Pakistan. 

Quaid Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah appointed H. E. Mr. Yahya Kemal Beyatlı as 

first Turkish ambassador in Pakistan on March 4, 1948. On that occasion, Quaid- e-

Azam said, ―Turkey has drawn our admiration for the valour of Turkish people and 

the way in which your statesman and the leaders have struggled and fought almost 

single-handed in the midst of Europe for your freedom and sovereignty which is 

worth mentioning, I really can assure your excellency that the Muslims of Pakistan 

will entertain sentiments of affection and esteem for your country, and now Turkey 

and Pakistan both as free, sovereign and independent countries can strengthen their 

ties more and more for the good of both‖ (Research Society of Pakistan,1989). 
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To enhance mutual economic and defence ties, Pakistan and Turkey spearheaded 

Central Treaty Organization in 1955. Other members of the organization included 

Iran, Iraq and United Kingdom. Initially, it was called Baghdad Pact. Later, it was 

changed into CENTO after withdrawal of Iraq. Till 1958, its headquarters were in 

Baghdad, Iraq. Later, they were shifted to Ankara, Turkey.  Pakistan and Turkey fully 

supported each other in the organization. Neither country tried to hinder or block way 

for each other.  

To further strengthen economic cooperation, Turkey Pakistan and Iran signed 

Regional Cooperation Organization (RCD). During RCD, both countries made huge 

progress in bilateral trade. Bilateral trade between the two countries reached new 

heights. Pakistan exports to Turkey increased manifold. Pakistan exported goods such 

as surgical instruments, stainless steel products, caustic soda glycerine etc. Pakistan 

also imported products such as chemicals and textile goods from Turkey.in March 

1977, both countries agreed to exchange foods and agricultural products. From the 

forum of RCD, both countries also agreed to cooperate in the fields of commerce, 

transportation and industry. RCD provided excellent opportunity where Pakistan and 

Turkey‘s trade relations reached to new high levels. 

Another milestone to improve economic relations was the creation of Economic 

Cooperation Organization- successor of RCD. It was founded in 1985. Its founding 

members were Pakistan, Turkey and Iran. Currently, it has 10 members. It provides 

platform to discuss trade and investment opportunities. Major objective behind this 

organization was to enhance trade relations among the member states. It was also 

aimed to remove trade barriers and create a single market- on the line of European 

Union.  Major areas of cooperation include: trade and investment; telecommunication 

and transportation, energy; minerals; agriculture; industry; tourism; human 
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development etc.  Through this platform, Turkey‘s export to Pakistan includes 

chemical, diesels, lentils, transport vehicles and military equipment. Besides, many 

Turkish private companies invested significantly in constructing highways, metro 

buses, pipelines and canals.  

Besides, Pakistan and turkey are also members of D-8 and Organization of Islamic 

Cooperation. Both countries enjoy cordial economic relations through these 

organizations.  

In addition to the above multilateral agreements, Pakistan and Turkey also enjoy 

bilateral trade activities.  A prominent company of Turkey- Zorlu Enerji Holding- 

established a 100-megawatt solar project at Quaid-e-Azam Solar Park in the 

Bahawalpur (Punjab). In the same way, Coca-Cola Company from Turkey announced 

in November last year that it would invest $200million in next two to three years. It 

would greatly boost Pakistan‘s employment opportunities. It will also open the door 

for other companies to invest in future. Furthermore, Turkish governments have 

invested in health sector of Pakistan, the Recep Tayyeb Erdrogen Hospital trust in 

running four hospitals in Pakistan. It also run transfusion centre in Punjab. In addition 

to that, Turkish governments have always been in the forefront in providing economic 

assistance to Pakistan in times of national crisis like earth quake (2005) and flood 

(2010).  

Likewise, many other trade agreements have been signed between Turkey and 

Pakistan. These agreements have been discussed in the following lines. But before 

penning them down, it is essential to briefly elaborate economies of the two countries. 
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5.2 Brief Account of Turkey and Pakistan Economies: 

Turkey is one of the most developed economies in the world. It ranks 19th in terms of 

nominal Gross Domestic Product and 13th in Purchasing Power Parity 

(PPP).  Economic growth rate is 2.8 %. Its major exports are agricultural products, 

textiles, automobile equipment, motor vehicles, construction materials, electronics 

equipment etc. Pakistan, on the other hand, has a developing economy often marred 

by economic recessions. It ranks 42nd in terms of nominal Gross Domestic Product 

and 23rdin terms of Purchasing power parity. Economic growth rate is 5.5 %. Its 

major exports are leather and sports goods, textiles, chemicals, fruits, carpets, wheat, 

rice, etc.  

According to United Nations COMTRADE database, Pakistan exports to Turkey 

stands at $285.86 million during 2019. Pakistan exports the following products to 

Turkey: cotton, plastics, vinegar, beverages, manmade staple fibbers, sports and 

leather goods, etc. Year wise export of Pakistan to Turkey is shown in the following 

chart. 

Figure 3 Trading Economics Year Wise 
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Source: Trading Economics: https://tradingeconomics.com/pakistan/exports/turkey 

 

Similarly, Turkish exports to Pakistan stands at $260.08 million (World Bank data). It 

includes mechanical appliances, heavy industrial products, dairy products, edible 

products, plastic, iron and steel etc.  Pakistan‘s imports from Turkey shows upward 

movement, while export shows downward movement in recent years due to 

imposition of tariffs by Turkish government on all imports from all over the world.  

5.3 Multilateral Agreements: 

To enhance trade relations, Pakistan and turkey have signed following multilateral 

agreements. 

5.3.1 Central Treaty Organization (CENTO): 

It was one of the first multilateral agreements signed between Pakistan and turkey.  It 

was aimed at containing former Soviet Union, but it was changed into economic 

relations. It was signed in 1955 at Baghdad. Therefore, it was called Baghdad Pact. 

Main objective behind signing of this treaty was to enhance economic collaboration 

among the member states. For Pakistan, motive behind signing CENTO was to get 

benefits from healthy economies of Turkey, Iraq and United Kingdom.  It provided 

Pakistan with urgent economic assistance.   The United States, although, did not join 

the organization, was able to provide economic assistance to all member countries. 

The US also signed bilateral agreements with all the member countries of the 

organization.  The organization was structured on the lines of North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization (NATO), but it failed to defend member states from enemy states. The 

organization, for example failed to defend Pakistan in 1965and 1971 wars with India. 

In protest, Pakistan withdrew from the treaty. Later on, the treaty was ended in 1979.  

https://tradingeconomics.com/pakistan/exports/turkey
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5.3.2 Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO): 

In a post 1950‘s integrated and dependent world, state aligned together to enhance 

political and economic cooperation. Pakistan, a newly born state, was in dire need of 

such multilateral cooperation. Pakistan, in that regard, looked to brethren countries 

particularly Turkey.  Economic Cooperation Organization was initially called 

Regional Cooperation for Development (RCD), which was a multi-lateral government 

organization established in 1964. Founding members were Pakistan, Turkey and Iran. 

Major reason behind establishment of this organization was to improve socio-

economic improvements of the member states. However, due to cold war, an 

ideological war between the United States of America and Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics after mid-20th century, the organization was mainly dictated by powerful 

countries. It was dissolved in 1979. It was reinvigorated in 1985, when its name was 

changed into Economic Cooperation Organization. While RCD consisted of three 

members i.e. Pakistan, Turkey and Iran; ECO has ten members. These members are: 

Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, Iran, Kazakhstan, Kirghizstan, Pakistan, Turkey, Tajikistan, 

Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan (Celal,1992).  

Being the founding members, Pakistan and turkey have played a significant role in 

carrying out functions of the organization. Both countries have been playing central 

role in promoting trade activities among the member states. As Pakistan and Turkey 

enjoy cultural and historical affinity, both states use this plate form to enhance trade 

relations.  The member states meet regularly and discuss various ways of improving 

business activities.  As most of the members of the organization are landlocked, 

Pakistan can play a central role in the organization. Pakistan provides easy access to 

sea through Gwadar and Bin Qasim ports. Through these ports, landlocked countries 

of the organization can access other states. Such an arrangement will boost Pakistan‘s 
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economy. In addition, Pakistan is a resource poor state. It has been facing energy 

crisis for years. This crisis can be overcome by importing cheap energy from the 

Central Asian Republics of the ECO. So, ECO provides a positive sum game for 

every member state.  

5.4 Core Areas of Economic Cooperation: 

Among various areas of cooperation, the organization focuses on the following areas. 

These areas include: trade, transport and connectivity, tourism, communication, 

telecommunication, energy, shipping, edible products etc (ECO Vision 2025). 

5.4.1 Trade and investment: 

Trade and investment play a key role in smooth running of economy. The more a 

country priorities trade and investment, the more that country has employment 

opportunities.  ECO, therefore, puts utmost importance on trade and investment. It is 

one of the core priority areas of the organization. Various meetings are being called 

on regular basis. Most important meetings related to trade and investment 

are:  ministerial meetings on commerce and foreign trade, ministerial meeting on 

finance and economy, the meeting of heads of tax administration, Heads of Central 

Banks, Heads of Custom Administration, Heads of trade promotion organization. 

These meetings deliberated upon issues specifically related to trade and investment 

(Noreen, 2015).  In the 13th ECO summit, held in 2017 at Islamabad, ECO-Vision 

2025 was approved. Points related to trade and investments of the Vision 2025 are 

given below.  

 To provide suitable environment for doing business in every member state; 

 To liberalize trade and investment by curtaining government role in regulating 

trade and business; 
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 To reduce cost of doing business;  

 To harmonize economic policies; 

 To increase role of ECO Central Bank in the development of ECO economies 

etc. 

5.4.2 Transport and Connectivity: 

It plays a critical role in integrating trade activities. It also enhances socio-economic 

development. As most of the members of ECO are landlocked, special priority is 

given to transport and connectivity. Every effort is being made to improve transport 

facilities. Among various initiatives, Transit Transport Framework Agreement is of 

utmost importance.  If this agreement is implemented in letter and spirit, it will 

facilitate regular operations of roads/corridors, and advancement of border crossing 

points. To advance transport and connectivity, following targets have been set in the 

Vision 2025. 

 To reach regional and international markets, regional transit routes will be 

improved. 

 To enhance inert and intra-regional trade, existing corridors will be 

operationalized. 

 To ease transportation facility, custom facilities will be modernized. 

 To increase connectivity, visa procedure will be simplified. 

 To further improve transport and connectivity, administrative procedure will 

be simplified. 

5.4.3 Tourism: 

ECO member states are known for natural beauty. All member states have distinct 

socio-cultural history. The region has vast potential to fully exploit these historical 
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and eye-catching sites. As European countries earn billions of dollars from tourists, 

ECO member states are also turning their attention to tourism sector.  To get 

maximum advantage from their cultural heritage and natural beauty, ECO gives 

significant importance to Tourism sector. Vision 2025 of ECO highlights future 

prospects of tourism sector. One of the main objectives of this vision is to establish 

amicable, peaceful and lush green destinations for tourists. Besides, VISION 2025 has 

set the following targets for tourism sector. 

 To attract foreign visitors, ECO-Tourism brand will be strengthened. This 

could be achieved by establishing mediums at national and regional levels. 

 To revive Silk Road tourism, help and cooperation of international community 

will be sought. 

 To attract maximum tourist, visa facilitation centres will be established. 

 Tourist activities will be diversified. It will include such activities as sports, 

hiking, climbing, skiing, winter festivals, etc. 

 To promote tourism activities, role of electronic and social media will be 

sought. 

 To enhance tourism, Role of private and local communities will be increased, 

etc. 

5.4.4 Energyy 

Most of the ECO member states possess vast energy resources. It can overcome 

energy crisis in Pakistan and Afghanistan. Energy, therefore, is one of the top priority 

areas of ECO. It gives top priority to ensure regional energy sustainability. One of the 

core objectives of ECO Vision 2025 is to increase energy security and sustainability. 

The vision has set the following target with respect to energy sustainability. 
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 To get maximum benefits from energy resources, efforts will be made to 

harmonize and align regional electricity markets; 

 To exploit energy resources, efforts will be made to increase energy trade and 

production;  

 To control negative impacts of energy trade, efforts will be made to install 

environment friendly technologies; 

 To further exploit energy resources, clean energy resources will be 

established. 

5.4.5 Economic Growth and Productivity: 

Agriculture and industry are engines of economy. Most of the ECO member states are 

landlocked and water deficit. Thereby, they face various food shortages. According to 

ECO official figure, almost 12 % (35miliion) had been under- nourished in 

2015.  Therefore, ECO gives extreme value to cooperate in agriculture sector. besides, 

it also focuses on increase industrial outputs, so what regional states can get 

maximum benefits.  One of the primary objectives of Vision 2025 of ECO is to 

achieve high agriculture and industrial growth (ECO Document,2017). Vision 2025 of 

ECO has set the following targets of economic growth and productivity. 

 Efforts will be made to find out major agriculture spots and their easy 

transportation to member states; 

 Efforts will be made to confront pests and other diseases that hamper 

agricultural growth; 

 To discuss trade-oriented policies and research, Regional Agriculture Trade 

Forum will be established by 2025; 
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 To further enhance growth and productivity, efforts will be made to 

institutionalize industrial sector; 

 To increase industrial outputs, the Vision 2025 highlights the need to establish 

legal establish where rights of investors will be protected, etc. 

All these economic goals can be amicably achieved if all member states, particularly 

Turkey and Pakistan, show commitment and dedication. Pakistan and Turkey are one 

of the founding members of the Organization. Both can work together to advance 

goals and targets of the organization. Pakistan and Turkey are prominent members 

and their economic cooperation and relations are indispensable. Both are strategically 

important countries. Both have played central role in international developments(ECO 

Vision 2025). Both can take the lead and take the ECO to new heights. If Pakistan and 

Turkey work in tandem, the organization can achieve status achieved by prominent 

multilateral organizations specifically Association of South East Asian Nations 

(ASEAN).  

5.4.6 D-8 Organization for Economic Cooperation: 

D-8 or Developing-8 is an economic organization for economic cooperation among 

the member states. There are 8-member states. These members are: Bangladesh, 

Egypt, Indonesia, Iran, Malaysia, Nigeria, Pakistan and Turkey. The organization was 

established in 1997. It headquarters are in Istanbul, Turkey. Primary objective of the 

organization includes: improvement in the global economy of the member states and 

creation of new avenues for advancement of trade relations and improvement in 

standard of living among the member states. According to official website of D-8, 

following are its main objectives (D-8 Charter, 1997).  
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 To address economic disparities and their amicable solution; 

 To increase cooperation in finding out new sources of energy (renewable and 

non-renewable) 

 To ensure economic development among the members states. 

Core Areas of Economic Cooperation: 

Following are the core areas of economic cooperation of D-8. 

Industrial Cooperation: 

The D-8 counties consider industrial cooperation as one of the key areas to advance 

trade and productivity. It has highlighted following key areas of industrial 

cooperation. 

 To establish ―D-8 Automotive Association‖ with the aim of 

promoting automotive industry among the member states of D-8. 

 To establish business opportunities in auto market. It will help in 

boosting local industries. 

 To sustain economic growth, all member states should energy 

policies; 

 To coordinate policies on iron and steel industry among the member 

states; 

 To ensure effective measures for exploitation of raw materials; 

 To establish public and private association of textiles/garments to 

advance textile products among the member states of D-8; 

 To establish common cooperation in textile industry, etc. 
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Agriculture and Food Security: 

 Agriculture and Food security are one of the key areas of economic cooperation 

among the member states of D-8. In the 1st Agriculture Ministerial Meeting held in 

2017 at Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia), D-8 countries identified fertilizers as one of the 

top priority areas. The meeting put great emphasis on fertilizers which can 

tremendously increase crop productivity. Further agreements reached in the 

agreement have been described below. 

 D-8 aims at creating a joint venture for the establishment of fertilizer plants 

where fertilizers could be easily accessible to all member states; 

 To carry out joint research in the field of fertilizers;  

 To exchange best possible fertilizers among the member states; 

 To produce best possible seeds, the meeting agreed upon that Working Group 

on Seed Bank will be established;  

 To further ensure trade in seed among the member states of D-8, seed 

certification will be standardized and harmonized; 

 To ensure food security among the D-8-member states, the meeting agreed on 

the establishment of Working Group on Marine and Fisheries, etc.(D-8 

Charter, 1997).  

Transportation: 

 Transportation is another key area of cooperation among the member states of 

D-8. Every possible effort is being made to ease transportation system. 

Regarding transportation, main emphasis is laid on civil aviation and shipping. 

Main purpose of transportation is to cooperate and coordinate in dealing civil 
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aviation and shipping. In the 11th meeting of experts on civil aviation held in 

2107 in Islamabad, following plan of action have been formulated.  

 To focus on such core areas of cooperation as investment, low-cost carrier, air 

and space security, easy transportation, infrastructure of airports; 

 To identify all areas of potentialities among the member states; 

 To identify challenge posed to air traffic systems of the member states; 

 To aid D-8 states regarding civil aviation areas such as training and inspection; 

 In the said meeting. Turkey and Pakistan volunteered to work with member 

states to hold workshops on civil aviation and train different crew members; 

 To advance collaboration among the eight-member states on maritime 

security; 

 To ease documentation process at ports; 

 To ease custom procedure among the member states; 

 To facilitate shipping procedure, etc. 

All these areas of cooperation can beneficial for every member state if every estate 

cooperate and coordinate with one another. Pakistan and Turkey are leading members 

of the organization. Both have volunteered to carry out various areas of cooperation. 

The success of D-8 lies mainly on the shoulders of Pakistan and Turkey. 

5.4.7 Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC): 

Organization of Islamic cooperation is yet another multilateral agreement signed by 

the governments of Pakistan and Turkey. It was established in 1967 in Rabat, 

Morocco. Currently, the organization has 57 members. It is the second largest 

organization in the world after United Nations. Its core priorities areas have been 

highlighted in the OIC 2025 (program of Action). 
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OIC 2025: Program of Action 

Economically, OIC member states have highlighted following core areas of concern. 

Poverty Alleviation: 

Most of the member states of OIC are poor. Situation in Africa and Asia have been 

alarming. People in these states live below poverty line. They suffer from various 

diseases such as hunger, mal-nutrition and under-nutrition. Poverty alleviation, 

therefore, is one of the top priorities areas of OIC. OIC believes that advancement in 

technology, economy and forces of globalization have played significant roles in 

improving living standards of the poor.  OIC, therefore, laid strong emphasis on 

designing strategies to alleviate poverty. OIC-2025 Program of Action expects 

member states to divert financial resources for poverty alleviation. It says that zakat 

and waqf should be utilized by member states in such   way to overcome poverty. In 

addition, states with healthy economy are encouraged to invest in least developed 

countries of the organization. 

Trade, Investment and Finance: 

Trade, investment and finance are other top priorities of OIC. It believes in greater 

cooperation for promoting trade and investment. It believes that trade and investments 

are essential for economic growth, which ultimately enhance people‘s standard of 

living. It lays great emphasis on Islamic finance sector.in 2014. It had assets more 

US$3 trillion. it provides great stability in economic sphere of the member states. 

Powerful states in the OIC such Saudi Arabia, Indonesia, Malaysia, Turkey, etc. are 

regularly encouraged to invest in least developed Muslim countries such Sudan, 

Nigeria, Mali, Yemen, etc. trade, investment and finance among the member states of 
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OIC are, therefore, essential for confronting economic crisis being faced by least 

developed states of OIC. 

Agriculture and Food Security: 

Cooperation in agriculture sector is essential for economic growth and stability. OIC, 

therefore, put great emphasis on Agriculture and food security. Organization of 

Islamic Cooperation member States has abundant agricultural resources. At present, 

they account for 28.8% of the world‘s agricultural area and 13.5% of the world‘s total 

area.  Without sufficient food, it is impossible to climb the development ladder. It 

must be pointed out that effective and sustainable agricultural management and policy 

formulation can play a key role in strengthening the development efforts of Member 

States. There is clearly a need to increase the development of water and sanitation 

infrastructure, and use modern technology to solve the challenge of maximizing 

production. If member states of OIC cooperate and coordinate in agriculture sector, it 

can overcome food shortages and adverse effects of climate change.  

Employment, Infrastructure and Industrialization: 

OIC member states possess vast potential of industrialization. As a whole, the 

member states of the Organization of the Islamic Conference have abundant potential 

economic resources in different fields such as agriculture and arable land, energy and 

mining, human resources, and They formed a large strategic trading area. However, 

this inherent potential is not reflected in A reasonable form of economic and human 

development. Developed countries have reached the current level of prosperity by 

transforming their own countries. The economy shifted from an economy based on 

agriculture first to an economy based on industry, then knowledge and service-based 

economy and provides a flexible and reliable infrastructure. The OIC member states 
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possess tremendous reserves of crude oil and gas reserves. They constitute for two 

third of oil and gas reserves. Yet these states lag far behind industrial nations. If all 

member states particularly big and resource rich states, OIC can be turned into a force 

to be reckoned with. 

Multilateral agreements, in nutshell, can be successful if all member states cooperate 

with one another. They should put individual interest on a side and work for a 

collective good. Pakistan and Turkey are members of important multi-lateral 

agreements. Historically, both states have supported each other at multinational 

organizations. Both states enjoy brotherly relations, which will help them in 

supporting each other in future as well. 

5.5. Bilateral Agreements: 

Pakistan and Turkey are all weather friends. Both states enjoy deep social, political, 

economic and cultural ties. There close relation can be manifested by the fact Turkey 

was the only country in the world who voted against putting Pakistan on the grey list 

by Financial Action Task Force (FATF). Besides multilateral agreements, both states 

enjoy strong bilateral economic ties. 

The current trade volume between Pakistan and Turkey is of $804 million. While 

Turkey's direct investment in Pakistan is about $500 million. These figures were 

recorded by Turkish President Recep Tayyib Erdogan. Addressing 6th session of 

Pakistan- Turkey high level strategic council, the Turkish President observed that the 

bilateral trade volume should initially rise to $1 billion and then the next target should 

be set at $5 billion. He further put emphasis on investment opportunities offered by 

Pakistan. He invited Turkish companies to invest in Pakistan in a manner that serve 

Pakistan-Turkish friendship. He further noted that Turkish cooperation in the field of 
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defence industry is increasing in Pakistan, and in the field of contracting, Turkish 

companies had undertaken 68 projects worth more than $3.5 billion in Pakistan so far. 

He elaborated that there were vital infrastructure and energy projects among these and 

that Turkey had contractors who can be in tandem with Pakistan government in 

hydroelectric power plants. All these will help Pakistan to overcome energy crisis. 

In another episode of brotherly relations, Turkey‘s president helped Pakistan avoid a 

huge fine in a litigation that involved a Turkish power company. According to Imran 

Khan, Prime Minister of Pakistan, ―PTI Government, with the help of President 

Erdogan, has amicably resolved the Karkey dispute and saved Pak USD 1.2 billion 

penalty imposed by ICSID [International Centre for Settlement of Investment 

Disputes],‖.he wrote this on his official twitter account refereeing to a litigation 

between Pakistan and Turkish power company Karkey Karadeniz Elektrik Uretim 

(KKEU). To overcome energy crisis, Pakistan People‘s Party had awarded contracts 

to the KKEU- rental power company in 2008-09.  The company and the government 

later got into a dispute over the former breach of contract (Dawn, 2020). The ―Daily 

Business News‖ quoted Pakistan‘s anti-corruption regulator as saying that the issue 

was resolved after KKEU promised to pay a fine of US$18 million to the Pakistani 

government, except for promising not to conduct   arbitration.  

However, after petitions by some politicians, the Supreme Court of Pakistan rejected 

the agreement, which forced the Turkish company to relocate to ICSID in 2013, 

demanding compensation for its losses due to damage or depreciation. ICSID passed 

an order in 2017 in favor of the Turkish company, requiring Islamabad to compensate 

KKEU with USD 1.2 billion. Imran Khan did not provide detailed information about 

the help provided by the Turkish President to resolve the issue. A senior official of 
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Pakistan‘s Ministry of Foreign Affairs told on the condition of anonymity that Imran 

Khan personally asked Erdogan to use his "good office" to resolve the lingering 

disputes because of the restrictions on speech. The troubled economy cannot afford 

such a high fine (Latif, 2019). 

The following agreements will further vindicate fraternal tie between the two states. 

5.5.1 Pakistan Turkey Joint Economic Commission (1976): 

Joint economic commissions are an integral part of economic ties between two 

nations. It focuses on diverse aspects of trade and investment. It discusses various 

opportunities in economic fields particularly energy, trade, agriculture, investment, 

tourism etc. Pakistan signed Joint Economic commission with Turkey in 1976. It is 

an   important platform where strategic economic and development relationships are 

changed into reality. It is a high level meeting which is being attended by Pakistan‘s 

Minister of Commerce and Turkish Minister for environment and Urbanization. The 

ministers of both countries are accompanied by high level dignitaries. So far fifteen 

minutes have been held. The last meeting was held in 2014. The meeting focuses on 

increasing private investment in respective countries; interaction between chambers of 

commerce and industries; linking export promotion agencies of the two states; 

diversification of trade exports, etc.  

The last meeting of Pakistan Turkey Joint Economic Commission was held in 2014. 

Minister of Commerce, Khuram Dastagir Khan led Pakistan delegation to Ankara. 

The Joint Economic Commission discussed various aspects of fortifying trade ties 

between the two brotherly states. It involved private sector and strengthened 

cooperation between commerce and industry of the two states, which greatly 

improved economic relationship between the two states. Khurram Dastagir Khan also 
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held meeting ―with Turkish Minister for Environment and Urbanization Mr. İdris 

Güllüce. He urged him to encourage leading Turkish firms to participate in the 

international tenders for large hydroelectric, coal fired and alternate energy projects 

on Build-Operate-Transfer basis. He said Pakistan would continue to seek Turkish 

support in major infrastructure projects including building 500,000 low cost housing 

units planned across the country.  Mr. Khurram Dastgir also mentioned the 

Islamabad-Istanbul ECO container train and said that the project has the potential to 

change the connectivity between Pakistan, Turkey and other regions. Both ministers 

agreed to further expand trade relations and encourage joint ventures. They agreed 

that the conclusion of a comprehensive preferential trade (PTA) arrangement between 

the two countries is the key to bringing commercial relations to new heights. 

However, they agreed that PTA should be negotiated on a reciprocal basis‖ (Press 

Release, 2014). 

 5.5.2 Avoidance of Double Taxation (1985): 

Double taxation avoidance treaties are bilateral agreements in which the contracting 

states establish taxation rules that apply to income and assets connected to the two 

countries. These rules are in addition to the tax rules applicable under relevant 

domesticlaws.  

Following are some of the provisions of the treaty. 

 This agreement applies to the residents of the two countries. 

 Income from immovable property may be taxed in accordance with the 

domestic laws of the two states. 
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 The profit of an enterprise of a Contracting State is taxed only in that 

Contracting State unless the enterprise conducts business in the other 

Contracting State through permanent establishment located in it. 

 Dividends paid by a resident company of a contracting state to a resident of 

the other contracting state may levy taxes in the other contracting state. 

 In case income is subject to taxation in both countries, relief from double 

taxation should be given. 

 Every effort shall be made to avoid discrimination against the nationals of the 

two states. Nationals of one Contracting State should not be taxed in the other 

Contracting State, etc. (Income Tax Agreement and Final Protocol, 1985). 

Avoidance of double taxation treaty has greatly boosted Pakistan and Turkey‘s 

economic ties. It has not only enhanced trade volume between the two states, but also 

provided investment friendly environment to the nationals of the two states.  

5.5.3 The Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investment (1995): 

Governments of Islamic Republic of Pakistan and Turkey signed Promotion and 

Protection of Investment agreement in 1995. The agreement desired to promote and 

protect economic cooperation and investment opportunities among the two states. The 

agreement was aimed to enhance economic cooperation by stimulating flow of capital 

and technology. It provided friendly and secured environment to the investor of the 

two states. It also maintained stable framework for investment and enhance efficient 

utilization of economic resources-ultimately improving living standards of the 

people.   

Following are some of the provisions of Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of 

Investment: 
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 The term "investment" refers to various assets related to business activities in 

the territory of the contracting parties complying with their domestic laws and 

regulations. 

 Subject to its laws and regulations, each Contracting Party shall promote as 

much investment as possible. 

 The investment of the investors of the Contracting Parties shall always comply 

with the minimum treatment standards of international law, including fairness 

and justice.  

 Each contracting party shall respect and protect intellectual property rights in 

its respective states, complying with its domestic laws and regulation. 

 Contracting parties shall give preferential treatment within the framework of 

their national legislation to review applications for entry and residence of 

nationals of either contracting party who wishes to enter the territory of the 

other contracting party; 

 All disputes arising between investors and contracting party should be 

resolved amicably through negotiation and consultations - keeping in view 

interest of both parties. 

The reciprocal promotion of protection was a landmark development between the two 

states. It boosted economic ties to an unprecedented level. After signing this 

agreement, investors from both countries invested billions of dollars without any 

hesitation. 

5.5.4 Pakistan Turkey High Level Strategic Cooperation Council: 

Pakistan Turkey High Level Strategic Cooperation Council was established in 2009. It 

is a forum to consult ties between the two states at the highest level. It not only keeps 
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an eye on current development, but also provides future road map.   It has six working 

groups that work under the auspices of High level strategic cooperation council. 

Among various areas of collaboration, it focuses on energy, tourism, banking and 

finance, communication and railways.  High level strategic cooperation council is a 

unique development which vindicates fraternal ties between them.   

The time-tested and unparalleled historical connection between these two fraternal 

countries is a strong impetus for the vigorous cooperation between the two countries 

in various fields. So far six meetings of high level strategic council have been held. 

The last meeting was held in February, 2020. It was co-chaired by PM Imran Khan 

and President Recep Tayyib Endrogen.  

Besides political cooperation on terrorism, Kashmir, Cyprus and islamophobia, the 

two states agreed on the following economic memorandum of understandings. 

 Both nations reiterate their resolve to enhance cooperation in energy sector; 

 Both states agreed that Turkish expertise would be utilized in upgrading and 

improving electricity sector of Pakistan; 

 Both states also agreed to cooperate in capacity building National Energy 

Efficiency of Pakistan; 

 Both states also reiterated to enhance cooperation in exploitation of natural 

resources;  

 Both nations also agreed to create joint monitoring unit of ministries of 

energy. It will review progress in the energy sector.  

 The two parties reviewed the existing bilateral trade and agreed to increase the 

level of economic participation in order to mobilize the untapped potential to 

increase trade and investment. 
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 The two sides agreed that "free trade agreement negotiations will be conducted 

taking into account the economic sensitivity of the two countries." 

 Both sides also emphasized on the need to identify such areas of potential 

cooperation which have yet to be exploited; 

 Both states also encouraged investor of their respective states to invest in the 

field of industry and e-commerce.  

 Both nations also reaffirmed their resolve to enhance bilateral cooperation 

between their respective Central Banks; 

 They also agreed to implement all bilateral agreements in transportation 

sector. It will boost communication ties between the two nations; 

 They also agreed to enhance cooperation in areas of information and tourism- 

restoring cultural heritage of the two nations. 

High level strategic cooperation council is a reaffirmation of brotherly ties between 

the governments and people of the two states. These ties are time-tested and 

unparalleled. The council has taken Pakistan and Turkey relations to new heights. 

Every now and then, the council comes up with new initiatives. Such initiatives have 

taken economic ties between the two states to new heights. 

5.5.5 Pakistan Turkey Free Trade Area Framework Agreement- 2016: 

To further improve bilateral ties, the two countries signed free trade area framework 

agreement in 2016.  The signing of the agreement paved the way for the establishment 

of a free trade zone between the two countries, which would help common 

development. It will not only advance economic ties, but also create friendly 

environment for investment. It will provide impetus to economic sector of Pakistan 

which has been marred by war against terror.  The two countries have great potential 
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to improve economic relations, and the agreement will greatly help people of the two 

states. In the era of commercial relations, especially in the last ten years, due to the 

liberalization of trade policies, regional trade on a global scale has increased. Under 

such circumstances, it was great economic development.  The framework not only 

covers commodities, but also services and investment and it will go a long way to 

strengthen political relations between the two countries. 

 This framework agreement was aimed to establish Free Trade Agreement. But after 

many negotiations, the two countries have yet to sign Free Trade Agreement.  In 

December 2013, the EU granted Pakistan GSP+ status. According to the terms of the 

Turkey-EU Customs Union Agreement, Pakistan also hopes to obtain GSP+ status 

from Turkey. But Turkey refused to grant GSP-Plus status to Pakistan.  Pakistan 

protested against the discriminate treatment. In response, Turkish government agreed 

to establish Free Trade Area instead.  Despite many rounds of talk, the FTA has not 

been signed yet.  In the seven rounds of free trade agreement negotiations since 

February 2015, Pakistan has repeatedly raised the issue of tariff increases, but no 

breakthrough has been achieved. The Ministry of Commerce believes that the Turkish 

government is bound to extend the GSP+ status to Pakistan because the former is a 

member of the EU Customs Union. This request was first submitted to the Turkish 

authorities in 2014. But Turkey has repeatedly rejected the option. It is for this 

demand that the Turkish government proposed a free trade agreement and started 

negotiations the following year. 

In the seventh round of free trade agreement negotiations held in June 2017, Pakistan 

asked Turkey to extend the GSP+ status or required the two countries to grant tariff 

concessions to each other in order to expand the minimum tariff free trade they can 

grant to any other country under any conditions agreement. According to sources 
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from the Pakistan group attending the meeting, Turkey proposed to reduce the 

additional tariffs imposed in 2011 by 25%, a reduction of five years, and some tariffs 

may be gradually eliminated within 11 years (DAWN, 2020). 

The Free Trade Agreement would be a huge milestone if the two nations remove their 

grievances and sign the agreement. Turkish needs to show flexibility and give 

Pakistan GSP plus status or sign FTA. In this year High Level Strategic Cooperation 

Council meeting, held in Islamabad, both states discussed the matter but no 

breakthrough had been achieved. It is matter of time when the two nations will sign 

the agreement. It will greatly boost economic ties between the two states. 

5.5.6 Strategic Economic Framework, 2020:  

One of the major breakthroughs during President Recep Tayyib Endrogen visit to 

Pakistan in February 2020 was signing of Strategic Economic Framework. The 

framework will not only promote trade and economic relations, but also open ways 

for signing of Free Trade Agreement. As FTA has not been finalized yet due to minor 

difference, the framework will provide dialogue forum to discuss FTA. Talks for 

establishing Strategic Economic Framework were held in January 2019 at Ankara, 

Turkey. The framework was finalized and signed in February, 2020 during Turkish 

President visit to Pakistan. Broader areas of cooperation under the framework 

include:  investment and industrial cooperation, transport and communication, trade 

and textile, auto industry, agriculture, water resource management (Embassy of 

Pakistan, Ankara, 2020). In short, the strategic economic framework revolves around 

the following points: 

  To conclude of FTA talks keeping in view economic and commercial interests 

of the two states; 
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 To improve bilateral trade between the two states, technical talks on potential 

products will be conducted; 

 To simplify custom procedures by making maximum use of electronic data; 

 To eliminate non-tariff barriers;   

 To strengthen zone of business council; 

 To explore investment opportunities; 

 To hold regular meetings of economic and business councils; 

 To develop links between Pakistan and Turks companies, etc. 

This is another major breakthrough between the two brotherly countries. Time and 

again Turkey has rescued Pakistan in times of economic crisis. There is a huge gap 

between the two economies, yet Turkey carry out economic relations on reciprocal 

basis. The framework is yet another manifestation of Turkey economic interests in 

Pakistan. It will strengthen Pakistan economy that has long been dependent on 

economic aid.  It will enable Pakistan‘s economy to stand on its feet because it, 

couple with CPEC project, will open new doors of investments.  

5.6 Challenges in Bilateral Trade: 

Although Pakistan and Turkey enjoy historical ties, yet there are challenges that 

hinder full economic cooperation between the two states.  These challenges have been 

discussed below.  

 5.6.1 Parallel economies: 

One of the reasons for the low level of mutual trade is the existence of parallel 

economies between the two countries. Products traded between the two countries 

include cotton, rice, leather and textiles. They target the same market, but that does 

not mean they should not look for other levels trade cooperation. 
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5.6.2 Inadequate Market Exploration: 

The two countries have not yet fully explored markets. One of the major reasons 

behind this is that both countries trade in similar products. Both countries, for 

example, produce similar quality of textile products. So, it‘s very difficult to compete 

in textile products. Similarly, investors in both states have not reached to each other 

markets due to tariffs or custom duties. So, to take bilateral trade to $1 billion, as 

pointed out by Tayyib Endrogen in his last visit to Pakistan, the two states need to 

explore each other market. Both states should make every effort and provide access to 

their markets. 

5.6.3 No Direct Shipping and Logistic: 

Another major hindrance between the two countries is that there is no direct shipping. 

Although bilateral and regional efforts have been made to achieve direct maritime 

transport links, the barriers of transportation between Turkey and Pakistan are 

virtually still intact. Air transport between the two states is still very costly. So, that 

option has not been utilized yet. Encouraging developments in this regard are recent 

Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO) trade growth among member countries. 

Through the ECO transportation company, If Pakistan and Turkey find it difficult to 

increase bilateral relations for maritime trade, ECO shipping company is the best 

choice to expand mutual trade. 

5.6.4 Euro-Centric Approach of Turkish Investors: 

Despite huge markets in the East, Turkish investors look to the Europe. Due to many 

challenges present in Pakistan such as poverty, political instability, energy crisis, 

Turkey investors feel hesitant to invest in Pakistan. So, it‘s a huge challenge for 

Pakistan to provide investment friendly environment to Turkish companies. 
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5.7 Financial Action Task Force (FATF) and Role of Turkey: 

The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) is the global money laundering and terrorist 

financing regulator. Intergovernmental bodies have established international standards 

aimed at preventing these illegal activities and their harm to society. As a decision-

making body, the Anti-Money Laundering Financial Action Special Organization 

strives to generate the necessary political will to carry out national legislative and 

regulatory reforms in these areas. It has set FATF recommendation or standards 

which aim at collective response to cater crime, corruption and terrorism. 

Pakistan was included in the ―grey list‖ by the Paris-based Financial Action Task 

Force (FATF) in June 2018 and was awarded an action plan to complete it by October 

2019; otherwise it would be placed on the blacklist. Currently there are two 

blacklisted countries: Iran and North Korea. In October 2019, Pakistan was once 

again placed on the grey list, with recommendation to be strictly followed.  In the next 

session in February 2020, there were chances that Pakistan might have been placed on 

blacklist, because Pakistan has fulfilled only 5 out of 27 recommendations. But 

Turkey - time tested friend- rescued Pakistan from placing on the blacklist. Turkey 

made it clear that Pakistan had been facing unavoidable circumstances due war on 

terror and that it should not be blamed for political game scoring. President Tayyib 

Erdrogen said that Turkey supported Pakistan despite international pressure. He added 

that Turkey‘s unflinching support would continue and would help Pakistan avoid grey 

listing. He further added that Turkey and Pakistan relationship is based on love and 

respect. As in the past, Turkey would also support Pakistan in the future. (The News, 

2020) 

The decision to support Pakistan at the most crucial time was another testimony to the 

fact that Pakistan and Turkey have brotherly relations. Time and again Turkey stood 
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by Pakistan. When other Muslims states turned their back, Turkey rose to the 

occasion and saved Pakistan from blacklisting. Pakistan‘s long-term ally, china 

abstained from voting. But Turkey supported Pakistan and halted vicious designs of 

India, France, United Kingdom and United States to blacklist Pakistan.  If Pakistan 

had been blackilisting.it would have been a disaster for its ailing economy because it 

would not have been able to get economic assistance from IMF and World Bank. 

5.8 Future Opportunities: Areas of Mutual Cooperation 

 Though there are challenges, but there are many areas of cooperation and 

convergence where the two states can benefit mutually. Both have stood for one 

another in difficult situations.  Both can work in tandem in the future as well. Turkey 

is one of the growing economies in the world. It has maintained high economic 

growth in recent years. It is also one of the brotherly countries that believe in 

economic self-independence of a Pakistan. Like China, Turkey also believes in trade 

not aid. Turkey companies can benefit from huge markets of Pakistan. So, there will 

be a win win situation for both countries. Besides, Pakistan and Turkey are members 

of important members‘ regional organizations like ECO. ECO can play a significant 

role in uplifting economies of the two states. In addition, CPEC provides another 

golden opportunity to Turkey by working with other regional states specifically 

Pakistan, China and Russia. Furthermore, both are members of Organization of 

Islamic Cooperation- representing more than 1.5 billion Muslims. Most of these states 

are replete with natural resources. It can only be exploited if Pakistan and Turkey-

both are not as divided long sectarian lines as Arab states- take the lead and lead from 

the front. Currently there are two blacklisted countries: Iran and North Korea. In 

October 2019, Pakistan was once again placed on the grey list, with recommendation 

to be strictly followed.  In the next session in February 2020, there were chances that 
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Pakistan might have been placed on blacklist, because Pakistan has fulfilled only 5 

out of 27 recommendations. But Turkey - time tested friend- rescued Pakistan from 

placing on the blacklist. Turkey made it clear that Pakistan had been facing 

unavoidable circumstances due war on terror and that it should not be blamed for 

political game scoring. President Tayyib Erdrogen said that Turkey supported 

Pakistan despite international pressure. He added that Turkey‘s unflinching support 

would continue and would help Pakistan avoid grey listing. He further added that 

Turkey and Pakistan relationship is based on love and respect. As in the past, Turkey 

would also support Pakistan in the future. Similarly, geopolitics and changing geo-

political environment have forced the two countries to readjust themselves according 

to the new situation in the region and even the world. Both countries are victims of 

terrorism, intolerance and insecurity. Historically, both have been ruled by the 

military many times. Both countries have overcome these situations now. So, both 

offer excellent prospect for the future. To exploit their potentials, areas of mutual 

cooperation and convergence have been discussed below.  

5.8.1 China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC):  

China Pakistan Economic Corridor is not only a stimulus for economic growth of the 

two states, but it also provides an opportunity for regional integration. CPEC has the 

potential to transform regions of East Asia, West Asia, Central Asia and the Gulf. All 

these regions are natural attractions for Turkey- one of the fastest growing economies 

in the world. Turkey can play its role to connect with regional economies. CPEC 

offers Turkey with an opportunity to further enhance its trade.  

The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor is a framework for regional inter-connection. 

CPEC will not only benefit China and Pakistan, but will also have a positive impact 
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on Iran, Afghanistan, India, the Central Asian Republic, Turkey and the region. The 

Strengthening geographic connections, improved road, railway and air transportation 

systems, realization of interpersonal connections, enhanced understanding through 

academic, cultural, and regional knowledge and culture, carrying out a large number 

of trade and business activities, etc. will be a win-win model, which will produce a 

closely connected and integrated model characterized by shared of destiny, harmony 

and development. CPEC is a harbinger of economic globalization in a globalized 

world. 

During his recent visit to Pakistan in 2020, President Erdogan announced that the 

country is ready to participate in the development of the China-Pakistan Economic 

Corridor. President Erdogan expressed concern about the weak trade between the two 

countries and called for further exchanges. He insisted that in the next few years, trade 

between the two countries should increase from $800 million US dollars to $5 billion 

US dollars. He also insisted that two counties are emerging economies and they could 

gain much more from mutual cooperation.  To increase regional connectivity, Turkey 

is therefore interested in participating in CPEC (Dawn, 2020).  

Turkey can participate in the following two areas. First, Turkish companies are known 

for their expertise in the field of construction. Therefore, they can intervene in 

infrastructure projects related to CPEC. It will provide excellent opportunity for 

Pakistan and Turkey to enhance their bilateral trade relations. Second, the economic 

and business opportunities brought by CPEC. By investing in new special economic 

zones along the CPEC, Turkish companies will have access to a market of nearly 200 

million residents. CPEC is multi billion project. It provides shortest route to sea to 

landlocked states such as Afghanistan and Central Asian Republics. By investing in it, 

Turkey will not only insert influence over these states, but also earn billions of 
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dollars.one of the major reasons for little interest in CPEC Turkish companies is that 

CPEC has not been thoroughly explained to Turkish companies, said Turkish 

President in his meeting with business elites in Islamabad. He added that Turkish 

entrepreneurs have not been offered same opportunities as Chinese or Saudi 

Arabians.  

The CPEC will benefit Turkey in the following ways. First, it provides excellent 

opportunity to Turkish companies to invest in Pakistan. Better rail and road 

infrastructure are one of the essential objectives of CPEC. Turkish companies are well 

trained in such type of infrastructure. So, they can invest in rail and road 

infrastructure. Second, it provides access to regional states of Iran, Afghanistan, and 

Central Asian Republics. Such access will greatly boost economic growth of Turkey. 

In addition, it will also boost bilateral ties between Pakistan and Turkey. Third, it will 

help bring economic stability in the region, which will ultimately provide friendly 

environment for trade and investment. The region has long been marred by terrorism 

and extremism, which have badly impacted regional economies. CPEC offers an 

opportunity to integrate the region.  Fourth, it offers excellent opportunity for tourism 

in the region. As CPEC eases people to people contacts, Turkey can become a tourist 

hub. Owing to historical and cultural heritage, Turkey is one of best tourist spots for 

the Muslims.  CPEC will further boost tourism sector of Turkey.  Finally, CPEC 

brings regional connectivity. In a globalized world, no state can live in isolation. 

Turkey, by becoming part of CPEC will be a game changer for the region. CPEC has 

the potential to make the region energy and trade hub. It will integrate different 

civilizations. All these will benefit Turkey. 
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5.8.2 One Belt, One Road (OBOR) and Turkey: 

One Belt, One Road initiative provides another opportunity to Turkey to integrate 

with regional countries particularly China and Pakistan. This gives Turkey a strong 

bargaining position and can ensure that its own interests are considered together with 

China's ambitions. Currently there are two blacklisted countries: Iran and North 

Korea. In October 2019, Pakistan was once again placed on the grey list, with 

recommendation to be strictly followed.  In the next session in February 2020, there 

were chances that Pakistan might have been placed on blacklist, because Pakistan has 

fulfilled only 5 out of 27 recommendations. But Turkey - time tested friend- rescued 

Pakistan from placing on the blacklist. Turkey made it clear that Pakistan had been 

facing unavoidable circumstances due war on terror and that it should not be blamed 

for political game scoring. President Tayyib Erdrogen said that Turkey supported 

Pakistan despite international pressure. He added that Turkey‘s unflinching support 

would continue and would help Pakistan avoid grey listing. He further added that 

Turkey and Pakistan relationship is based on love and respect. As in the past, Turkey 

would also support Pakistan in the future. 

The One Belt, One Road initiative provides a wide range of opportunities for Silk 

Road countries, as it will enable them to avoid serious risks by combining their efforts 

and using their comparative advantages. In this regard, it is very important for all 

countries in the region to focus on areas of cooperation within the framework of the 

project and put their shared vision into practice in a constructive way. 

The Belt and Road initiative also provide Turkey with an opportunity to strengthen its 

regional role, which will have a stronger reconciliation model, as its neighbors will 

become more interdependent through trade and increased interconnection. The 

initiative offers an opportunity to resolve all regional issue in an amicable manner.  
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The surrounding area of Turkey is known for its politically unstable atmosphere. In 

the past decade, three of its seven neighbors have experienced wars: the Georgia-

Russian War in 2008, the Iraqi Civil War in 2014, and the Syrian Civil War in 2011. 

Two of the conflicts are still ongoing. So, civil wars and foreign interventions have 

been common in the region. By participating in the OBOR, Turkey cannot not only 

transform this region into investment friendly, but also insert its political influence in 

the region. The Belt and Road Initiative provides Turkish companies with 

opportunities to seek more trade abroad. Becoming part of the project will mean 

closer ties with other countries along the route, and most of the investment that will be 

made in the next few decades will be mainly in the field of infrastructure.  

 Pakistan is a central pillar of One Belt, One Road initiative. Both Pakistan and 

Turkey enjoy cultural and historical ties. Both can work together for promoting their 

mutual interest. One of the mutual interests of both countries is to crate political 

stability in the region. The region has long been marred by terrorism and extremism, 

hindering economic prosperity in the region. To overcome these hindrances, 

cooperation between regional states, particularly China, Pakistan and Turkey is 

extremely important. Such cooperation is only possible if all three states actively 

participate in One Belt, One Road initiative. Such participation will be a win-win 

situation for all. 

In a globalized world, states are dependent on one another. No state can live in 

isolation. The above two projects- CPEC and OBOR- present unique opportunities. 

The regional states have the opportunity to overcome economic miseries of the 

people. If Pakistan, china and Turkey work in tandem, it will be boost economies of 

these three states. All of them can work together in a way that complements their 

interests.  
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Conclusion: 

Behind everything there is economy. If a state is economically strong, it leads directly 

to political and social stability. Pakistan and Turkey are brotherly countries. Their 

relations have been tested time and again. Both states have rescued each other in time 

of need. The geopolitical environment of the region is changing. It demands new 

commitments and cooperation. Strong cooperation between the two states is direly 

needed.  Of all these cooperation, economic collaboration is extremely vital. If 

Pakistan has to address its economic woes, it has to maintain strong economic 

relations with Turkey. This relationship has to be maintained both at multilateral and 

bilateral forums. Economic Cooperation and Organizations of Islamic Cooperation 

provide multilateral forum where both and Turkey can work together to address 

various economic crisis. Being the founding members of ECO, Pakistan and turkey 

have played a significant role in carrying out functions of the organization. Both 

countries have been playing central role in promoting trade activities among the 

member states. As Pakistan and Turkey enjoy cultural and historical affinity, both 

states should use this plate form to further enhance their trade relations.  Similarly, 

Organization of Islamic cooperation is yet another multilateral agreement signed by 

the governments of Pakistan and Turkey which provides an opportunity to improve 

trade ties at multilateral forum. Pakistan and Turkey should play a leading role in 

guiding Muslims ummah on an economic progress. In addition, both states also enjoy 

bilateral agreements. If both work together and fulfilled all bilateral commitments, it 

would boost economic conditions of the two states. Though there are challenges, but 

these challenges can be fixed by mutual collaboration. When there are challenges, 

there are opportunities as well. China and Pakistan Economic Corridor offers one 

such opportunity. It has the potential to transform regional economies. It provides an 
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opportunity to Turkish companies to invest money in Pakistan. As Turkish companies 

are well trained in transportation, they can invest in rail and road infrastructure.  It 

also provides access to regional states of Iran, Afghanistan, and Central Asian 

Republics. Such access will greatly boost economic growth of Turkey. In addition, it 

will also boost bilateral ties between Pakistan and Turkey. It will also help bring 

economic stability in the region, which will ultimately provide friendly environment 

for trade and investment. The region has long been marred by terrorism and 

extremism, which have badly impacted regional economies. CPEC offers an 

opportunity to integrate the region. All these opportunities can be availed if Pakistan 

and Turkey further fortify historical and cultural ties. 
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Chapter: 6 

Cultural Identity: Determining the Significant Areas of Strengthening the 

Relations and Challenges in the Process 

Defining Culture 

The term culture has been used in various aspects in modern times. It is used to define 

the certain set pattern of behavior of a group of people. The term has been used by 

different organization and institutions to define the norms and values of particular 

meaning to them. Merriam-Webster dictionary explains culture as ―the customary 

beliefs, social forms, and material traits of a racial, religious, or social group. This 

makes it clear that the culture of one particular group would be different from the 

others. Taking this consideration into account, the cultural aspects of countries around 

the world would also be different and unique in their own ways. 

Culture could be defined as a backbone of any society so nobody can ignore the value 

of culture in the society. Culture is the basic thing to identify the persons at different 

places. Nations are recognized by their culture and ignorance of the same results into 

the downfall of those nations. Cultural values incorporate such norms and traditions in 

an individual that he acquires a unique way of looking at things which tends to be 

different from the others. According to the behaviorist definition of culture, it is the 

ultimate system of social control where people monitor their own standards and 

behavior. Culture has been defined by various anthropologists and social scientists as 

basis of the community. As without community, survival of individual is difficult, 

similarly, without culture, survival of community is also difficult. Currently there are 

two blacklisted countries: Iran and North Korea. In October 2019, Pakistan was once 

again placed on the grey list, with recommendation to be strictly followed.  In the next 

session in February 2020, there were chances that Pakistan might have been placed on 
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blacklist, because Pakistan has fulfilled only 5 out of 27 recommendations. But 

Turkey - time tested friend- rescued Pakistan from placing on the blacklist. Turkey 

made it clear that Pakistan had been facing unavoidable circumstances due war on 

terror and that it should not be blamed for political game scoring. President Tayyib 

Erdrogen said that Turkey supported Pakistan despite international pressure. He added 

that Turkey‘s unflinching support would continue and would help Pakistan avoid grey 

listing. He further added that Turkey and Pakistan relationship is based on love and 

respect. As in the past, Turkey would also support Pakistan in the future. 

Encyclopedia Britannica defines culture as ―a pattern of behavior shared by a society, 

or a group of people. Many different things make up a society‘s culture. These things 

include food, language, clothing, tools, music, arts, customs, beliefs and religion.‖ 

This explanation of the term highlights the scope of the culture which is spread to 

almost all the aspects of human life. Thus, all these aspects are kept in consideration 

while analyzing the effect of culture of one country over another. The famous 

anthropologist Edward Taylor has defined the term as ―that complex whole which 

includes knowledge, belief, art, law, morals, customs and any other capabilities and 

habits acquired by man as a member of society.‖ It encompasses the whole life 

ranging from fundamental beliefs to practical forms of socio-economic and political 

aspects.  

6.1 Public Diplomacy and Soft Power in connection with Culture 

The idea and practice of cultural diplomacy has been considered as public diplomacy. 

However, the cultural aspect of diplomacy is a part of public diplomacy. The term 

public diplomacy was coined by E. Guillon in 1965 who considers that the social 

aspects have influence on the formulation and implementation of foreign policy. The 
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term has been effectively defined by G.D Malone as the public undertakings focused 

at the foreign countries in various fields specially; information, education and culture. 

According to him, the purpose of public diplomacy is to make efforts to influence the 

people of other nations to develop a favorable attitude towards one‘s country. With 

this end in mind, the measures are taken to achieve short-term and long-term 

objectives. The short-term goal includes the shift of attitude of the population 

favorable towards the existing government. On the other hand, the long-term goal is 

to aim at familiarizing the people with the system and culture of one‘s county.  

J. Wang and B. Oceipka define the public diplomacy in context of image-building. 

The purpose of public diplomacy according to them is to shape and maintain the 

positive image of the country on international stage by influencing public opinion and 

strengthening positive attitudes towards the country among population. It results into 

the positive and favorable reputation of the country shaped in a way that determines 

its place in the international community. Governments always struggle to establish 

such an appropriate environment through its foreign policy.  

H. Frederic who approaches the public diplomacy through cultural point of view 

writes that public diplomacy covers undertakings aimed at recipients abroad in the 

fields of information, education and culture which are focused at influencing the 

foreign governments to translate the same to citizens. The diplomacy aimed at public 

is supported by cultural messages. It is not like promoting the culture of one country 

in front of the people of other countries; rather, it is focused on the aspects of mutual 

understanding and shared cultural norms and values. Cultural diplomacy results into 

an environment that fosters the positive environment and provides opportunities to 

promote the national interest.  
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Soft power is another term along with public diplomacy which has been widely used 

recently to define the shift in foreign affairs from traditional approaches of foreign 

policy. Cultural relations and cultural diplomacy are at the core of soft power. J. Nye 

describes that cultural diplomacy is the best example of the soft-power which includes 

the possibility of communicating via the conduit of culture, of values and ideas which 

is in contrast to the hard power- one that focuses military might and weapons. Soft 

power has become substitute for traditional forms of power in attaining the foreign 

policy objectives in modern times. The hard power uses the methods of force and 

coercion which end into antagonism in long-run but the soft power is principled with 

attraction and adjustment which leads to respect and positive attitude. 

6.2 A Brief Sketch of Turkish Culture 

Having proximity to the European continent geographically, Turkey has its own 

unique culture shaped and nurtured by history. Turkish Culture is a very rich one 

representing the blend of variety of dogmas. The liberal and secular values are merged 

with the religious customs and traditions. Art, architecture, music, entertainment, 

cuisine and other cultural aspects of Turkish life are known for their peculiarity and 

charm around the world. The values of East and West can be found in Turkey. 

Influence of European culture is also evident from the dressing manner of the 

population. Turkish culture is a mixed plate of Eastern and Western traditions as well 

as religious and secular norms and values.  

Turkish art and architecture have its wonderful expression in the shape of various 

architectural heritages. The architecture has been mainly influenced by the Islamic 

ideas and therefore dome has been the main designing feature in Turkish buildings 

along with the minarets. Turkish dressing has however been under the influence of 
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western style as majority prefers the European style dressing with formal suits. The 

indigenous cultural dressing is prevalent in rural localities. ―Turkish cuisine includes 

many different stews of vegetables and meat. Borek is a pastry made of many thin 

layers of dough interspersed with cheese, spinach, and/or ground meat. Kebab is the 

common word for meat roasted in pieces or slices on a skewer or as meatballs on a 

grill. Dolma is the generic name for dishes made of vegetables (e.g., tomatoes and 

peppers) and leaves (e.g., grape, cabbage, and eggplant) that are stuffed with or 

wrapped around rice or bulgur pilaf, ground meat and spices‖.  

―The literature represents a fusion of Persian, Arabic, and Turkish classical styles. 

Western influences were introduced in the 1860s by a group of intellectuals who 

attempted to combine Western cultural forms with a simpler form of the Turkish 

language. This westernizing trend continued throughout the nineteenth century and 

became more pronounced just before World War I. After 1923, the republic produced 

an impressive number of novelists, poets, singers, musicians, and artists. Novelists 

who gained international fame include Halide Edib, Resat Nuri Güntekin, and, more 

recently, Orhan Pamuk. Several important works dealt with village life, ranging from 

Yakup Kadri Karaosmanoglu's Yaban (The Stranger) in the 1930s to Mahmut Makal's 

A Village in Anatolia, and Yasar Kemal's Mehmet My Hawk, which won world 

recognition in 1961. Elf Shaffak, the novelist, is widely read author in Pakistan. Her 

novels- Forty Rules of Love, Bastard of Istanbul, Three Daughters of Eve and 

Architect‘s Apprentice have been famous among the people of Pakistan. Orhan Veli 

generally is considered the father of modern Turkish poetry, which has been 

characterized by a rebellion against rigidly prescribed forms and a preoccupation with 

immediate perception. Some poets have experimented with obscurantist forms and 

ideas; many others have expressed concern for social democratic issues‖. 
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6.3 A Brief Sketch of Pakistani Culture 

Pakistani culture has evolved diachronically. Starting from Paleolithic ―Age it 

transformed into Neolithic Revolution being the first manifestation of a settled society 

represented by the old sites of the lithic period which set into motion the urbanization 

process culminating eventually into the establishment of urban centres like Mehargarh 

(Balochistan), Rehman Dheri (KPK), Harappa (Punjab), and Mohenjodaro (Sindh). 

Then it witnessed the Aryan and the Buddhist epochs evolving some new patterns of 

life. The Gandhara and the Hindu Shahi civilizations also emerged and reached 

pinnacle point here. In the medieval period, Muslim civilization advanced into the 

subcontinent and exposed this land to the Arabs, Ghaznavids, Ghorids, Sultanate of 

Delhi and the Mughal influences. All the salient cultural traits of the Buddhist and 

Hindu Shahis were absorbed first by the Arabs and then by the Muslim elite which 

still have their resonance in the present-day Pakistani socio-political and cultural 

setting‖.  

―With the advent of Muslims, cultural formulations epitomized in the mystic episteme 

of the Sufi saints attracted majority of the people to the fold of Islam in the areas 

presently constituting Pakistan. Sufi traditions, basically oriented in the Islamic 

context, are at the heart of the Muslim cultural denominations who are also formed 

and influenced by the Hindu, Buddhist traditions thus giving Pakistani culture a 

pluralistic character. The British established their rule in the 18th century. Thus, 

colonialism ushered into the whole of the Indo-Pak subcontinent. Colonial 

dispensation impacted profoundly, the political and economic structures as well as 

cultural patterns. Education and legislation had been the main instruments of cultural 

change. That peculiarity of Muslim culture became the fundamental reason for the 

creation of Pakistan. It is represented through its Islamic faith, sufi instruction, 
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historical, and socio-political traditions, etc. which called for the establishment of a 

modern Muslim state of Pakistan so that these could be developed further by 

liberating people from the British imperial rule‖. 

Pakistani culture presents unity among diversity. The local ethnic populations have 

their own peculiar customs and traditions but the national culture has been a 

harmonious and knitting element in Pakistani society. Urdu has been the language of 

all people residing in Pakistan alongside the local languages being spoken. The 

majority of population wears the shalwar kameez with little local variations. The 

cuisine of Pakistan has been famous around the world for its delicious taste with the 

use of spices in a very tasty and delicious manner. Art and architecture have been 

influenced by the Islamic pattern and therefore most architectural designs contain the 

Islamic pattern of domes and minarets. 

The land of Pakistan has been rich in producing the literary figures. Allama 

Muhammad Iqbal, the national poet of Pakistan, has been recognized around the 

world for his masterpiece poetry. The names of poets, singers and other artists are 

numerous who have represented the culture of Pakistan around the world. Pakistani 

singers and film stars have proven their talent and by their remarkable work they have 

been included in the biggest film industry of India, Bollywood. Thus, the culture of 

Pakistan is rich with its wonderful diversity amalgamated with the unity and harmony.  

6.4 Cultural Exchange in Historical Perspective 

Both Turkey and Pakistan enjoy a common and shared cultural heritage. They have 

always been in desire to enhance these cultural bonds through formal agreements and 

actions. From the time of independence of Pakistan, efforts were made to achieve a 

milestone in this respect. The efforts culminated into the signing of a Cultural 
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Agreement between the both governments in 1953. Article 16 of the agreement 

provides for enhancement and strengthening of these relations further in future. This 

agreement actually proved to the base of cultural ties established afterwards.  

On 18-24 November 1975, during the visit of Turkish President to Pakistan, it was 

agreed by the leadership of both sides to enhance cooperation in cultural field. To this 

end, National Commission provided in the earlier agreement was agreed to meet at 

regular intervals and suggest the measures to materialize the potential of ties in 

cultural aspect of the diplomacy. During General Zia ul Haq‘s visit to Turkey in 1981, 

the matters were again discussed and it was agreed to take practical measures to boost 

the cultural relationship. 

The protocols for three years exchange program were signed during the Turkish 

General Kenan Evren‘s visit to Pakistan in 1981. The two sides agreed to initiate a 

program of exchange of students as to boost the cultural understanding among the 

young generations and to strengthen the ties. Under the program, Pakistan arranged 

Izmir Trade Fair, Turkish Industrial Exhibition and celebrated Turkish week to 

socialize people of Pakistan with the Turkish culture and traditions.    

The Middle East Technical University of Ankara and the University of Grants 

Commission Islamabad signed an agreement on exchange of students and the visits of 

education related delegations in order to promote the atmosphere of scientific and 

technical research as to ensure progress in education, economic and social fields. An 

agreement was also signed for the cooperation between Pakistan Television and 

Turkish Broadcasting Corporation as well the coordination between Radio Pakistan 

and Turkish Radio Broadcasting Corporation. These agreements paved the way for 

wide ranging spread and assimilation of cultural ideas between the two countries.  
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In November 1992, Pakistan and Turkey signed a new agreement on cultural 

exchanges from 1993 to 1996. The agreement on culture and arts included reciprocal 

exhibitions of traditional handicrafts, exchanges of talk groups and artists. Film weeks 

were to be held and film artists were to be invited by each other to participate in film 

festivals organized by the industries of both the countries. Both agreed to exchange 

documents and publications in the fields of archaeology, history of art, architecture 

and restoration of monuments. It was agreed that the experts from both the countries 

would be invited in the international conferences and seminars to be held by both the 

countries.  

The cooperation was further strengthened by the grant of scholarships to the students 

by the universities of both the countries. Scholarships were offered from Bachelors 

level to PhDs. In order to improve the environment of research and publications, the 

cooperation in library sciences, staff exchange programs and books exchange was also 

agreed upon. The cooperation did not remain limited to these areas only but the 

governments of both the countries also agreed to enhance the healthy environment of 

sports. The exchange of sports goods along with training and other facilities were 

agreed to be the areas of cooperation between both the nations.  

6.5 Cultural Convergence between Pakistan and Turkey 

The relations between Pakistan and Turkey are not confined to economy, defense and 

security only, but the area of cooperation is wide ranging with both countries engaged 

in socio-cultural affairs. It is not difficult to find the influence of Turkish Culture on 

Pakistani society, arts and Pakistani culture. The significance and depth of cultural 

ties can be understood from the former President of Pakistan, Pervaiz Musharraf‘s, 

remarks declaring Turkey as his second home, interestingly, the President had spent 
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his six years of childhood in Turkey while his father‘s posting there as an official of 

foreign office.   To present the detailed account of convergence of arts and culture 

between the two countries would be a difficult and lengthy task as the engagement is 

on much wider scale. Therefore, an effort has been made to present the brief account 

of each significant field falling under the socio-cultural affairs.  

1. Language 

The distinct feature of any culture or the defining aspect of any nation is its 

language. Language is the binding source that keeps the individuals knit 

together in a single community. The national language of Pakistan, Urdu, is 

the first and foremost element falling under cultural aspect that has been 

influenced by Turkey. The term Urdu has been derived from the Turkish word 

Ordu which means a horde. (Nayyar, 2003) There are a lot of words in Urdu 

which are of pure Turkish origin. 

The significance of Urdu has been attached with the freedom movement for 

Pakistan. In the latter half of the nineteenth century, Urdu came to be known 

as the language of Muslims and British government added to this realization 

by replacing Urdu with Hindi as official language. The cause of Muslim 

nationalism and freedom struggle got impetus when Muslims around the sub-

continent gathered for the cause of defense of their language and this 

culminated into an organized constitutional and political struggle for separate 

homeland, Pakistan. 

Apart from this, Urdu has prominent and significant place in Turkey. Various 

Turkish universities have separate Urdu departments. The main purpose of 

these endeavors is to create a cultural affinity by knowing each other‘s 

language. The major science and arts works are planned to be translated from 
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Turkish to Urdu as to make them available to the people of Pakistan. Recently, 

a number of Turkish students have been admitted in Allama Iqbal Open 

University who has been getting education of Urdu language. 

2. Architecture 

Architecture tells us not what men were at any period of history, but what they 

dreamed. (Joseph, 1969) The coming of rulers from Turkey, Persia, 

Afghanistan and Europe in sub-continent resulted into the influence on the 

indigenous culture of this region. The most evident impact of Persian and 

Turkish culture can be observed on the arts and architecture of Pakistan. But 

there is a view among historians and writers that the Persian culture was 

patronized by the ruling elite in sub-continent. ―While one can identify Arabic 

and Turkish elements, they matter less than the Persian. It was mainly because 

of the reason that the new Muslim elites of South Asia who governed in the 

name of Islam were Turks but favored Persian culture.‖ (Lawrence, 1997, 

Keene, 2001) 

Various Turkish architects have designed the national level buildings in 

Pakistan. The Table (6.1) presents the names of famous buildings designed by 

Turkish architects depicting the unique Turkish art.  
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Table 6 

Architects with location and year of building  

Name of Building Location Year Architect 

Quaid-i-Azam 

Mausoleum 

Karachi 1958 Vasfi Egeli 

Embassy of Pakistan Ankara 1974 Sedad Haki Eldem  

Summit Minar Lahore 1977 V. Dalokay & 

Ilhami Ural, E. 

Sahinbas 

Chamber of Islamic 

Trade 

Karachi 1982 Vedat Dalokay 

King Faisal Mosque Islamabad 1986 Vedat Dalokay 

Prime Minister Complex Islamabad 1986 Vedat Dalokay 

Avari Tower Karachi 1984 H. Obzay, T. 

Basbug 

Turkish Embassy Islamabad 2003 Hassan Ozbay 

(Contribution of Turkish Architects to the National Architecture of Pakistan, 

Neelum Naz) 

3. Education 

In the field of education, Pakistan and Turkey have achieved remarkable 

cooperation. The two countries have agreed upon exchange programs at 

various levels. The cooperation has been extended by the engagement of 

institutions of both the countries. Higher Education Commission (HEC) of 

Pakistan and Council of Higher Education (CoHE) of Turkey have initiated 

Pak-Turk Research Mobility Program in collaboration with each other. (HEC 

WEBSITE) The grant is aimed at facilitating researchers from both sides by 

providing them funds in conducting their research work.  

Besides that, the exchange programs have been in place for many years now. 

Students from both the countries have the opportunity of studying at the best 
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institutions of the each other. Through these programs a number of Pakistani 

students are studying in Turkey and similarly Turkish students are admitted in 

different institutions across Pakistan. These exchange programs have resulted 

into understanding the culture and traditions of the both countries and it has 

provided an opportunity to develop the system accordingly. The cooperation 

in education has paved the way for enhanced research in different fields 

especially in science and technology. Pakistan and Turkish scientists and 

researchers are working on various programs in a joint venture.  

At the primary and secondary level, Turkish-run schools worked in Pakistan‘s 

different cities. They provided the international standard education to the 

children of Pakistan and boosted a sense of cultural harmony and 

collaboration. The Pak-Turk school system came to an end in Pakistan after 

the Fatehullah Gulen led organization was banned in Turkey in 2016. The 

organization has been alleged to have plotted the 2016 military coup against 

the government of Recep Tayyep Erdogan. The schools have now been run by 

Turkish authorities under the Maarif Foundation. The point to be highlighted 

is the level of cooperation in education through this school system in which 

the base is set in accordance with the international standard education.  

The cooperation in the field of education is not just limited to school systems 

but the area of engagement has been widened by including vocational training 

also. The training of staff, officials and academicians is carried out by both the 

countries as to train them with modern skills and techniques. In the 

continuation of the Memorandum of Understanding on Cooperation between 

The Foreign Service Training Center of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 

Republic of Turkey and the Foreign Service Academy of Ministry of Foreign 
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Affairs of Pakistan, signed on 25 October 2009, the diplomats from both the 

countries will be trained. (PID, MOIB, GOP) Through this engagement an 

atmosphere of harmony, unity and cooperation is aimed to be achieved in 

conducting foreign policy. 

4. Films and Dramas 

Artists always try to represent, promote and spread cultural values and norms 

through their artistic work. The cultural assimilation of Pakistan and Turkey 

has been due to the works of these artists through films and dramas. The first 

collaboration in this connection was made by director Pervaiz Malik in 1985 

by featuring Nazan Sanchi, Turkish Actress, in his film Hulchul, shot in 

Turkey. Thereupon, the cooperation in the field of films and dramas 

strengthened further. Various films and dramas of Pakistan have been shot in 

Turkey like Chief Saab, Yes Boss, Kahin Pyar Na Ho Jae, Khuda Janay, Miss 

Istanbul and most recent Jawani Phir Nahi Aani 2. Pakistani actors and 

filmmakers have always admired the hospitality of Turkish people and 

government.  

The cooperation in this field is also not limited to one side only. Many Turkish 

dramas and films have been telecasted in Pakistan. In the wake of security 

challenges in Pakistan, entertainment industry suffered a lot and the 

production of movies was severely hit. To fill that gap, Indian content was 

aired on the entertainment channels. Due to the estrangement of relations 

between India and Pakistan, India discriminated against Pakistani artists and 

Pakistan reciprocated by banning Indian content. The gap was filled by 

translating Turkish dramas into Urdu and airing those on entertainment 
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channels. This created an environment of affection and understanding towards 

Turkish culture and traditions.  

5. Poetry and Literature 

Hardly anyone would be there in Pakistan who may not know the name of 

Maulana Jalal-ud-din Rumi. Poetry has always been at the heart of people of 

Pakistan. The land of Pakistan is rich in giving birth to the famous poets and 

literary figures. The affection and respect for poetry in the hearts of people of 

Pakistan knows no bounds. Therefore, they revere the great scholar of Islam 

Maulana Jalal-ud-din Rumi for his remarkable verses. He is the great poet of 

all times not only of Turkey but of whole Muslim world. All great Sufi 

scholars and poets of Pakistan and of whole sub-continent have always 

showed much respect to him. His name does not appear as some foreign 

scholar‘s name in Pakistan but it feels like someone of their own culture and 

locality. 

Similarly, the national poet of Pakistan, Allama Muhammad Iqbal is a famous 

name in Turkey. With seats of Urdu in different universities, the work and 

philosophy of Iqbal is wide known in Turkey. Turkish literary circles have 

always shown keen interest in learning about the Urdu poets. In connection 

with this, the famous poet of Pakistan, Amjad Islam Amjad, has been awarded 

the prestigious Necip Fazil International Culture and Art award in a ceremony 

held in Istanbul. The ceremony was attended by the President of Turkey, 

Recep Tayyep Erdogan. It highlights the feelings and respect Turkish people 

have for the poets and literary figures of Pakistan. 

Besides poetry, Turkish novelists and writers occupy significant place in 

Pakistani society. Orhan Pamuk and Elif Shaffak are the names known to 
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almost everyone in Pakistan for their great works. Pamuk‘s and Shaffak‘s 

novels have unique blend of Islamic and Turkish touch to their stories which 

tend to be universal in nature. Forty Rules of Love of Elif Shaffak has been so 

much famous that it became the best-seller in Pakistan. Similarly, Pakistani 

literature has also found its ways in Turkey through Urdu departments in 

different universities. Besides that, Masood Akhtar Sheikh‘s book, Modern 

Pakistan Literature, was launched in Turkey under the patronage of Writers 

Union of Turkey. This book written in Turkish language contains the brief 

accounts of Pakistani writers along with the poems and stories written by 

them. (Pakistan Embassy Ankara, Website) 

6. Food and Cuisine 

Unique ways of cooking foods and adding spices in a different way is 

something that differentiates the cultural dishes and cuisine. Turkish food is 

loved around the world for its amazing taste and flavor. People in Pakistan 

always enjoy the Turkish cuisine and that can be judged by a number of 

Turkish restaurants and bakers in the big cities of Pakistan. Almost annually, 

Turkish food festival is organized in Pakistan. In 2017, to mark the 70 years of 

diplomatic relations, a week-long food festival was celebrated in Islamabad by 

a five-star hotel in Pakistan in collaboration with the Turkish Embassy in 

Islamabad. 

The love for food is mutual because Pakistani foods are also popular in 

Turkey. A significant number of restaurants in Turkey of Pakistani taste are 

providing people of Turkey with the Pakistani dishes. The most popular dish 

enjoyed around the world and especially in Turkey is Biryani. Besides it, 
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Pakistani foods are known for their spicy but delicious taste. Pakistani food 

festivals are also organized in Turkey by Pakistani Embassy in Ankara.  

6.6 Defense of Muslim Identity in the face of Islamophobia 

The term phobia has been described by Merriam-Webster dictionary as an 

exaggerated, usually inexplicable and illogical fear of a particular object, class of 

objects, or situation. It is not necessary that a phobia may be restricted to some 

particular objects or situations, but, it can be a fear of anything a person or group of 

people express through their speech, actions or emotions. The discrimination based on 

race and religion is not a new concept. It has roots in history. The feelings of hatred 

and animosity against Muslims were prevalent but the incident of 11 September 2001 

added more to these feelings. The Runnymede Trust had presented its report on 

Islamophobia in 1997. It highlights the prevailing discrimination against Muslims at 

that time. Currently there are two blacklisted countries: Iran and North Korea. In 

October 2019, Pakistan was once again placed on the grey list, with recommendation 

to be strictly followed.  In the next session in February 2020, there were chances that 

Pakistan might have been placed on blacklist, because Pakistan has fulfilled only 5 

out of 27 recommendations. But Turkey - time tested friend- rescued Pakistan from 

placing on the blacklist. Turkey made it clear that Pakistan had been facing 

unavoidable circumstances due war on terror and that it should not be blamed for 

political game scoring. President Tayyib Erdrogen said that Turkey supported 

Pakistan despite international pressure. He added that Turkey‘s unflinching support 

would continue and would help Pakistan avoid grey listing. He further added that 

Turkey and Pakistan relationship is based on love and respect. As in the past, Turkey 

would also support Pakistan in the future. 
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An All-Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) in Britain published a report titled 

‗Islamophobia Defined: the inquiry into a working definition of Islamophobia‘. That 

report defined the term Islamophobia as, ―Islamophobia is rooted in racism and is a 

type of racism that targets expressions of Muslimness or perceived Muslimness.‖ In a 

research titled ‗Fear Inc. The Roots of Islamophobia Network in America‘, the writers 

have defined the Islamophobia as, ―An exaggerated fear, hatred and hostility towards 

Islam and Muslims that is perpetuated by negative stereotypes resulting in bias, 

discrimination, and the marginalization and exclusion of Muslims from social, 

political and civic life.‖1 

The attitude of enmity and opposition towards Islam and Muslims has hurt the 

feelings of Muslims around the world. For last two decades, Muslims are considered 

responsible for the law and order situation. The conditions of Muslims living in 

Western Europe especially in America started deteriorating in the wake of rise in anti-

Muslim feelings among the western population. The exclusion of Muslims from 

social, civil, political and economic affairs made it difficult for them to survive in 

such harsh conditions. Various laws were passed in Western countries aimed at 

discriminating Muslims. The feelings of this animosity have not just been in 

government circles but the general population has adopted such behavior. Gallup 

Survey of 2008 highlighted the attitude and beliefs of western population towards 

Islam and Muslims as bigotry, discriminatory and spreading hatred.  

The impact of such attitude was not just on the individual life. But Muslim states 

faced the consequences at international level as well. Rohingya Muslims suffering the 

oppression in Myanmar were left to their own fate. The worst human rights violations 

were reported even by independent organizations, yet, the world community-

especially the West kept calm. Similarly, the freedom movements that have been long 
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been carried out in Palestine and Kashmir have been termed as terrorist activities. It 

has immensely affected the cause of Palestinians and Kashmiris as the Western 

media; civil society and governments turn deaf ear to their freedom and human rights 

slogans.  

After the unfortunate event of 9/11, Muslim states have suffered the unprecedented 

loss. The Middle Eastern countries have been directly hit by the irreparable loss. The 

other Muslim countries have also experienced huge loses of men and material. 

Pakistan is the most obvious example of the victim of this war on terror. The lives that 

have been taken under the War on Terror are in millions. The economic loss is 

uncountable. The social fabric has been damaged to the point of no return. The 

political instability seems to be never improving in near future. All these impacts are 

directly or indirectly the result of the thinking that has developed against Muslims and 

Islam in the West after the 2001 incident.  

The events of hurting Muslim feelings have risen sharply. Several incidents have been 

reported in which Muslims have been targeted and the most recent incident in this 

connection occurred in New Zealand where a white supremacist opened fire on 

Muslims praying in a mosque and killed 49 of them. These kinds of events have been 

reported frequently in media. Besides such events, Muslim emotions are hurt by 

publishing caricatures of the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon Him), by insulting Muslim 

customs and traditions in shape of ban on hijab or by insulting the Holy Quran by 

setting in on fire. All these actions have been reported around the Western world. But 

instead of taking some concrete measures to stop such incidents, freedom of speech 

and expression is termed as their principle which provides people independence to do 

whatever they want. This attitude has badly affected the already alarming situation. 
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Pakistani leadership has always condemned the victimization of Muslims around the 

world. Pakistan being the largest Muslim nation after Indonesia and the only declared 

Nuclear power in Islamic countries has always stood for the rights of Muslims at 

international forums. President of Pakistan, Asif Ali Zardari, while speaking at the 

United Nations General Assembly condemned the anti-Muslim incidents by saying, 

―Bigotry manifested in Islamophobia and anti-Semitism must be combated. Dialogue, 

and not discord, between civilizations and faiths must be encouraged.‖ 2 At a meeting 

of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) Council of Foreign Ministers‘ 

meeting, Prime Minister‘s advisor on foreign affairs, Sartaj Aziz, explained that ―An 

increase in instances of physical and psychological violence against Muslims and 

their businesses and places of worship. Muslim minorities are being alienated and 

marginalized. Many of them live in fear. If left unchecked, such instances and 

political shortsightedness will grow rapidly in the years to come. It is our collective 

responsibility to reverse these trends. We attach importance to freedom of expression. 

We, however, refuse to accept that it allows insults against Islam and hate speech and 

incitement to violence against Muslims.‖3   

While addressing the 74
th

 annual meeting of United Nations General Assembly, Prime 

Minister of Pakistan, Imran Khan, spoke in unequivocal terms against the menace of 

Islamophobia. He focused on the rights of Muslims who have been suffering under 

oppression around the world and urged world community to avoid blaming religion 

for the individual activities. He presented examples of Tamil Tigers and Japanese 

Pilots who carried out terror activities but their religious identity has never been 

blamed for their activities. ―Terrorism has nothing to do with the religion‖ were his 

words. He went on to speak about the Muslim freedom movements which have been 
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termed as terrorist activities by the West. He lamented the attitude of World 

community towards Muslims.  

Turkey has, similarly, condemned the anti-Muslim attitude of people around the 

world. President of Turkey, Recep Tayyep Erdogan, has been hailed as the leader of 

Muslim world for his support of Muslim cause and measures to counter Islamophobia. 

At the 35
th

 ministerial meeting of the Standing Committee for Economic and 

Commercial Cooperation of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation, he defined the 

attitude of the world community towards Muslim feelings in these words, ―Those who 

claim defending democracy and human rights play ostrich when it comes to Muslims, 

and migrants are abused in their own lands.‖ 4 During his speech at the 74
th

 meeting 

of United Nations General Assembly, he showed the map of Palestine and made it 

obvious to the world community that Muslims in Palestine were under brutal 

oppression and humiliation as their state was encroached upon every passing year. His 

strong condemnation of the US moves to shift their embassy from Tel Aviv to 

Jerusalem has also been received as a leadership role in Muslim World. Turkish 

leadership has always been in solidarity with the cause of Muslims around the world.  

Pakistan and Turkey have also agreed to initiate joint efforts to counter Islamophobia. 

It has been decided that both the nations will work together in countering the 

extremist and hate against Muslims. The formal announcement of such intentions was 

made in a joint declaration between the two countries signed in the backdrop of 5
th

 

meeting of High Level Strategic Cooperation Council. The leadership of both the 

countries has been determined to take concrete measures to counter this menace. The 

significant development in this connection came on the sidelines of 74
th

 United 

Nations General Assembly in which Pakistan, Turkey and Malaysia have come closer 

to counter the effects and idea of Islamophobia. Pakistani Prime Minister, Imran 
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Khan, President of Turkey, Recep Tayyep Erdogan and Prime Minister of Malaysia, 

Mahathir Mohammad, have agreed to initiate a channel in English that would counter 

the growing ideas of extremism against Muslims around the world and to counter 

Islamophobia. 5 The three leaders in their speeches at UN General Assembly also 

supported each other‘s cause. Besides, they spoke for the rights of Muslims around 

the world and focused the human rights violation against Muslims in Myanmar, 

Palestine, Kashmir and other parts of the world. The joint efforts have been agreed to 

include more Muslim nations in this endeavor of countering Islamophobia. 
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Chapter:  7 

Data Analysis and Conclusion 

This chapter revolves around two parts. The first part deals with analysis of data 

which have been collected from filling of questionnaires from various experts. These 

experts have been provided with open ended questionnaires- attached in the annexure. 

These questionnaires are in line with research questions. While there are 

opportunities, there are challenges as well. These opportunities and challenges have 

been analyzed by commentators from various fields. These commentators include:  

Pakistan‘s retired officials of foreign offices, policy makers of the relevant 

departments and academicians. The participants have been approached from federal 

capital of Pakistan. The second part of the chapter deals with recommendations for 

strengthening bilateral ties between Pakistan and Turkey. Although both countries 

enjoy brotherly relations, they need to work together in the areas of mutual interests, 

which will further fortify relations between them. The changing geo-political 

dynamics entails that Pakistan and Turkey practically manifest all mutual agreements.  

Regarding questions of changing political dynamics of Pakistan‘s foreign policy and 

its impacts on Pakistan and Turkey relationship, questionnaire data divulges that 

Pakistan‘s changing political dynamics have not affected Pakistan and Turkey 

relationship. Events after 9/11, for instance, have brought Pakistan and Turkey even 

more closely because Pakistan was a non-NATO ally of USA in Afghanistan, while 

Turkey is a member of NATO. So, Turkey supported Pakistan on every issue that 

emerged from NATO countries. Afzal Mehmood -cost Assistant- believes that 

changing political dynamics of Pakistan has brought the two countries closer. He 

observes that even though most of the western states questioned Pakistan‘s role in the 

war against terror and allegedly accused it of playing double game; Turkey stood by 
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Pakistan and supported its narrative. Turkey always considered Pakistan as a victim 

not sponsor of terrorism. He further notes that Turkey was the only country to support 

Pakistan at FATF meeting. On a similar question whether Turkey can replace Saudi 

Arabia as Pakistan‘s strategic partner, he observed that Turkey cannot be an 

alternative of Saudi Arabia for Pakistan, both nations are having separate importance 

in our foreign policy. Similarly, Dr. Rabi- Professor of Political Science responded 

that the changing dynamics of Pakistan‘s foreign policy represent an opportunity to 

diversify, strengthen, and balance its partnerships with various countries. This 

approach has certainly paid-off insofar as Pak-Turk ties are concerned. Turkey has 

stood by Pakistan in its diplomatic row with India over the festering Kashmir issue. 

Pakistan has espoused Turkey‘s operations in Northern Syria. She noted that President 

Tayyib Erdogan publicly showed his understanding of the reasons that compelled 

Pakistan to skip the Kuala Lumpur Summit. It is a manifestation that coordination 

between the two countries is seamless. On a similar question whether Turkey can 

replace Saudi Arabia as Pakistan‘s strategic partner, she replied in negative. 

According to her, establishing ties with one state with a view to replacing other 

partners is not a sensible idea. Yes, diversification is important, and Pak-Turk ties will 

definitely help in that regard. She also noted that Pakistan was indeed not looking to 

choose Turkey over Saudi Arabia. Doing so would be akin to a faux pas, to say the 

least, she added. On a similar question of Pakistan and china brotherly ties and role of 

Turkey, she added Pakistan and china relations are based on strategic partnership; 

while relations with Turkey are based on emotions and history. In the same token, Dr. 

Dayyab Gillani, who has done his Ph.D from University of Warwick, UK, and 

currently teaches in Department of Political Science and International Relation at 

University of the Punjab, wrote big ‗NO‘, when asked whether Turkey could replace 
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Saudi Arabia as Pakistan‘s strategic partner. He answered that comparing Turkey and 

Saudi Arabia would be tantamount to comparing oranges and Apple. According to 

him, Saudi Arabia is a Sunni majority theocratic state- home to holiest places of the 

Muslims; while Turkey is a modern secular state, where religion has nothing to do 

with foreign policy. Most people in Pakistan will sacrifice their lives for the 

protection of holiest places in mecca and medina. Besides, more than 1.5 million 

Pakistanis strive for their livelihood in Saudi Arabia. So, no matter how much 

political dynamics changes, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia will remain enduring friends.  

Similarly another foreign policy analyst, Syed Noman Ali Shah – Head of Department 

in IR at NUML, believes that no matter how much political dynamics change in 

Pakistan‘s foreign policy, President Tayyib Erdogen will not replace Pakistan as a 

regional ally. He was very optimistic about future Pakistan and Turkey‘s ties. He also 

added that Turkey is not an alternative to Saudi Arabia for Pakistan. Replies to the 

above question vindicate that after 9/11, irrespective of the changing global political 

dynamics, Pakistan and Turkey‘s ties have strengthened. Currently there are two 

blacklisted countries: Iran and North Korea. In October 2019, Pakistan was once 

again placed on the grey list, with recommendation to be strictly followed.  In the next 

session in February 2020, there were chances that Pakistan might have been placed on 

blacklist, because Pakistan has fulfilled only 5 out of 27 recommendations. But 

Turkey - time tested friend- rescued Pakistan from placing on the blacklist. Turkey 

made it clear that Pakistan had been facing unavoidable circumstances due war on 

terror and that it should not be blamed for political game scoring. President Tayyib 

Erdrogen said that Turkey supported Pakistan despite international pressure. He added 

that Turkey‘s unflinching support would continue and would help Pakistan avoid grey 
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listing. He further added that Turkey and Pakistan relationship is based on love and 

respect. As in the past, Turkey would also support Pakistan in the future. 

Regarding question of areas where Pakistan and Turkey can further fortify their socio-

economic ties, most commentators observed that there are huge potentialities in the 

two countries where they can further strengthen their ties and minimized their 

dependency on the western world. They believe that although both states have signed 

many agreements, but these agreements have yet to be materialized. Both states can 

further boost their industrial cooperation.  Dr. Dayyab Gillani, who has done his Ph.D 

from University of Warwick, UK, and currently teaches in Department of Political 

Science and International Relation at University of the Punjab, observes that there are 

numerous socio-economic domains in which the two countries can cooperate and 

exchange. He further noted that both countries had signed billion dollars military 

deals, yet there was still significant room for further joint ventures between the two 

states to develop in house military capabilities. Similarly, Afzaal Mehmood, who is 

cost Accountant, notes that there are number of sectors like agriculture, food, cultural 

activities, industrial goods, where Pakistan and Turkey can develop socio-economic 

ties. He also noted that TRT and PTV-state run Television channels in Turkey and 

Pakistan respectively- should collaborate in advancement of cultural ties between the 

two states.  In the same token, Dr. Rabia, professor of political science, notes that 

Pakistan and Turkey can support each other in transforming their socio-economic 

sectors.  She believes that both countries have asserted to develop a strategic 

economic partnership, which will take the already strong ties between the two states 

to new levels.  She was optimistic in declaring that Pakistan can take advantage of 

Turkish expertise in managing and developing cities, a problem that had beleaguered 

Pakistan for decades. She further noted that Turkish expertise could also be sought in 
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the health and education sectors. Likewise, Sheikh Muhammad Wasim, who is a 

lecturer, notes that socio economic sectors have least exploited by the two states. He 

said that to boost socio-economic ties, both countries should work together in 

following sectors: film and drama industry, literature, Art, Agriculture, Raw material, 

Industry and military assistance. He further notes that scientific progress is very low 

in both countries. Technological dependency on the west is a huge setback which is 

creating hurdles for the two states. He observed that both states should work in 

tandem and reduce their dependency on the west, especially in the field of technology. 

In the same token, Shireen Mushtaq, lecturer, observed that trade and cultural ties 

should be enhanced to fortify socio-economic sectors. 

On the question of countering Islamophobia and securing their interests in an era 

where Muslims states are being alienated at international levels, all respondents 

unanimously agreed that both Pakistan and Turkey should play constructive role in 

countering islamophobaia and lifting image of Islam and Muslims. Dr. Dayyab 

Gillani believes that from constructivist standpoint, ideology and identities are key 

determinants of one‘s foreign policy.  He elaborates his statement by saying that 

contrary to realists, who do not believe in religion and identity, constructivists say 

states like Turkey or Saudi Arabia should not be expected to behave in the same 

manner as Germany of Great Britain because of their different religious identities. 

Therefore, religious identity cannot be overlooked in foreign policies of Pakistan and 

Turkey. So both should work in tandem and counter propaganda against Islam. Both 

countries should establish joint mechanism where issues confronted by Muslims are 

being addressed, he noted. In the same token, Dr. Rabia noted that both Pakistan and 

Turkey should chalk out such policies which would help enable the two states to 

address issues like islamophobia at the global forum. However, countering 
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Islamophobia must not be a high-ticket item on the agenda. The Muslim world indeed 

must be brought together in a cooperative framework. She further noted that attention 

must not drift away from strengthening the bilateral equation first. According to her, 

strong bilateral ties between Ankara and Islamabad will pave the way for more 

impactful interventions on issues that concern the Muslim world. Likewise, Dr. 

Shireen Mushtaq was of the opinion that Pakistan and Turkey should unite all Muslim 

states at one platform. There should be difference between Shia and Sunni states.  For 

her, unity among Muslims states, both Shia and Sunni, is of vital importance for 

addressing all social and economic issues which are being confronted by the Muslim 

Ummah.  

Regarding question on cooperation in defense sector, all commentators and experts 

agreed unanimously that there is a striking similarity in internal and external 

environments of the two countries, which entails that the two states should further 

enhance their defense ties. Dayyab Gillani observes that political environment of the 

two states is strikingly similar. Both confronts porous borders, separatist movements 

and clashes with neighboring states. Such volatile environment, internal as well as 

external, necessitates that both states should further fortify their defense ties. He also 

added that with the rising tide of terrorism and extremism in the region, it is high time 

that both states cooperate in defense sector.   Similarly, Afzaal Mehmmood opines 

that Pakistan faces similar situation in Kashmir as Turkey is facing in the Middle 

East. He added that both are the members of OIC and ECO, so cooperation in defense 

sector is easy. In the same token, Ghulam Fareed added that both should cooperate in 

defense sector keeping in view their own national interests. Likewise, Dr Rabia 

replied that as for defense relations are concerned, it must be noted that military-to-

military ties lie at the heart of Pak-Turk relations. They must be bolstered in a manner 
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that also helps Pakistan buttress its own defense-production base. The best thing about 

this defense relation is that its remit permeates across all branches of the military. 

Emphasis should be laid on technology-transfer and capacity-building, both of which 

would benefit Pakistan, in the long run.  Both countries should focus on further 

augmenting the strong naval ties, given the centrality that navies will have in 

safeguarding economic interests, which might be threatened by a simmering Sino-US 

rivalry. Besides, Shireen Mushtaq opined that military cooperation between the two 

states had increased in the aftermath of acquisition of four MILGEM ships by 

Pakistan Navy in 2018 and up gradation of F-16 fighters by Turkish Air force. She 

elaborated that these developments needed further enhancement in the wake of 

changing geo-political environment. She suggested joint military exercises between 

the armies of the two countries. Currently there are two blacklisted countries: Iran and 

North Korea. In October 2019, Pakistan was once again placed on the grey list, with 

recommendation to be strictly followed.  In the next session in February 2020, there 

were chances that Pakistan might have been placed on blacklist, because Pakistan has 

fulfilled only 5 out of 27 recommendations. But Turkey - time tested friend- rescued 

Pakistan from placing on the blacklist. Turkey made it clear that Pakistan had been 

facing unavoidable circumstances due war on terror and that it should not be blamed 

for political game scoring. President Tayyib Erdrogen said that Turkey supported 

Pakistan despite international pressure. He added that Turkey‘s unflinching support 

would continue and would help Pakistan avoid grey listing. He further added that 

Turkey and Pakistan relationship is based on love and respect. As in the past, Turkey 

would also support Pakistan in the future. 

On the question of role of Pakistan and Turkey in Afghan Peace process, most of the 

respondents replied in the affirmative.  Dayyab Gillani believes that Pakistan has a 
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much wider and influential role to play in the Afghan peace process. He does not see 

the same role for Turkey because he believes that whatever happens in Afghanistan 

has no or little influence on Turkey. He said that Turkey was not concerned with 

political developments in Afghanistan because it neither shared border with 

Afghanistan nor was a regional actor. So, Turkey has no interest in Afghanistan, he 

added. He instead, emphasized that Turkey should support Pakistan‘s stance in the 

peace process because peaceful Afghanistan was vital for economic prosperity of 

Pakistan, which will ultimately benefit Turkey‘s interest. According to him Pakistan 

history is entwined with Afghanistan. So Pakistan must play a leading role in afghan 

peace process. On a similar question whether Pakistan and turkey are on the same 

page in Afghan peace process, he said that initiative like ―Istanbul Process‖ and 

―Trilateral Ankara process‖, spearheaded by Turkey manifested Turkey‘s role in the 

Peace Process. Besides, he added that he still believed that Turkey had no direct or 

regional interest in Afghan peace process. So, it will support Pakistan‘s stance. Saying 

that there is no question whether Pakistan and Turkey were on the same page or not. 

Both states are absolutely on the same pages, he added.  In the same token, Afzaal 

Mehmood says that both could influence Taliban for peace by bringing them to the 

negotiating table and check their interests in the American plan. Both of them could 

play role to influence US for Afghan interests, he added. Likewise, he also replied 

that interests of both Turkey and Pakistan compliment in Afghanistan. Therefore, both 

should play a leading and positive role in the ongoing Afghan Peace process. Another 

respondent, Dr. Rabia, affirmed that both countries had been working together under 

the aegis of the Turkey-Afghanistan-Pakistan Trilateral Summit. She further added 

that Turkey had consistently backed Pakistan‘s stand in Afghanistan. There is no 

dissimilarity in the stands of both the countries insofar as the peaceful settlement in 
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Afghanistan is concerned. Turkey supports any outcome that is in line with Pakistan‘s 

interests. She added that Turkey‘s role in Afghan peace process is a testimony to the 

fact that Pakistan and Turkey complement each other‘s interest at international and 

regional levels.  Similarly, Dr. Ghulam Fareed opined that Afghanistan had turned out 

to be an enduring battlefield for international actor for the last five decades. Such 

intervention has led Afghanistan to situation where peace has become a distant dream. 

Under such circumstances, role of Pakistan is more effective and practicable than 

Turkey. He added that after withdrawal of foreign forces from Afghanistan, there was 

a possibility of another civil war. It would have long lasting consequences on Pakistan 

in particular and the region in large. Therefore, peace for personal interest is the good 

option for the USA, Turkey, Iran and Pakistan. To take the warring factions‘ 

leadership on the negotiating table is the role of Pakistan, he wrote. Turkey can assist 

Pakistan diplomatically to create peace in the region as Qatar the venue for future 

talks is close to Turkey, he noted.  Another respondent, Sheikh Muhammad Wasim, 

addressed the question by saying that peaceful Afghanistan is a requirement for 

regional trade. Both countries cannot develop economically without central Asian 

market. Involvement in Afghan America peace process is not a mega achievement 

until we are unable to participate in the development in Afghanistan, he noted. 

Besides, he also added that there was no compulsion on Pakistan and Turkey whether 

to participate in the peace process or not, but it was in the interest of the two states to 

participate in the peace as it would open new of era of development for the region.                              

Responding to another question related to role of Turkey in economic development of 

Pakistan, all respondents agreed that Turkey could play a significant role in the 

development of Pakistan. Dr Dayyab Gillani opined that Turkey had the potential to 

invest in industrial, military and textile sectors of Pakistan. It will help Pakistan 
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reduce its dependency on the western backed financial institutions. Hence it will 

improve Pakistan‘s feeble economy. In addition, the two states can start joint research 

centers, which will greatly help in technological advancement of the two countries. 

Technological advancement is a pre-requisite for economic progress.  He said that for 

sound economic growth, sound research was vital. Without developing sound research 

centers, Pakistan will lack self-sufficiency. In the same way, Shireen Mushtaq 

believes Turkey can help develop Pakistan‘s economy by investing in agriculture and 

industrial sectors. Pakistan is an agricultural country. But due to inefficient research 

and innovation in the agricultural sector, yield per acre is very low.  It is producing 

very low quantity of wheat, rice and cotton. To enhance yield per acre, Pakistan can 

seek help from brotherly countries like Turkey, she added. Likewise, Dr Rabia 

believes that Turkey can interfere in Pakistan‘s feeble economy by creating joint 

centers of research, production units. Both states should encourage private investors 

to bring in investments in cutting-edge technologies. Technologically, Turkey is more 

advanced than Pakistan. So, both can leverage the Pak-Turk Researchers' Mobility 

Grant Program 2017. This venture is poised to support scientific research and 

technological cooperation in areas like food technology, energy technology, 

transportation, and material science. This could form the basis of a much deeper 

mechanism of cooperation for both countries. This will also lead to the creation of a 

new generation of experts from Turkey and Pakistan that could really integrate their 

countries with China‘s Digital Silk Road. Once, both states establish mechanism for 

integrating regional economies; it will greatly enhance their economies. She also 

added that Turkey‘s participation in CPEC would greatly boost Pakistan‘s economic 

outlook as Pakistan would get easy access to Turkish and European markets. 

Similarly, Sheikh Afzaal opines that Turkey can interfere in Pakistan‘s economy and 
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rescue it from plunging into depression by cooperating in different areas. If such an 

agreement is manifested practically, it would greatly boost Pakistan‘s economy, he 

added. Currently there are two blacklisted countries: Iran and North Korea. In October 

2019, Pakistan was once again placed on the grey list, with recommendation to be 

strictly followed.  In the next session in February 2020, there were chances that 

Pakistan might have been placed on blacklist, because Pakistan has fulfilled only 5 

out of 27 recommendations. But Turkey - time tested friend- rescued Pakistan from 

placing on the blacklist. Turkey made it clear that Pakistan had been facing 

unavoidable circumstances due war on terror and that it should not be blamed for 

political game scoring. President Tayyib Erdrogen said that Turkey supported 

Pakistan despite international pressure. He added that Turkey‘s unflinching support 

would continue and would help Pakistan avoid grey listing. He further added that 

Turkey and Pakistan relationship is based on love and respect. As in the past, Turkey 

would also support Pakistan in the future. 

Similarly, on the question of level of relationship on at international forums, all 

commentators unanimously agreed that Pakistan and Turkey enjoy brotherly relations 

and support each other on areas of mutual interests. Afzal Mehmood believes that 

―Turkey has openly supported Pakistan's stance on the Kashmir conflict and maintained 

political and military support during its conflict with India. Pakistan has reciprocated 

by expressing support for Turkey's policy in Northern Cyprus. In the same way, 

Turkey was the only country to support Pakistan‘s stance at the FATF. He elaborated 

that Turkey proved to be the best ally of Pakistan by opposing New Delhi's 

membership to the Nuclear Suppliers Group. The strong bond both countries enjoy 

has surfaced in the form of continuous and strengthening economic ties in all eras. 

The aim to set up a shared business council to increase cooperation in trade and 
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economic development under the government of Imran Khan in Pakistan speaks 

volumes‖.  

Responding to another question of gap in trade volume between the two states, most 

of the respondents replied that although Pakistan and Turkey have been enjoying 

amicable relationship for decade, these ties have not been translated into strong 

economic relationship.  Economic relationships of the two states are inconsistent with 

their political relationship. Various respondents point out various reasons for this 

inconsistency. Dr.Shireen Mushtaq is of the opinion that Pakistan‘s over reliance on 

Chinese goods is one of the major reasons of gap in trade between Pakistan and 

Turkey. She also noted that Pakistan is caught between choosing Turkey and Saudi 

Arabia-both striving to become sole representatives of Muslim ummah. Similarly, Dr 

Rabia opined that Pakistan has to make itself more attractive for Turkish business 

investor. For that, Pakistan has to continue the process of structurally reforming its 

economy. She added that Pakistan has failed to offer incentives to Turkish 

businessmen. Therefore, there is gap in trade between the two states. She further 

noted that political will and stability, especially in Pakistan, is of utmost importance 

for fortifying trade ties with Turkey. The bureaucracies on both sides must be atoned 

to make this happen. Engagements at the highest levels, coupled with stringent 

coordination, will be critical to ensuring implementation of economic agreements, she 

observed. Moreover, frequent change of governments in Pakistan is also a major 

reason in low trade volume between Pakistan and Turkey, she replied. In the way 

Afzal Mehmood believes that parallel economies of Pakistan and Turkey are one of 

the major reasons of low trade volume between the two countries. Both countries, for 

instance, produce textile goods. So, there is little demand for such products in either 

market. He also says that Turkey‘s refusal to grant Preferential Trade Agreement 
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status to Pakistan is another hindrance in the economic relationships of the two 

countries. He says if Turkey grants PTA status to Pakistan, trade volume between the 

two states can reach to new levels.  

Recommendations: 

The above data analysis vindicates hat Pakistan and Turkey are enjoying amicable 

relations. it also shows that Pakistan and Turkey have been enjoying friendly and 

cordial relationships for more than seven decades. These relations are not only going 

in the right directions but also strengthening with every decade. Leaderships of the 

two countries have reinforced their resolve to strengthen this cooperation in all areas 

of mutual interest. Both countries support each other in political, economic, strategic 

and social matters. All these areas of mutual cooperation have been thoroughly 

described in the thesis. Although both countries enjoy brotherly relations, they need to 

work in the following areas, which will further fortify relations between them.  So, 

analyzing questionnaires by experts from different fields, the following 

recommendations have been put forward to address lacunas and further fortify 

relationships between the two states. 

1. Enhancement of Defense Ties 

In same the manner, another area where the two states need to work is Defense sector. 

Both Pakistan and Turkey confront security challenges. Pakistan has been facing 

incessant external threats since its inception. India is leaving no stone unturned in 

weakening Pakistan. Likewise Pakistan has been has been fighting war against terror 

for almost decades now. In the same way, Turkey also faces external threats 

particularly from non-state actors. Therefore, both should work together to enhance 

their defense ties. Defense against internal or external threats has always been a major 
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for leadership for any country. A country that has weak defense cannot strive 

economically. Strong defense is essential for strong economic and political 

development. After 9/11, every country in the world faces the threat of terrorism. 

Pakistan and Turkey are no exception to it. Both states have been fighting non states 

actors. Both states need robust defense system to cope with these threats.  Both states 

need latest weapons and technologies to cope with terrorism, violent extremism and 

fundamentalism. Pakistan has been facing economic challenges. It is in dire need of 

defense cooperation. Turkey is one of the major supporters of Pakistan on war on 

terrorism. It considers Pakistan as the victim of terrorism. It is therefore, excellent 

opportunity for the two states to further enhance defense ties. Both states should adapt 

joint comprehensive mechanism to deal with internal and external threat. Both states 

should regularly organize joint military exercises. Turkey should provide advance 

weaponry system to Pakistan. Instead of buying condition bound weapons from USA, 

Pakistan should buy latest weapons from Turkey. Similarly, Pakistan should extend 

full manpower support to Turkey in fighting internal and external enemies. Both 

should chalk out plan where attack on one state is considered attack on another. So, 

defense sector provides another opportunity where relations between the two states 

can achieve new heights. 

2. Enhancement of Tourism Industries: 

In the same token, both states should work together to enhance their tourism 

industries. In an interconnected world, coupled with advance transportation systems, 

the world has become a global village. Movement of people from one continent of the 

world to another has become cheap and easy. States with robust tourism industry, earn 

generate billions of dollars every year. Turkey is one of the top ten tourist destinations 

in the world. Pakistan, under the leadership of Imran Khan, put great emphasis on 
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tourist sector. Pakistan has second highest mountain peak in the world (K-2). It has 

top tourist destinations sights. Both Pakistan and Turkey need to work in tandem to 

further improve tourist industries. Both countries should formulate a plan where 

citizens of the two countries can get visas easily. Though both countries have signed 

agreements on tourism, but there are little practical applications of these agreements. 

All these multilateral and bilateral agreements on tourism should be implemented in 

letter and spirit. Both states should establish visa facilitation centers. Both states 

should organize tourist activities like hiking, skiing and winter festivals. Both states 

should seek help of electronic and social media to enhance tourism industries. So, 

tourism is another area of mutual interests for the two countries to enhance their ties. 

3.  Enhancement of Cultural Exchange Ties: 

Another opportunity where the two countries can work together and enhance their 

bilateral ties is cultural exchange programs. Turkey and Pakistan enjoy a common and 

shared cultural heritage. Their ties are mingled in historical and cultural heritage. 

They have always been in desire to enhance these cultural bonds through formal 

agreements and actions. From the time of independence of Pakistan, efforts were 

made to achieve a milestone in this respect. Though significant achievements have 

been made in exchange of culture and ideas, there is still a void left which can be 

improved through proper policies. It is high time that government in two countries 

further improve educational and cultural linkages. Both states should introduce 

cultural exchange programs, whereby students of the two states can visit and explore 

each other culture. These programs should be financed for by the two governments. 

Similarly, regular study tours should be arranged which would help bring people of 

the two states much closer. In addition, parliamentary delegations of the two states 

should regularly pay visits to each other countries. Besides, films and dramas, 
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showing historical importance of the two states, should be telecast in each other 

countries. In the same token, both states should work together in the fields of arts, 

architectures, language, etc.  All these will help in better understanding of the cultures 

of the two countries. The greater the cultural linkages, the more amicable 

relationships will be between the two states. 

4. Signing of Free Trade Agreement: 

Another recommendation for the two states to advance bilateral ties is that both states 

should work together for finalizing Free Trade Agreement.  Free trade area 

framework had been signed in 2016. This framework agreement was aimed to 

establish Free Trade Agreement.  The signing of the agreement paved the way for the 

establishment of a free trade zone between the two countries, which would help 

common development. It will not only advances economic ties, but also create 

friendly environment for investment. It will provide impetus to economic sector of 

Pakistan which has been marred by war against terror. But after many negotiations, 

the two countries have yet to sign Free Trade Agreement. In the seven rounds of free 

trade agreement negotiations since February 2015, Pakistan has repeatedly raised the 

issue of tariff increases, but no breakthrough has been achieved. The Ministry of 

Commerce believes that the Turkish government is bound to extend the GSP+ status 

to Pakistan because the former is a member of the EU Customs Union. This request 

was first submitted to the Turkish authorities in 2014. But Turkey has repeatedly 

rejected the option. It is for this demand that the Turkish government proposed a free 

trade agreement and started negotiations the following year. The Free Trade 

Agreement would be a huge milestone if the two nations remove their grievances and 

sign the agreement. Turkish needs to show flexibility and give Pakistan GSP plus 

status or sign FTA. In this year High Level Strategic Cooperation Council meeting, 
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held in Islamabad, both states discussed the matter but no breakthrough had been 

achieved. It is matter of time when the two nations will sign the agreement. It will 

greatly boost economic ties between the two states. So, it is essential that both sides 

should sign free trade agreement at the earliest. Without signing free trade agreement, 

relationship between the two brotherly countries would be incomplete. 

 

5. Avoiding of Parallel Economies: 

Another recommendation that would boost economies of the two states is that both 

countries should help avoid parallel economies. Parallel economy is one of the major 

hindrances for low trade between the two states. Both countries trade in the same 

products like cotton, textile, rice, leather, wheat etc. There is very little demand for 

these products in their markets. Both countries need to diversify their mutual trade. 

Both countries should trade in products which are not being produced in local 

industries. It will help enhance trade volume between the two countries. Governments 

in both states should liberalize their economies. Both should provide incentives to the 

investor. Such initiatives would gradually reduce negative impacts of parallel 

economies. 

6. Cooperation in Pakistan –China Economic Corridor: 

Pakistan- China Economic Corridor (CPEC) offers another opportunity that has the 

potential to carry relations between Pakistan and Turkey to new heights. Turkey 

should actively participate in the field of construction because Turkish companies are 

well known for expertise in this field. It provides excellent opportunity for Pakistan 

and Turkey to enhance their bilateral trade relations. in the same way, CPEC brings 

economic and business opportunities. By investing in new special economic zones 
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along the CPEC, Turkish companies will have access to a market of nearly 200 

million residents. CPEC is multi billion project. It provides shortest route to sea to 

landlocked states such as Afghanistan and Central Asian Republics. By investing in it, 

Turkey will not only insert influence over these states, but also earn billions of 

dollars. One of the major reasons for little interest in CPEC Turkish companies is that 

CPEC has not been thoroughly explained to Turkish companies, said Turkish 

President in his meeting with business elites in Islamabad. He added that Turkish 

entrepreneurs have not been offered same opportunities as Chinese or Saudi Arabians. 

Therefore, Pakistan should regularly organize workshops, conferences and seminars 

related to CPEC. These workshops should also be organized in Turkey as well. 

Private Turkish firms will invest in CPEC provided they have full understandings of 

the incentives and benefits being offered by CPEC. Turkish companies should, 

therefore, invest in rail and road infrastructure.it will greatly benefit Turkish 

companies. Similarly, by investing in CPEC, Turkey will get access to regional states 

particularly Iran, Afghanistan, and Central Asian Republics. Such access will greatly 

boost economic growth of Turkey. In addition, it will also boost bilateral ties between 

Pakistan and Turkey. Such type of interaction would bring economic stability in the 

region, which will ultimately provide friendly environment for trade and investment. 

The region has long been marred by terrorism and extremism, which have badly 

impacted regional economies. CPEC offers an opportunity to integrate the region.  

Likewise, CPEC offers excellent opportunity for tourism in the region. As CPEC 

eases people to people contacts, Turkey can become a tourist hub. Owing to historical 

and cultural heritage, Turkey is one of best tourist spots for the Muslims.  CPEC will 

further boost tourism sector of Turkey.  Finally, CPEC brings regional connectivity. 

In a globalized world, no state can live in isolation. Turkey, by becoming part of 
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CPEC will be a game changer for the region. CPEC has the potential to make the 

region energy and trade hub. It will integrate different civilizations. All these will 

benefit Turkey. Therefore, Turkey should not miss this opportunity. It should 

participate and invest in CPEC without any hesitation. 

7. Maximum utilization of Multilateral Organization: 

Pakistan and Turkey are founding and important members of multilateral 

organizations like OIC, ECO and D-8. Both countries should make maximum use of 

these organizations for enhancing their economies. In an interdependent world, role of 

multilateral organizations is indispensible. Both states should work in tandem and 

establish Free Trade Zones on the lines of European Union. It will be a win-win 

situation for every member state. In the same way, both states should take a leading 

role in projecting and dispensing soft image of Islam. All Muslims countries have 

been confronting Islamophobia and extremism. It has marred economic situation of all 

Muslim countries. The best way to counter islamophobia is that all Muslim countries 

work together. As most of the Muslims states have been divided along sectarian lines-

Sunni and Shiite, Pakistan and Turkey are some of the few Muslim states that enjoy 

cordial relations with both Sunni and Shiite Muslim states. Both states should take a 

leading role in countering Islamophobia. So, these multilateral organizations provide 

an opportunity to enhance economic development and counter islamophobia. Both 

will help develop economic conditions of the Muslim world in general and Turkey 

and Pakistan in particular. 

8. Connecting Eurasia Market: 

Another area where the two countries can work together is Euro Asia market. There is 

a great opportunity for both countries to play central roles in connecting Europe and 
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Asian markets. Turkey is sandwiched between Europe and Central Asia, while 

Pakistan is located in the heart of South Asia. Both Pakistan and Turkey should take 

maximum advantage of their strategic locations. Turkey can open doors of trade to 

Europe for Pakistan, while Pakistan provides an opportunity to Turkey to enhance 

trade relations with African countries, China and Far East by access to the Indian 

ocean. The Euro Asia market will provide Turkish companies with opportunities to 

seek more trade abroad. Becoming part of the Euro Asia market will mean closer ties 

with other countries, and most of the investment that will be made in the next few 

decades will be mainly in the field of infrastructure. In the same way, Euro Asia 

market will be game changer for Pakistan. Pakistan has already been extended Most 

Favored Nation (MFN) Status by Europe; Euro Asia market will further boost 

economic conditions of Pakistan. So, Pakistan and Turkey should work together for 

establishing Euro Asia market. 

9. Working in Tandem in One Road One Belt Initiative: 

Another priority area where Pakistan and Turkey can work together is one belt one 

road initiative. One Belt, One Road initiative provides excellent opportunity to 

Turkey to integrate with regional countries particularly China and Pakistan. The One 

Belt, One Road initiative provides a historic opportunity for Turkey to expand its 

already strong position in the region, and is the most ambitious economic and political 

project in modern history. Pakistan is a central pillar of One Belt, One Road initiative. 

Both Pakistan and Turkey enjoy cultural and historical ties. Both can work together 

for promoting their mutual interest. One of the mutual interests of both countries is to 

crate political stability in the region. The region has long been marred by terrorism 

and extremism, hindering economic prosperity in the region. To overcome these 

hindrances, cooperation between regional states, particularly China, Pakistan and 
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Turkey is extremely important. Such cooperation is only possible if all three states 

actively participate in One Belt, One Road initiative. Such participation will be a win-

win situation for all. In a globalized world, states are dependent on one another. No 

state can live in isolation. The above two projects- CPEC and OBOR- present unique 

opportunities. The regional states have the opportunity to overcome economic 

miseries of the people. If Pakistan, china and Turkey work in tandem, it will boost 

economies of these three states. All of them can work together in a way that 

complements their interests.  

10. Countering of Islamophobia: 

Lastly and most importantly, the two states should take a lead in countering 

Islamophobia. Islamophobia is one of the major obstacles in economic development 

of Muslim states in general and Turkey and Pakistan in particular. Western nations 

have organized a systematic propaganda to equate Muslims as anti-west, not willing 

to cooperate with other religions in a globalized world. Western nations allege that all 

Muslim states are planning to wage war against the non-Muslims. Such propaganda 

hinders investment opportunities in Muslims states. Multinational companies of the 

west hesitate to invest in Muslims states.  Pakistan and Turkey have already consented 

to commence mutual efforts to counter Islamophobia. Both states have agreed that 

they will initiate such policies where hatred and animosity towards Muslim 

community will be countered in a better and comprehensive way. The formal 

announcement of such intentions was made in a joint declaration between the two 

countries signed in the backdrop of 5
th

 meeting of High Level Strategic Cooperation 

Council. The leadership of both the countries has been determined to take concrete 

measures to counter this menace. The significant development in this connection 

came on the sidelines of 74
th

 United Nations General Assembly in which Pakistan, 
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Turkey and Malaysia have come closer to counter the effects and idea of 

Islamophobia. Pakistani Prime Minister, Imran Khan, President of Turkey, Recep 

Tayyep Erdogan and Prime Minister of Malaysia, Mahathir Mohammad, have agreed 

to initiate a channel in English that would counter the growing ideas of extremism 

against Muslims around the world and to counter Islamophobia.  The three leaders in 

their speeches at UN General Assembly also supported each other‘s cause. Besides, 

they spoke for the rights of Muslims around the world and focused on the human 

rights violation against Muslims in Myanmar, Palestine, Kashmir and other parts of 

the world. The joint efforts have been agreed to include more Muslim nations in this 

endeavor of countering Islamophobia. Therefore, it is foremost responsibility of 

Pakistan and Turkey, not divided along sectarian lines, to cater organized campaign 

against Islam and Muslims. The sooner this campaign is catered, the better it will be 

for the economic growth of Turkey and Pakistan. 

 If the above recommendations are addressed amicably by Pakistan and Turkey, the 

already brotherly ties can reach to new heights. While Pakistan‘s ties with other 

Muslim states may be in doubt, bilateral ties between Pakistan and Turkey are strong, 

time-tested and enduring. Strong bilateral ties between Pakistan and Turkey are not 

only essential for the development of the two countries, but for the Muslims world as 

well. 
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Annexure I 

PROGRAMME FOR EXCHANGES IN THE FIELDS OF EDUCATION, 

SCIENCE, CULTURE, MASS MEDIA, YOUTH AND SPORTS 

BETWEEN 

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN 

AND 

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF TURKEY 

2013-2016 

 

The Government of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan and the Government of the 

Republic of Turkey and (hereinafter referred to as "the Parties"); 

Motivated by their mutual desire to strengthen the ties of friendship between their 

countries and peoples; 

Convinced that contacts, exchanges and cooperation in the fields of education science, 

culture and arts, mass media, youth and sports shall lead to a better understanding of 

their history, traditions, respective cultures, the way of life of their peoples; 

And in congruence with the Cultural Agreement signed in Ankara on 29 June 1953; 

and the Programme For Exchanges in The Fields of Education, Science, Culture, 

Mass Media, Youth and Sports Between the Government of The Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan and the Government of the Republic of Turkey for the Years 2002-2005; 

Have agreed upon the following Programme for exchanges for the years 2013-2016, 

which they believe shall serve as a viable framework and constitute a firm ground to 

enhance their overall bilateral relations. 

I. EDUCATION AND SCIENCE: 

I. a. EDUCATION 

ARTICLE 1 

The Parties shall support the exchange of experience and experts in the field of 

education in conformity with their mutual interests and within the availability of their 

financial means. 

The Parties shall also encourage collaboration between their respective educational 

authorities and institutions, specifically the National Institute of Science and 

Technical Education (NISTE) in Islamabad with similar institutes in Turkey, in order 

to improve their knowledge of mutual education systems, programmes, educational 

technology and teaching methods. 

To this end, the Parties shall exchange experience, studies, documents, curricula of 

technical and general education, printed materials, scientific publications, bulletins, 

studies, periodicals and educational statistics issued in their respective countries. 
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ARTICLE 2 

The Parties shall exchange information with the objective of enriching cooperation in 

the fields of education programmes, production of educational equipment to be used 

in educational institutions and textbooks for primary and secondary education. 

ARTICLE 3 

The Parties, with a view to promoting objective and accurate depiction of their 

respective history, culture and traditions, shall exchange textbooks of history and 

geography as well as atlases and other teaching aids and material used in basic and 

secondary education. 

ARTICLE 4 

The Parties shall encourage school twinning at the level of primary and secondary 

education in order to develop joint school activities and friendly relations between 

their respective teachers, students and their countries. 

ARTICLES 5 

The Parties shall exchange 10 to 15 member delegations composed of primary and 

secondary school students for participation in the international activities to be held in 

their respective countries. 

ARTICLE 6 

The Parties shall exchange relevant information, legal and prescriptive material, 

specimen of diplomas, degrees, titles and certificates issued by their competent 

authorities in conformity with their respective legislation, with a view to considering 

how far and under what conditions they may be accepted as equivalent.  

The Parties, if deemed necessary, shall exchange delegations of two experts for a 

duration of up to seven days and shall hold expert meetings the details of which shall 

be determined through diplomatic channels. 

ARTICLE 7 

The Parties shall grant scholarships for undergraduate, graduate studies, post graduate 

& doctoral levels and research as well as teaching Turkish or Urdu language and 

literature. 

I. b. SCIENCE 

ARTICLE 8 

The Parties shall encourage scientific and technological cooperation through 

promoting contacts between their respective higher education and scientific 

institutions, encompassing the exchange of academicians, scientists and information 

as well as the realization of joint projects of researches, seminars, congresses and 

symposia. 
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To this end, the Parties shall encourage the concluding of agreements between their 

respective universities and scientific institutions with the objective of setting up of 

scientific cooperation through the exchange of scientists and expertise.  

The Parties shall exchange one or two scholars for the purpose of teaching/lecturing at 

each other's universities for a duration of at least one academic year in the fields of 

mutual interests which shall be decided upon through consultations. 

The Parties shall encourage direct contact and cooperation between the Pakistan 

Academy of Sciences and the Turkish Academy of Sciences (TÜBA), and encourage 

joint efforts of the two Academies at relevant international forums, including the 

Global Network of Science Academies (IAP) and the Association of Science 

Academies in Asia (AASA). 

ARTICLE 9 

The Parties shall exchange visits of two or three university professors who are 

preferably members of the teaching staff of their respective universities, for a period 

of two weeks with the purpose of exchanging views, delivering conferences or giving 

lectures and determining the fields of cooperation for studies in higher education 

programmes, the details of which shall be agreed upon through diplomatic channels. 

ARTICLE 10 

The Parties shall inform each other, and reciprocally promote the participation of their 

scientists in international congresses, conferences, symposia and other similar events 

of scientific and educational nature to be held in their respective countries, and shall 

exchange scientific reports to be published upon conclusion of such meetings. 

ARTICLE 11 

The Parties, with a view to contributing to a better and deeper understanding of their 

respective rich cultural heritage and civilization, shall reciprocally facilitate the 

organization of seminars or panel discussions etc. related to the historical 

development of their relations, and the cultural, political, economic and traditional 

values prevalent in their societies with the participation of experts from various walks 

of life such as historians, academicians, scientists, journalists, statesmen and 

diplomats. 

II. CULTURE AND ART 

ARTICLE 12 

The Parties, having similar deep-rooted cultures with rich historical accumulation and 

sharing common values, shall fortify their cooperation in the fields of culture and fine 

arts with a view to contribute to the universal culture by reciprocally supporting 

cultural assets. 
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II. a. FOLK CULTURE 

ARTICLE 13 

The Parties shall reciprocally inform each other of the international scientific 

conferences and seminars etc. to be organized in their respective countries in the field 

of folklore, and shall encourage the exchange of information, publications, films and 

sound recordings between their respective institutions in the field of traditional culture 

and folklore. 

ARTICLE 14 

The Parties shall reciprocally encourage the participation of their experts in the 

international conferences and seminars to be organized in their respective countries in 

the field of folklore and traditional culture, and shall facilitate research under the 

auspices of their respective institutions dealing with folklore, 

 

ARTICLE 15 

The parties shall exchange folk groups the details of which shall be discussed through 

diplomatic channels. 

II. b. CINEMA 

ARTICLE 16 

The Parties shall encourage the cooperation among their respective film institutions, 

and shall exchange publications, information and cinematic periodicals. 

ARTICLE 17 

The Parties shall reciprocally promote the realization of film weeks in their respective 

countries the details of which shall be discussed through diplomatic channels and the 

Parties shall exchange directors, actors, screenwriters, technical staff ect, on the 

occasion of these film weeks, 

ARTICLE 18 

The Parties shall invite each other, and encourage the participation of professional 

short and long films as well as directors, actors and scenarists in international film 

festivals to be held in their respective countries. The Parties shall receive delegations 

composed of 1-3 persons for this purpose on the basis of reciprocity, the details of 

which shall be discussed through diplomatic channels. 

ARTICLE 19 

The Parties shall provide common grounds in order to be able to produce joint films. 
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II. C. ARTISTIC PERFORMANCES 

ARTICLE 20 

The Parties shall inform each other of the international exhibitions, biennials; 

symposia etc. to be organized in their respective countries in the field of plastic arts, 

and shall encourage participation in those cultural activities by their respective 

institutions. 

ARTICLE 21 

The Parties shall reciprocally encourage the participation of their artists and artistic 

institutions to the international festivals to be held in their respective countries within 

the availability of their financial means. 

ARTICLE 22 

The Parties, with a view to exchanging artistic expertise, shall encourage reciprocal 

visits by respective arts groups, artists and artisans to stage performances for a 

duration of up to 15 days. 

ARTICLE 23 

The Parties shall encourage cooperation between their respective theatrical and plastic 

arts institutions and shall exchange printed materials, publications, books, catalogues 

etc. related to theatrical and plastic arts. 

The Parties shall encourage cooperation and direct contact between state or private 

theatrical groups and institutions in Turkey and their corresponding groups and 

institutions in Pakistan. 

The Parties shall inform each other of the theatrical festivals or significant cultural 

events involving theatrical performances held in their respective countries and 

exchange information and documents in this respect and facilitate the other party's 

participation in these events. 

The Parties shall encourage the exchange of professional actors, stage directors, 

choreographers, stage/costume/spot designers and other professional staff and also 

theatre companies within the framework of agreements in which financial and other 

conditions have been stipulated. 

The Parties shall encourage the exchange of the text of national plays in compliance 

with respective legislation concerning copyrights. 

The Parties shall exchange stage directors, actors, choreographers, stage and theatrical 

companies with the aim of staging joint performances. 

The Parties shall encourage organization of "cultural days/weeks" on reciprocal basis 

and facilitate the participation of the each others' delegations. The details concerning 

the organization of "cultural days/weeks" shall be determined between the authorized 

institutions of both Parties and the terms reciprocally agreed on shall be finalized-

through diplomatic channels. 
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Expenses of international transportation, return ticket and materials such as costumes, 

ect. of accompanying people shall be met by the sender. 

Board, lodging and domestic transportation of the team, shipping of materials, 

costumes and equipment, as well as advertisement and organization of the 

performance shall be met by the accepting Party. 

II. d. BOOKS, PUBLISHING AND LIBRARIES 

ARTICLE 24 

The Parties shall reciprocally promote participation in book exhibitions and similar 

events to be held in their respective countries, 

The Parties shall encourage cooperation between literary institutions and publishers. 

The Parties shall reciprocally promote participation of authors and poets in 

international book fairs to be held in their respective countries. 

The Parties shall inform each other of the international book fairs to held in their 

respective countries and encourage the participation of the other party. 

ARTICLE 25 

The Parties shall encourage cultural cooperation in the field of protection, restoration, 

conservation of manuscripts and rare book collections, as well as cataloguing, 

transferring into digital media and putting them into service. 

ARTICLE 26 

The Parties shall promote cooperation in the field of librarianship and shall exchange 

information, catalogues, books and periodicals between their libraries in conformity 

with their respective national legislation. The Parties shall exchange one expert 

librarian for a duration of ten days for research purposes. 

ARTICLE 27 

The Parties shall encourage the exchange of publications, microfilms and catalogues 

of manuscripts between their national universities and academic libraries. The 

microfilms and catalogues shall be of equal scientific and library value respectively. 

The terms of the exchange shall be agreed upon by the corresponding institutions of 

the Parties. 

ARTICLE 28 

The Parties shall encourage, on a reciprocal basis and in so far as their respective 

national legislation permits, the translation and publication of literary works by their 

famous author's. 
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ARTICLE 29 

The Parties shall endeavour to further promote the exchange of publications and 

microfilms between their respective National Libraries. 

II. e. ARCHIVES 

ARTICLE 30 

The Parties shall encourage the cooperation between their respective archives and 

reciprocally exchange archivists during the validity of the present Programme, the 

details of which shall be discussed through consultations. 

II. f. EXHIBITIONS 

ARTICLE 31 

The Parties, with a view to promoting their respective cultural and natural wealth to 

each other, shall reciprocally encourage the exchange of traditional handicrafts 

exhibitions, photography exhibitions and exhibitions of folk culture for a duration of 

two weeks to be accompanied by one exhibition commissioner. 

The Parties shall encourage the organization of plastic arts exhibitions in each other's 

country. 

II. g. ARCHAEOLOGY, MUSEOLOGY 

ARTICLE 32 

The Parties shall exchange documents and publications in the fields of history of art, 

archaeology, museology, architecture, ethnology and monument restoration, and 

exchange two experts in the fields of archaeology and ethnology for a duration of two 

weeks. 

II. h. CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

ARTICLE 33 

The Parties shall encourage cooperation in the field of protection, maintenance, 

restoration of the properties of cultural and historical or religious importance (such as 

reliquary division where relics belonging to Prophet Muhammad are exhibited in 

Badshahi Mosque in Lahore). The Parties shall reciprocally provide technical 

assistance and exchange experts to this end. 

ARTICLE 34 

The Parties shall reciprocally exchange publications, catalogues, slides, films etc. 

concerning the conservation and planning of archaeological, cultural and natural sites 

and monuments.  
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The Parties shall reciprocally invite and encourage the participation of their officials, 

scientists and experts in congresses, conferences and symposia etc. of international 

nature to be held in their respective countries in these fields. 

ARTICLE 35 

The Parties shall commit themselves to take all the necessary preventive measures, in 

accordance with the terms of international law, for prevention, restitution and return 

of archaeological and cultural properties, in case of illegal importation/exportation 

and transfer of works of art and property which are an integral part of their respective 

cultural and historical heritage.  

The Parties shall also provide information on the objects of historical, archaeological 

and cultural value seized in their countries and shall facilitate the return of such 

objects to the country of origin. 

ARTICLE 36 

The Parties, within the framework of their laws and regulations, shall exchange 

experts for a duration of 10 days to study and conduct researches on the cultural 

heritage of their respective countries. 

ARTICLE 37 

The Parties shall cooperate in the field of preservation and conservation of cultural 

and historical heritage pursuant to the relevant conventions of UNESCO and other 

international agreements which they are signatories to. 

ARTICLE 38 

The Parties shall encourage direct cooperation between their respective National 

Commissions for UNESCO. 

II. i. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

ARTICLE 39 

The Parties shall encourage cooperation in the protection of intellectual property 

rights. The parties shall reciprocally exchange information, publications and 

documents concerning their respective legislation and practices related to copyrights 

issues. 

ARTICLE 40 

The Parties shall reciprocally inform each other and promote the participation of their 

scientists and experts the international conferences, congresses, workshops, symposia 

etc. to be organized in their respective countries with regard to their 

regulations/legislations and practices associated with the field of intellectual property 

rights. 

The Parties shall also exchange publications and documents concerning their 

legislation and practices on intellectual property and copyrights, 
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III. MASS MEDIA 

ARTICLE 41 

The Parties shall further develop and strengthen the already existing cooperation 

between their respective state radio and television institutions in accordance with their 

cooperation protocols. 

ARTICLE 42 

The Parties shall contribute to the exchange of information, informative publications 

and documentary films featuring national, environmental and cultural characteristics 

of their respective societies with a view to improving mutual understanding of 

political, economic, cultural and social life of their countries. 

ARTICLE 43 

The Parties shall facilitate a free and improved dissemination of information through 

cooperation in the area of broadcasting via modern means of communications such as 

cable technology, satellite links and the internet. 

ARTICLE 44 

The Parties shall encourage and promote cooperation among their respective news 

agencies, press organizations, publishers of newspapers and periodicals as well as 

journalists, correspondents and broadcasters. 

The Parties shall reciprocally host delegations of representatives and journalists from 

major press and broadcasting organizations each year with a view to exchanging 

views on relevant actual topics associated with bilateral relations. 

The Parties shall encourage exchange of Broadcasters/Producers/Engineers of both 

countries on mutually agreed terms. 

IV. YOUTH AND SPORTS 

ARTICLE 45 

The Parties acknowledge the importance of sports as a means of consolidating and 

promoting peace, brotherhood and friendship among the peoples in general and the 

youth in particular. They also acknowledge the significance of the educational, social 

and recreational mission of sports, as well as its particular contribution to public 

health. 

Consequently, the Parties shall seek to encourage contacts between their respective 

sport and youth organizations with a view to establishing broader co-operation 

between their youth in the various areas of sports and physical education. 

 ARTICLE 46  

The Parties shall encourage co-operation between their respective sports and youth 

organizations by exchanging information and experience on sports and youth issues, 
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aiming at the strengthening of bonds of friendship among young people, creating a 

friendly atmosphere and promoting the cause of peace. 

Joint initiatives and activities to be embarked upon in this field shall be regulated by 

exchange protocols to be concluded between the relevant authorities of the Parties. 

ARTICLE 47 

The Parties shall, if requested, share experience and provide each other with the 

facilities regarding the training of teaching staff in a variety of fields of sports within 

their capacity, the details of which shall be discussed through consultations. The costs 

regarding such exchanges and activities shall be borne by the requesting Party. 

ARTICLE 48 

The Parties shall promote the exchange of sportsmen, sport teams, coaches, experts 

and youth delegations with a view to facilitating their participation in the international 

sport festivals and tournaments to be held in their respective countries. 

V.GENERAL AND FINANCIAL PROVISIONS 

ARTICLE 49 

This Programme does not exclude the possibility of acceding to or the implementation 

of any other cultural activity and exchange to be agreed upon between the Parties 

through diplomatic channels. 

ARTICLE 50 

All the activities and the exchanges envisaged in this Programme shall be 

implemented through diplomatic channels and in compliance with the legislation of 

the Parties. 

ARTICLE 51 

In order to ensure a thorough implementation of the activities and the exchanges 

envisaged in this Programme, the Parties shall inform each other at least one month in 

advance of scheduled visits of delegations, groups and individuals along with their 

names and itineraries. The exact dates of arrivals and departures shall be 

communicated at least two weeks in advance. 

ARTICLE 52 

Requests for scientific research and study shall be submitted to the other side through 

official channels at least two months prior to the proposed date of the visit. Such 

requests should include the applicant's educational background, the duration of stay 

and the places proposed to be visited. 

ARTICLE 53 

The Parties shall provide each other with all the information about the visits and the 

individuals and the members of the delegations in advance through diplomatic 
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channels, in order to enable the receiving Party to complete all the preparations and to 

draw up a programme of visit. 

ARTICLE 54 

All the initiatives envisaged in this Programme shall be implemented within the limits 

of available financial resources of both parties. 

ARTICLE 55 

Unless otherwise specified, the sending Party shall cover roundtrip travel expenses of 

the members of delegations of art groups or individuals and the transportation 

expenses of their stage effects whereas the receiving Party shall cover the expenses 

related to the visitors' stay i.e lodging, boarding and domestic travel expenses 

provided for in this Programme. 

ARTICLE 56 

The cost of the preparation of films, microfilms and photostats of historical and 

cultural documents shall be borne by the requesting Party. 

ARTICLE 57 

The cost of transportation and insurance of exhibition material to and from the 

receiving Party shall be covered by the sending Party. The receiving Party shall cover 

the expenses for the domestic transportation and insurance of exhibition material and 

the preparation of the exhibition site. 

ARTICLE 58 

The receiving Party shall provide free medical treatment in case of sudden illness of 

the visitors. Illnesses needing long-term medical treatment, prostheses, major non-

urgent surgeries, dental prostheses and orthodontics shall not be covered. 

ARTICLE 59 

The Parties, shall award scholarships to students for undergraduate, graduate, research 

and summer programmes. Selection of scholars and placements shall be made in 

accordance with legislations of the receiving party. 

ARTICLE 60 

The Parties, if they deem necessary, may request and hold consultative sessions with 

regard to the regulations and implementation of the present Programme. 

ARTICLE 61 

1. The present Programme shall enter into force on the date of the receipt of the last 

written notification by which the Parties notify each other, through diplomatic 

channels, of the completion of their internal legal procedures required for the entry 

into force of the concerned document. 
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2. This Programme shall remain in force for a period of three (3) years. Unless one of 

the Contracting Parties notifies the other Party in writing through diplomatic channels 

of its intention to terminate the Programme sixty (60) days prior to its date of 

expiration, this Programme shall be extended automatically for successive periods of 

3 years.  

The termination of this Programme shall not affect the activities and projects already 

in progress or executed. 

3. This Programme may be amended by mutual written consent of the Contracting 

Parties at any times. The amendments shall enter into force in accordance with the 

same procedure prescribed under paragraph 1 of this Article. 

4. Any dispute related to the interpretation or implementation of this Programme shall 

be settled by direct negotiations between the Parties, through diplomatic channels. 

Done and signed in Ankara, on 17 September 2013, in duplicate in the Turkish and 

English languages both texts being equally authentic. 
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Annexure II 

PROTOCOL 

ON THE ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS 

REGARDING CULTURAL PARTNERSHIP 

BETWEEN 

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF TURKEY, 

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF AFGHANISTAN 

AND 

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN 

 

The Government of the Republic of Turkey, the Government of the Islamic Republic 

of Afghanistan and the Government of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, hereinafter 

referred to as the Parties". 

Based on the friendly relations and mutual understanding existing in the framework of 

the traditional, historical and cultural bonds between the three countries, and with a 

view to enhancing the common cultural values of the peoples of the three countries, 

Desirous to develop cooperation in the fields of culture and the arts, 

Convinced that culture and the arts are important instruments in strengthening mutual 

understanding, goodwill and amicable relations between the peoples of the three 

countries, as well as in social development, 

Have agreed as follows: 

ARTICLE 1 

The Parties shall mutually encourage the organization of exhibitions regarding their 

cultural partnership in each other's countries. 

ARTICLE 2 

The Parties shall implement this protocol in compliance with their national legislation 

and with international agreements to which they are parties. 

ARTICLE 3 

The Parties shall support the establishment of direct contacts and cooperation between 

museums, galleries and arts centers in their countries with a view to providing the 

exchange of exhibition material and museum experts of exhibitions (except registered 

historical artifacts). 

ARTICLE 4 

The general terms for the exchange of exhibitions are as follows: 
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a) the Sending Party shall send the material required for the exhibition (concept. 

required texts, lists of works of art, material required for the preparation of the 

catalogue and the exhibition venue) to the Receiving Party at least three (3) 

months prior to the scheduled inauguration date.  

b) the Sending Party shall send the works of art to be exhibited to the Receiving Party 

at least ten (10) days prior to the scheduled inauguration date. 

ARTICLE 5 

The financial provisions regarding the exhibition and the exhibition personnel are as 

follows: 

a) The international travel and shipment costs for the exhibition and exhibition 

personnel, as well as door to door" and "mail to nail" insurance for the exhibition 

material shall be borne by the Receiving Party 

b) The Receiving Party guarantees the safety and security of the exhibition in its 

country, and is obliged to send all relevant documents regarding damage or loss to the 

Sending Party in case of any damage to the exhibition material or loss thereof. in 

order for the Sending Party to file for compensation. All expenses for the experts 

conducting studies on damage or loss shall be borne by the Receiving Party. No 

restoration shall be undertaken without the written consent of the Sending Party 

c) All costs related to domestic travel expenses and board and lodge of the exhibition 

personnel, domestic shipment of the exhibition material, the promotion and 

organization of the exhibition, the printing of the catalogue or any other promotional 

material, and any urgent medical treatment needed for the exhibition personnel shall 

be borne by the Receiving Party. 

d) The organizers of exhibitions may determine the conditions and financial 

provisions for the organization of exhibitions separately through the conclusion of an 

agreement. 

ARTICLE 6 

The present Protocol shall enter into force on the date of the receipt of the last written 

notification by which the Parties notify each other, through diplomatic channels, of 

the completion of their internal legal procedures required for the entry into force of 

the concerned document 

ARTICLE 7 

This Protocol shall remain in force for a period of 1 year. Unless one of the 

Contracting Parties notifies the other Party in writing through diplomatic channels of 

its intention to terminate the Protocol 6 months prior to its date of expiration, this 

Protocol shall be extended automatically for successive periods of year. The 

termination of this Protocol shall not affect the activities and projects already in 

progress or executed. 

ARTICLE 8 
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This Protocol is not an international treaty and shall not effect to the Parties rights and 

obligations to be regulated by norms of the international law. 

 

 

ARTICLE 9 

This Protocol may be amended by mutual written consent of the Contracting Parties at 

any time. The amendments shall enter into force in accordance with the same legal 

procedure prescribed under Article 6 of this Protocol. 

Done in the city of Istanbul on 24 December 2010 in English in three original copies. 

LETTER OF INTENT IN THE FIELD OF MASS MEDIA 

BETWEEN THE REPUBLIC OF TURKEY, THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF 

AFGHANISTAN AND THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN 

With a view to further enhancing the friendly relations between the Governments of 

Republic of Turkey, the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan and the Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan as well as to promote the mutual understanding between the peoples of three 

countries, by this trilateral letter of intent, it is aimed at: 

I. enhancing cooperation in the field of press and media by establishing 

cooperation among the competent institutions as well as strengthening the 

existing relations, 

II. promoting exchanges and cooperation between media affiliations of the three 

countries and encourage wider coverage of their political, economic, cultural 

news and other events in their respective mass media, 

III. promoting cooperation between respective official radio and TV broadcasters 

as well as national news agencies, 

IV. arranging a meeting at the appropriate time to discuss the implementing of this 

trilateral letter of intent. 
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Annexure III 

CULTURAL EXCHANGE PROGRAMME BETWEEN 

GOVERNMENT OF THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC 

OF PAKISTAN AND THE REPUBLIC OF TURKEY 

FOR THE YEARS 1991 – 1984 

The Government of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan and the 

Government of the Republic of Turkey, desirous of strengthening the 

traditional good relations and bonds of brotherhood existing between their two 

countries and of further promoting and developing their cultural relations in 

pursuance of article 16 of the Cultural Agreement signed in 1953 between 

Pakistan and Turkey, have agreed on the following programme for Cultural 

Exchanges for the years 1981 - 1984. 

Article 1: The Turkish Government will institute a ―Quaid-1-Azam 

Mohammad Ali Jinnah Fellowship" allocated to and placed at the disposal of 

the Government of Pakistan. 

EDUCATION 

Article -2: Both sides will provide on reciprocal basis a total number of twelve 

scholarships annually for postgraduate studies in their universities/institutions 

and six research scholarships. During the currency of post-graduate 

scholarships, no fresh scholarship would be offered unless a vacancy occurs in 

the total of twelve scholarships. The fields and duration of scholarships will be 

determined, by mutual consultations, through diplomatic channels.  

Article -3: A research scholarship will be provided by the Government of 

Pakistan to a graduate in Urdu Language of the Faculty for Languages, History 

and Geography of the Ankara University. A research scholarship will be 

provided by the Turkish Government to o graduate in Turkish studies. 

Article -4: Both sides agree to the reciprocal visits of three experts from 

amongst educationists, scientists, writers and cultural workers for acquanting 

themselves with their respective fields in the other country on the terms to be 
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mutually agreed upon through diplomatic channels. The selection of experts 

will be done on the criterion of their ability to deliver lectures and address 

seminars, symposia, etc. 

Article 5: Both sides agree to the exchange of two professors each for teaching 

at the universities of each country on the terms to be agreed upon through 

diplomatic channels.  

Article -6: Cooperation between universities and educational institutions will 

be encouraged. 

i. Both sides will exchange, for this purpose, educational experience, 

studies and specific documents in methods of teaching, educational 

broadcasts and telecasts, text-books, supplementary reading material, 

publications, slides, films, scientific data, etc. 

ii. Fields of cooperation, universities and institutions will be determined by 

mutual consulation through diplomatic channels. 

Article-7: The two sides will consider issues pertaining to equivalence of 

educational degrees and diplomas through their respective competent agencies 

and, if need may arise, will enter into an agreement for this purpose. 

Article-8: Both sides agree to inform each other of, and if possible invite to, all 

the scientific and educational international conferences and events proposed to 

be held in either country and provide each other the addresses of high ranking 

learned bodies for a closer cooperation between them. 

Article-9 Both sides will encourage the visit of teachers and students 

delegations between the the educational institutions of both countries. 

CULTURE AND ART 

Article-10: The two sides will invite each other to participate in book fairs and 

exhibitions being held in each other's country under conditions mutually agreed 

upon. 

Article-11: Both sides agree to the annual exchanges of bibliographies of books 

relating to national aspects of culture and civilization of each other, 
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Article-12 Both sides will will promote the publication and introduction of the 

works of their respective writers and poets in each other's country and, also, 

award prizes to those whose valuable works have contributed to the 

introduction of culture and civilization of the ether country. 

Article-13: Both sides agree to the exchange of exhibitions of paintings, 

photographs and calligraphies to be held in important towns in each other's 

country on terms to be mutually agreed upon through diplomatic channels. 

Article-14: Both sides agree to the exchange of performing artists, cultural and 

folkloric troupes at least once in every year. 

Article-15: Both sides agree to encourage the sale of material and exchange of 

publications on folklore, folk art and crafts and also organize illustrated 

lectures of about two weeks duration in the territory of each other. 

Article-16: Both sides would exchange two representatives of each other's 

cultural organizations, for a duration of two weeks each for acquaintance with 

the working of such organizations, 

Article-17: The two countries will celebrate anniversaries of great cultural 

personalities of the other country. Each country will send such material as 

would assist the other country in organizing such celebrations 

Article-18: The two sides will exchange visits of one or two experts in 

antiquities for a period of two to four weeks and will exchange publication and 

bulletins in. 

Article-19: Both sides agree to organize a film week of each other‘s feature 

films. Terms will be determined by mutual consultation through diplomatic 

channels 

Article 20 Both sides will exchange between their National libraries 

bibliographies and catalogues on publications related to the history and 

literature of the two countries. 
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Article-21: Both sides will exchange between their National Libraries 

microfilms, photocopies and photographs of manuscripts in keeping with the 

laws and regulations of the respective countries. 

INFORMATION 

Article-22: Both sides will encourage the exchange and exhibition of 

documentary films reflecting the history and culture of the two countries, 

Article-23: The two sides will exchange cultural Television Programmes in 

order to increase awareness of the cultural activities and developments in both 

the countries. 

Article-24: Broadcasting organizations of the two countries will exchange 

programmes on regular basis on the subjects of mutual interest, such as music, 

documentaries and similar programmes with a view to achieving better 

knowledge of the Culture and the ways of life prevailing in the territories of the 

other country. All programme exchanges between the two organizations will be 

accompained by the scrips and introductory notes in English. The exchanges 

will be on no-charge basis, Cost of postage and freight will be borne by the 

sending side. 

Article-25: The two sides will exchange special programmes commemorating 

the National Day of each other's country, 

Article-26: The two sides will offer all possible facilities, under rules prevailing 

in each country, to reporters, pressmen and photographers as well as Radio, 

Television and Cinema delegations. 

Both sides will encourage their national news agencies, namely the 'Associated 

Press of Pakistan (A.P.P.) and Anatolia News Agency (A.A.) and newspapers 

to post correspondents in the others country.  

Article-27 Each side will encourage visits of the journalists from the other side. 
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SPORTS 

Article-28: Both sides will exchange sports teams during the year 1981-84 on 

the terms and conditions to be settled in advance between the two countries, 

Article-29: Both sides will exchange sports trainers and coaches during the 

years 1981-84 on the terms and conditions acceptable to both sides. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Article-30: Both sides will encourage close cooperation between the UNESCO 

National Commissions of the two countries. 

Article 31: Both sides will extend cooperation to persons sent within this 

programme and facilitate their access to Cultural, scientific and educational 

institutions so as to enable them to pursue their studies in keeping with the laws 

and regulations of the receiving side. 

Article 32: (i) Nominations made under this programme will be forwarded to 

the receiving side through diplomatic channels ordinarily at least 

three months before the expected date of the visit. In addition to 

the curricula vitae of the nominees, information about the subject 

of the research, places to be visited and the period of stay should 

also be indicated. Both sides will consider the nominations in 

good-will and take decisions in keeping with their laws and 

regulations: 

(ii) Students will not arrive in the donor country unless their 

acceptance has been officially notified by the donor Government: 

(iii) Persons exchanged under this programme will be required to 

have an adequate knowledge of English. 

Article 33:  Detailed programme of visits of groups delegations and individuals 

to be sent within the framework of this programme should ordinarily be 

conveyed to the other side at least one month in advance of the date of the visit 

through diplomatic channels.  
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Article-34: Throughout the implementation of this programme, other visits and 

exchanges may also be undertaken on proposals made by one side and accepted 

by the other side through diplomatic channels. 

Article-35: If any of the above items is not finished within the period covered 

by this programe, it may be implemented in the subsequent period of taken up 

for consideration by both the sides. 

Article 36: In case of visits not exceeding one months; 

(1) The sending side will cover travel expenses to and from their 

country. 

(ii) The receiving side will cover; 

-Full boarding and lodging expenses and inland transport according to 

individual's status, 

-all travel expenses within its territory related to the nature and programes of 

these visits, and free medical care in case of Siness, excluding major surgical 

operations and long-term treatment, except emergency cases. 

Article-37: In case of visits exceeding one month, both sides will agree upon 

financial conditions in each case separately, 

The local expenditure relating to folk and cultural troupes, soloists, 

exhibitions and their organisers, etc. would be borne by the receiving side. 

Return international passage, freight and insurance cover would be the liability 

of the sending stal. The local expenditure for exhibitions would include the 

installation of exhibition, invitations, gallery rent, cost of publicity, printing of 

posters and catalogues, but would not include hiring cinema houses for film 

festivals. 
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Annexure IV 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN 

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF TURKEY 

AND 

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN 

ON THE ESTABLISHMENT, FUNCTIONING AND 

ACTIVITIES OF CULTURAL CENTRES 

Preamble 

 

Islamic Republic of Pakistan and the Republic of Turkey (hereafter referred to as the 

"Parties"); 

With the purpose of strengthening friendship and cooperation between the Parties; 

Taking into account the "Cultural Agreement Between Turkey and Pakistan" signed 

between the Parties in Ankara on 29 June 1953; 

Based on the "Joint Declaration of the Second Meeting of Turkey-Pakistan High level 

Cooperation Council" signed between the Parties in Islamabad on 22 May 2012; 

Concerning the reciprocal establishment of cultural centres and their functioning and 

activities have agreed on the following: 

Section I 

Basic Provisions 

Article 1 

The Turkish Party shall establish a cultural center in Karachi/Lahor and the 

Pakistani Party shall establish a cultural center in Ankara/Istanbul (hereafter referred 

to as the ―Cultural Centers"). 

The establishment, functioning and activities of the Cultural Centers shall be 

subject to the provisions of this Agreement. Concerning matters which are not 

foreseen in this Agreement, the laws and regulations of the Receiving Party shall 

apply. 

The Cultural Center to be established in Turkey, concerning matters which are 

not foreseen in this Agreement will be subject to the laws and regulations applicable 

to associations in Turkey. 

The establishment and closing upon the request of the Sending Party, the 

drafting of the statute, the selection of the members, the composition of the organs as 

well as meeting, decision and correspondence procedures of the Cultural Centers shall 
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not be subject to the laws and regulations of the Receiving Party. The Cultural 

Centers will have the authority to determine the rules and procedures on the said 

matters without being subject to any requirement of authorization or approval by the 

authorities of the Receiving Party.  

The Cultural Centers shall not have any purpose nor engage in any activity 

that is not foreseen in article 5 and article 13 of this Agreement or which is openly 

forbidden according to laws and regulations of the Receiving Party. 

The Cultural Centers and their personnel, regardless of their status and 

nationality, without prejudice to the privileges and immunities foreseen in this 

Agreement, in case they engage in an activity or commit an act that constitutes an 

offence under the laws and regulations of the Receiving Party shall be subject to the 

legal procedure foreseen in the laws and regulations of the Receiving Party. 

 

Article 2 

The Cultural Center of the Turkish Party shall bear the name of "Yunus Emre 

Turkish Cultural Center". 

The said Cultural Center shall be established and administered by the "Yunus 

Emre Foundation", which has foundation status under the legislation of the Turkish 

Party and the administrative headquarters of which are located in Ankara. 

Article 3 

Each Party shall allow, based on mutual consent of the Parties to be reached 

by means of diplomatic correspondence, the establishment of branches of the Cultural 

Center on her territory in cities other than the ones mentioned in Article 1 of this 

Agreement. Such branches of the Cultural Center shall also be subject to the 

provisions foreseen for the Cultural Centers in this Agreement. 

Branches of the Cultural Center of the Turkish Party shall, in line with Article 

2 of this Agreement, also bear the name of "Yunus Emre Turkish Cultural Center" 

and be established and administered by the Yunus Emre Foundation. 

Article 4 

The Cultural Centers shall enjoy legal personality and capacity under the laws 

and regulations of the Receiving Party. 

The Cultural Centers, accordingly, for the fulfilment of their purposes and in 

compliance with the laws and regulations of the Receiving Party, shall be able to 

conclude contracts with all natural and legal persons, either public or private, either 

residing/registered in the country of the Receiving Party or in another country. 

Article 5 

The Cultural Centers shall serve the below purposes: 
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1) To promote mutual understanding and friendship between the peoples of the 

Parties; 

2) To contribute to the development of relations and co-operation between the Parties 

in the fields of culture, education and science; 

3) To inform and to teach the public about the various aspects of the country and 

people of the Sending Party, including its people, culture, history, language and fine-

arts; 

4) To assist the implementation of the Cultural Agreement as well as of other 

agreements, protocols or programmes/projects in the field of cultural, educational and 

scientific cooperation between the Parties. 

Article 6 

The Parties shall reciprocally explore the possibilities of allocating suitable 

premises/sites for the Cultural Centers and to their branches. Whereas the reciprocal 

allocation of premises/sites shall not be possible, the Receiving Party shall assist the 

Sending Party in finding suitable premises/sites for the Cultural Center and its 

branches. 

The Receiving Party, within the framework of its laws and regulations, shall 

assist the Cultural Center and its branches in obtaining necessary permits and 

completion of necessary legal requirements at the briefest delay possible, for the 

construction, buying, renting or allocation and renovation or rearrangement of the 

premises to be used by the Cultural Center and its branches. 

Article 7 

The Cultural Centers, for the fulfilment of their purposes and in compliance 

with the laws and regulations of the Receiving Party, may also perform activities or 

organize events outside their premises. 

Article 8 

The Receiving Party shall allocate, free of charge, venues which are under the 

authority of its Ministry of Culture and other central or local public institutions 

responsible for culture, for the cultural events to be organized by the Cultural Center, 

provided that at least 3 months prior to the beginning of the event a written request is 

submitted and that the venue is available for the date/s requested. 

Article 9 

The Cultural Centers, for the fulfilment of their purposes, without any prior 

authorisation, may enter into direct contact and co-operate as well as perform joint- 

activities with all natural and legal persons, either public or private, either 

resident/registered in the country of the Receiving Party or in another country, 

including artists, writers, scientists, associations/foundations, research institutes, 

educational institutions and international governmental and non-governmental 

organizations, provided that such natural and legal persons' activities do comply with 

the laws and regulations of the Receiving State. 
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The Cultural Centers, for the fulfilment of their purposes and in compliance 

with the laws and regulations of the Receiving Party, but without being subject to the 

requirement of prior authorisation by the authorities of the Receiving Party, may 

receive from and provide to all natural and legal persons, either public or private, 

either resident/registered in the country of the Receiving Party or in another country, 

in kind and financial contributions. 

Article 10 

The Receiving Party shall, unless there is a threat to the security, provide free 

and unhindered public access to the Cultural Center's premises and similarly free and 

unhindered participation to the events organized by the Cultural Center outside its 

premises. 

The Receiving Party shall also allow the Cultural Center, for the fulfilment of 

the purposes and in compliance with laws and regulations of the Receiving Party, to 

make use of all available methods and means of communication, including mass 

media, newspapers, periodicals, radio/television channels and the Internet, for 

providing information to the public. 

 

Article 11 

Security of the Cultural Center and its branches as well as of their personnel shall be 

ensured by the Receiving Party if so requested. 

The Receiving Party shall also take the adequate security measures for the 

activities to be organised by the Cultural Center and its branches outside their 

premises. 

 

Article 12 

The Receiving Party, within the framework of its laws and regulations and the 

principle of reciprocity, shall provide to the Cultural Center and its branches, in 

addition to those stated above, all other conditions, assistance and convenience 

necessary for their proper functioning and the fulfilment of its purposes. 

The Receiving Party shall accordingly also facilitate the issuance of entry 

visas to the nationals of the Sending Party for their participation to the events 

organized by the Cultural Center. 

Section II 

Activities of the Cultural Centers 

Article 13 
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A. The Cultural Centers, for the fulfilment of their purposes and in compliance with 

the laws and regulations of the Receiving Party, may perform the below mentioned 

activities: 

1) Organizing conferences and other similar meetings as well as cultural events like 

concerts, theatre performances and exhibitions; 

2) Organizing forums and festivals as well as ceremonies, including commemorations 

of national days, 

3) Participation in and contributing to the events, programmes and projects 

undertaken by the Parties or by a third country; 

4) Screening of movies and other audio-visual material; 

5) Organizing visits and exchanges programs between the countries of the Parties, 

including visit of artists, writers, scientists, researchers, academicians, students, 

journalists and public officials as well as exchange of academicians and students; 

6) Receiving from abroad persons, like artists, writers, scientists, academicians, 

journalists and public officials, for participation in the events of the Cultural Center; 

7) Presentation to the public information on diverse aspects of the country of the 

Sending Party, like its people, culture and history; 

8) Creation of cultural databases for information sharing; 

9) Establishment for public use of libraries, film and audio-visual resources centres 

and screening halls and information desks; 

10) Distribution and lending free of charge of any kind of printed and audio-visual 

material, including books, brochures, catalogues, newspapers, periodicals and digital 

media means; 

11) Production publishing or contributing to the production publishing of any kind of 

printed, audio-visual and digital material and content of cultural, educational and 

scientific nature, including books, brochures, catalogues, newspapers, periodicals, 

digital media means, TV/radio programmes and Internet content; 

12) Holding of language courses/seminars/contests and issuance of proficiency 

certificates on the language of the Sending Party through organization of 

examinations; 

13) Organizing courses/seminars/contests on various aspects of the country of the 

Sending Party, including the language, literature, culture, history, gastronomy and 

handicrafts and issuance of certificates and prizes in connection to such 

courses/seminars/contests; 

14) Providing grants to students studying in the countries of the Parties;  

15) Supporting by means of providing financial assistance, teaching staff, books and 

other educational material, departments and programs in schools, universities and 
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research organisations in the country of the Receiving Party aiming at teaching and 

holding researches on various aspects of the country of the Sending Party, like its 

culture, history, language and literature; 

16) Realization or supporting the realization of works and activities aimed for 

protection, research and promotion of the cultural heritage of the Sending Party 

located in the country of the Receiving Party; 

17) Conducting scientific research projects and contributing to the realization of such 

projects; 

18) Subject to prior consent of the Receiving Party through diplomatic channels, 

realization of other kinds of activities and events which are compatible with the 

purposes of the Cultural Center. 

B. Content, program and duration of the above stated educational activities of the 

Cultural Centers as well as teaching personnel to be employed and educational 

material to be used for such activities shall not be subject to the laws and regulations 

of the Receiving Party. 

Article 14 

The Cultural Centers shall not engage in profit seeking activities nor organize events 

for such purpose. 

The Cultural Centers, on the other hand, for the fulfilment of their purposes and in 

compliance with the laws and regulations of the Receiving Party, may for covering 

their expenses or for charity purposes: 

1) collect fees from those participating in their activities or benefiting from their 

services, including selling tickets for cultural events, charging fees for library and 

information desk services and collecting registration fees for courses and 

examinations; 

2) sell any kind of printed and audio-visual material as well as cultural and folkloric 

items, including books, catalogues, periodicals, CD/CD-ROM, educational materials, 

posters and handicrafts, provided that the sale is carried out by the Cultural Center 

itself; 

3) set up and manage or give to the management of a person or private company, 

kiosks for selling food and beverages inside or outside of their premises in order to 

provide services to the participants in their activities and events; 

4) organize charity bazaars and similar charity events inside or outside their premises. 
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Section III 

Personnel of the Cultural Centers 

Article 15 

Each Party shall appoint each personnel (hereafter referred to as the 

"Personnel") to be employed in its own Cultural Center. The Personnel may be the 

national of the Sending Party, the national of the Receiving Party or if consented by 

the Receiving Party, the national of a third country. The consent of the Receiving 

Party for the employment of a national of a third country shall be requested through 

diplomatic channels. 

Article 16 

The Cultural Centers and their branches shall be each administered by a 

Director. In the absence of the Director an Assistant Director may be appointed to 

provisionally administer the Cultural Center / branch of the Cultural Center, 

The status of the Director of the Cultural Center / branch of the Cultural 

Center 

and the number of Personnel to be employed in each Cultural Center / branch of 

Cultural Center shall be determined through diplomatic correspondence. 

Article 17 

The Sending Party shall, through diplomatic channels, provide information to the 

Receiving Party, regarding dates of beginning and termination of employment as well 

as of first entry to and definitive exit from the country of the Receiving Party of its 

Personnel, regardless of her/his nationality. 

Article 18 

The Receiving Party, within the framework of its laws and regulations, shall 

provide to the appointed Personnel who is a national of the Sending Party and to 

her/his dependent family members , for the period of the appointment, multiple 

entry/exit visas and residence permits, at the briefest delay possible and free of 

charge. 

The Receiving Party shall also exempt the Personnel of foreign nationality 

from the requirement of obtaining a working permit, provided that such Personnel is 

employed in the administration of the Cultural Centre or for the accomplishment of 

the activities stated in article 13 of this Agreement. 

Such exemption to be granted for the realisation of the activities stated in 

article 13 of this Agreement shall be limited to the duration of the activity/activities 

subject to the employment 

Article 19 
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In case an agreement on labour and social security between the Parties is not 

in force, the Personnel and her/his dependent family members who are nationals of 

the Sending Party shall be subject to the labour and social security laws and 

regulations of the Sending Party, provided that such Personnel and dependent family 

members do not possess at the same time the nationality of the Receiving Party and 

have not been residing in the Receiving Party's country on a permanent basis prior to 

employment at the Cultural Center. 

In the case an agreement on labour and social security is in force between the 

Parties, then the provisions of such agreement shall be applicable to the Personnel and 

dependent family members under the scope of this article. 

Article 20 

The Receiving Party shall allow the assigned Personnel who is a national of 

the Sending Party to import within a six months period from the date of first arrival 

and at the end of the assignment to export her/his household goods and personal 

effects exempt from customs duties and other taxes or financial burdens having the 

same effect as customs duties as well as to temporarily import for the period of her/his 

assignment one motor vehicle without requiring any document other than the "Alien 

Vehicles Temporary Entrance Carnet" or "Temporary Entrance Document" provided 

that she/he does not possess at the same time the nationality of the Receiving Party 

and has not been residing on a permanent basis in the country of the Receiving Party 

prior to employment in the Cultural Center, 

Article 21 

In case an agreement on the avoidance of double taxation with respect to taxes 

on income and capital gains is not in force between the Parties, the wage income of 

the Personnel who is a national of the Sending Party shall be taxed according to the 

laws and regulations of the Sending Party, provided that she/he does not possess at the 

same time the nationality of the Receiving Party and has not been residing on a 

permanent basis in the country of the Receiving Party, prior to employment in the 

Cultural Center. taxes on income and capital gains is in force between the Parties, 

then the provisions 

In the case an agreement on the avoidance of double taxation with respect to 

of such agreement shall be applicable to the Personnel under the scope of this article. 

Article 22 

Cultural Centers shall not be obliged to withhold tax from the wage payments made to 

the Personnel. 

Article 23 

The Cultural Centers shall provide necessary information requested by the relevant 

authorities of the Receiving Party in the framework of the taxation practices of the 

Receiving Party. 
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Article 24 

Dependent family members of the Personnel shall comprise her/his spouse, unmarried 

children who have not completed the age of 18, unmarried children pursuing 

secondary or vocational level studies/programmes who have not completed the age of 

20, unmarried children pursuing higher education studies who have not completed the 

age of 25, unmarried disabled children of any age as well as mother and father of the 

Personnel whose living are provided by the Personnel. 

Section IV 

Tax Immunities of the Cultural Centres 

Article 25 

A. The Receiving Party, shall allow the below mentioned items to be imported by the 

Cultural Center exempt from customs duties and other taxes or financial burdens 

having the same effect as customs duties: 

1) All kinds of equipment and material required to equip the Cultural Center, 

including electronic equipment and furniture; 

2) Movies to be projected by the Cultural Center, 

3) Materials and works to be exhibited provisionally by the Cultural Center, 

B. The above-mentioned goods shall not be sold, hired, lent for free, gratuitously 

transferred and collateralised, except under the conditions established by the 

competent authorities of the Receiving Party. 

Article 26 

The Receiving Party shall also exempt the Cultural Centers, for the fulfilment of their 

purposes, from the below mentioned taxes, either imposed by the central or by the 

local authorities: 

1) Real-estate taxes on the land, building plots and buildings in the possession of and 

used by the Cultural Center within the framework of its activities; 

2) Stamp duty, fees and similar taxes related on the purchasing and selling by the 

Cultural Centers, for money or free of charge, of land, building plots and buildings; 

3) Corporation tax and all other kinds of direct taxes.  

Section V 

Final Provisions 

Article 27 

Disagreements that may arise on the interpretation and implementation of this 

Agreement shall be settled through diplomatic channels. 
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Article 28 

This Agreement shall enter into force on the date of receipt of the last written 

notification by which the Parties inform each other, through diplomatic channels, that 

they have fulfilled their national legal procedures for ratification, and shall remain in 

force unless one of the Parties notifies the other in writing at least 6 months in 

advance of its intention to terminate it. 

Article 29 

Provisions of this Agreement shall continue to be valid for projects and activities not 

yet completed on the date of its termination. 

 

Article 30 

This Agreement may be amended any moment through mutual consent of the Parties 

and such changes shall come into force according to the procedure stipulated in the 

article 28 of this Agreement. 

Done on September 17, 2013 in Ankara, in duplicate, in the English and 

Turkish languages, all texts being equally authentic. In case of difference of 

interpretation the English text shall prevail. 
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Annexure V 

PROGRAMME FOR EXCHANGES IN TITETUELDS OF EDUCATION, 

SCIENCE, CULTURE, MASS MEDIA, YOUTH AND SPORTS 

BETWEEN 

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF TURKEY 

AND 

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN 

FOR THE YEARS 2002-2005 

. 

The Government of the Republic of Turkey and the Government of the Islamic 

Republic of Pakistan (hereinafter referred to as "the Parties"). Motivated by their 

mutual desire 1 strengthen the lies of friendship between their countries and peoples: 

Convinced that contacts, exchanges and co-operation in the fields of education, 

science, culture and arts, mass media, youth and sports shall lead to a better 

understanding of their history, traditions, respective cultures, the way of life of their 

peoples; 

And in congruence with the Cultural Agreement signed in Ankara on the 29 June 

1953;Have agreed upon the following Programme for exchanges for the years 2002 - 

2005, which they believe shall serve as a viable framework and constitute a firm 

ground to enhance their overall bilateral relations. 

EDUCATION AND SCIENCE 

I. a. EDUCATION 

Article-1. 

The parties shall support the exchange of experience and experts in the field of 

education in conformity with their mutual interests and within the availability of their 

financial means. 

The parties shall also encourage collaboration between their respective educational 

authorities and institutions, specifically the National Institute of Science and 

Technical Education (NISTE) in Islamabad with similar institutes in Turkey, in order 

to improve their knowledge of mutual education systems. programmes, educational 

technology and teaching methods. 

For this purpose, the parties shall exchange experience, studies, documents, curricula 

of technical and general education, printed materials, scientific publications, bulletins, 

studies, periodicals and educational statistics issued in their respective countries. 

Article-2 

The Parties shall exchange information with the objective of enriching co-operation in 

the fields of education programmes, production of educational equipment to be used 

in the educational institutions and the textbooks for basic and secondary education. 
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Article-3 

The Parties, with a view to promoting objective and accurate depiction of their 

respective history, culture and traditions, shall exchange text books of history and 

geography as well as atlases and other teaching aids and material used in their basic 

and secondary education. 

Article-4 

The Parties shall encourage school twinning at the level of basic and secondary 

education in order to develop joint school activities and friendly relations between 

their respective teachers, students and their families. 

Article-5 

The Parties shall exchange it to 15 member delectations composed of basic and 

secondary school students for participation in the international activities to be held in 

their respective countries. 

Article-6 

The Parties shall exchange relevant information, legal and prescriptive material, 

specimen of diplomas, degrees, titles and certificates issued by their competent 

authorities in conformity with their legislation, with a view to considering how far and 

under what conditions they may be accepted as equivalent. 

The parties, if deemed necessary, shall exchange delegations of two experts for a 

duration of up to seven days and shall hold expert meetings the details of which shall 

be determined through diplomatic channels. 

Article-7 

The parties shall reciprocally grant scholarships for graduate studies and research as 

well as teaching of the Turkish and Urdu languages and literature, 

The Turkish party shall offer 30 scholarships in social, natural and engineering 

sciences for Ph.D. students to study at the Turkish Universities, and one research 

scholarship to a graduate in Turkish studies. 

The Pakistani Party shall offer ien (10) scholarships for master degree in the field of 

Social Sciences and Sciences, eight (8) doctorate scholarships in the fields of 

Humanities and Sciences and two (2) research scholarships for the graduates of Urdu 

Language of the Faculty of Letters of Ankara University, 

No additional scholarships shall be offered unless there occurs a vacancy in the total 

number of scholarships during the implementation of the present Programme. 
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1.b. SCIENCE 

Article-8 

The parties shall encourage scientific and technological co-operation by way of 

promoting contacts between their respective higher education and scientific 

institutions, encompassing the exchange of academicians, scientists and information 

as well as the realisation of joint projects of researches, seminars and congresses, 

To this end, the parties shall encourage the concluding of agreements between their 

respective universities and scientific institutions with the objective of setting up of 

scientific co-operation through the exchange of scientists and expertise, 

The parties shall exchange one or two scholars for the purpose of teaching/lecturing at 

each other's universities for a duration of at least one academic year in the fields of 

mutual interests which shall be decided upon through consultations. 

Article-9 

The parties shall exchange visits of two or three university-professors who are 

preferably members of the teaching staff of their respective universities, for a period 

of two weeks with the aim of exchanging views, delivering conferences of giving 

lectures and determining the fields of co-operation for studies in higher education 

programmes, the details of which shall be agreed upon through diplomatic channels. 

Article-10 

The parties shall inform each other, and reciprocally promote the participation of their 

scientists to the international congresses, conferences, symposia and other similar 

events of scientific and educational nature to be held in their respective countries, and 

shall exchange scientific reports to be published upon conclusion of such meetings. 

Article-11 

The parties, with a view to contributing to a better and deeper understanding of their 

respective rich cultural heritage and civilisation, shall reciprocally facilitate the 

organizing of seminars or panel discussions etc related with the historical 

development of their relations, and the cultural, political, economic and traditional 

values prevalent in their societies with the participation of experts from various walks 

of life such as historians, academicians, scientists, journalists, sportsmen and 

diplomats. 

II. CULTURE AND ART 

Article-12 

The parties, having the similar deep-rooted culture with rich historical accumulation 

and sharing common values, shall fortify their co-operation in the fields of culture and 

fine arts with a view to contributing to the universal culture by way of reciprocally 

supporting their mutual cultural assets. 
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11. a. FOLK CULTURE 

Articlc-13 

The Parties shall reciprocally inform each other of the international scientific 

conferences and seminars etc. to be organised in their respective countries in the field 

of folklore, and shall encourage the exchange of information, publications, films and 

sound recordings between their respective institutions in the field of traditional culture 

and folklore. 

Article-14 

The Parties shall reciprocally encourage the participation of their experts to the 

international conferences and seminars to be orgaired in their respective countries in 

the field of folklore and traditional culture, and shall facilitate the conduct of studies 

and researches under the auspices of their respective institutions dealing with folklore. 

Article 15 

The parties shall exchange folk groups de details of which shall be discussed through 

diplomatic channels. 

II. b. CINEMA 

Article-16 

The parties shall encourage the co-operation among their respective film institutions, 

and shall exchange publications, information and cinematic periodicals. 

Article-17 

The parties shall reciprocally promote the realisation of film weeks in their respective 

countries, the details of which shall be discussed through diplomatic channels. 

Article-18 

The parties shall invite each other, and encourage the participation of professional 

short and long films as well as cinemasts (directors, actors and scenarists) to the 

international film festivals to be held in their respective countries. The parties shall 

receive film delegations composed of 1 - 3 persons for this purpose on the basis of 

reciprocity, the details of which shall be discussed through diplomatic channels. 

II.C. ARTISTIC PERFORMANCES 

Article-19 

The Parties shall inform each other of the international exhibitions, biennials, 

symposia etc. to be organised in their respective countries in the field of plastic, arts, 

and shall encourage participation to those cultural activities by their respective 

institutions. 
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Articlc-20 

The Parties shall reciprocally encourage the participation of their artist and artistic 

institutions to the international festivals to be hell in their respective countries within 

the availability of their financial means. 

Article-21 

The Parties, with the aim of exchanging artistic expertise, shall encourage reciprocal 

visits by their respective arts groups, artists and artisans to stage performances for 

duration of up to 15 days. 

Article-22 

The Turkish Party is prepared to stage a ballet prformance by Turkish ballet artists or 

a concert by Turkish opera singers in Pakistan, both performances to be strictly in 

conformity with Turkish-Pakistan mutual cultural traditions. 

Article-23 

The Parties shall encourage co-operation between their respective theatrical and 

plastic arts institutions and shall exchange printed materials, publications, books, 

catalogues etc. related to theatrical and plastic arts. 

II. d. BOOKS, PUBLISHING AND LIBRARIES 

Article-24 

The parties shall reciprocally promote participation in book exhibitions and similar 

events to be held in their respective countries. 

Articlc-25 

The parties shall promote co-operation in the field of librarian-ship and shall 

exchange information, catalogues, books and periodicals between their libraries in 

conformity with their respective national legislation.  

The parties shall exchange one expert librarian for a duration of ten days for research 

purposes. 

Article-26 

The parties shall encourage the exchange of publications, microfilms and catalogues 

of manuscripts between their national universities and academic libraries. The 

microfilms and catalogues shall be of equal scientific and literary value respectively. 

The terms of the exchange shall be agreed upon by the corresponding institutions of 

the Parties. 
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Articlc-27 

The parties shall encourage, on a reciprocal basis and in so far as their respective 

national legislation permits, the translation and publication of literary works by their 

famous authors. 

Article-28 

The parties shall endeavour to further promote the exchange of publications and 

microfilms between their respective National Libraries. 

II. e. ARCHIVES 

Article-29 

The parties shall encourage the co-operation between their respective archives and 

reciprocally exchange archivists during the validity of the present Programme, the 

details of which shall be discussed through consultations. 

Article-30 

The parties shall encourage their respective state archives administrations namely the 

General Directorate of State Archives of the Prime Minister's office of Republic of 

Turkey and the D.G. Archives of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan in their efforts to 

sign a Protocol on Co-operation in the field of archives in compliance with the 

common interests of both parties. Such a protocol shall be prepared in accordance 

with their respective national legislation as well as with the international archive 

regulations and procedures. 

II.f. EXHIBITIONS 

Article-31 

The Parties, with a view to promoting their respective cultural and natural wealth to 

each other, shall reciprocally encourage the exchange of traditional handicrafts 

exhibitions, photography exhibitions and exhibitions of folk culture for a duration of 

two weeks to be accompanied by one exhibition commissioner. 

II.g ARCILAEOLOGY, MUSEOLOGY 

Article 32 

The Parties shall exchange documents and publications in the fields of history of art, 

archaeology, muscology, architecture, ethnology and monument restoration, and 

exchange two experts in the fields of archaeology and ethnology for a duration of two 

weeks. 
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II. h. CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION OP CULTURAL IERITAGE 

Article-33. 

The parties shall reciprocally exchange publications, catalogues, dias, films etc. 

concerning the conservation and planning of archaeological, cultural and natural sites 

and monuments. 

The Parties shall reciprocally invite and encourage the participation of their officials, 

scientists and exports to the congresses, conferences and symposia etc. of 

international nature to be held in their respective countries in these fields, 

Article-34 

The parties shall commit themselves to take all the necessary preventive measures, in 

accordance with the regulations of international law, for prevention, restitution and 

return of archaeological and cultural properties, in case of illegal 

importation/exportation and transfer of works of art and the property which are an 

integral part of their respective cultural and historical heritage. 

The parties shall also provide information on the objects of historical, archaeological 

and cultural value seized in their countries and shall facilitate the return of such 

objects to the country of origin 

Article-35 

The parties, within the framework of their laws and regulations, shall exchange 

experts for a duration of 10 days to study and conduct researches on the cultural 

heritage of their respective countries. 

Article-36 

The parties shall co-operate in the field of preservation and conservation of cultural 

and historical heritage pursuant to the relevant conventions of UNESCO and other 

international agreements which they are signatories to 

Article-37 

The parties shall encourage direct co-operation between their respective National 

Commissions for UNESCO. 

II. I. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGUITS 

Article-38 

The parties shall reciprocally inform each other and promote the participation of their 

scientists and experts in the international conferences, congresses, workshops, 

symposia etc. to be organised in their respective countries with regard to their systems 

of regulations/legislations and practices associated with the field of intellectual 

property and copyrights. 
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The parties shall also exchange publications and documents concerning their 

legislation and practices on intellectual property and copyrights. 

III. MASS MEDIA 

Article-39 

The parties shall further develop and strengthen the already existing co-operation 

between their respective state radio and television institutions in accordance with their 

co-operation protocols 

Article-40 

The parties shall contribute to the exchange of inhumation, informative publications 

and documentary films featuring national environment and cultural characteristics of 

their respective societies with a view to improving mutual understanding of political, 

economic, cultural and social life of their countries 

Article-41 

The parties shall facilitate a free and improved dissemination of information through 

co-operation in the area of broadcasting via modern means of communication such as 

cable technology, satellite links and the Internet. 

Article-42 

The parties shall encourage and promote co-op-ration between their respective news 

agencies, press organisations, publishers of newspapers and periodicals as well as 

journalists, correspondents and broadcasters. 

The parties shall reciprocally host delegations of representatives and journalists from 

major press and broadcasting organisations each year with the purpose of exchanging 

views on relevant actual topics associated with bilateral relations, 

IV. YOUTH AND SPORTS 

Article-43 

The parties acknowledge the importance of sports as a means of consolidating and 

promoting peace, brotherhood and friendship among the peoples in general and the 

youth in particular. They also acknowledge the significance of the educational, social 

and recreational mission of sports, as well as its particular contribution to public 

health. 

Consequently, the parties shall seek to encourage contacts between their respective 

sport and youth organisations with a view to establishing broader co-operation 

between their youth in the various areas of sports and physical culture, 

Article-44 

The Parties shall encourage cooperation between their respective sports and youth 

organisations by way of exchanging information and experience on sports and youth 
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issues, aiming at the strengthening of bonds of friendship among young people, 

creating friendly atmosphere and promoting the cause of peace 

Joint initiatives and activities to be embarked upon in this field shall be regulated by 

exchange protocols to be concluded between the relevant authorities of the parties. 

Article-45 

The parties shall, if requested, exchange experience and provide each other with the 

facilities regarding the training of teaching staff in the various fields of sports within 

their capacity, the details of which shall be discussed through consultations. The costs 

regarding such exchanges and activities shall be borne by the requesting party. 

Article-46 

The parties shall promote the exchange of sportsmen sport teams, coaches, experts 

and youth delegations with a view to facilitating: their participation in the 

international sport festivals and tournaments to be held in their respective countries. 

V. GENERAL AND FINANCIAL PROVISIONS 

Article-47 

This programme does not exclude the possibility of acceding to or the implementation 

of any other cultural activity and exchange to be agreed upon among the parties 

through diplomatic channels. 

Article-48 

All the activities and the exchanges envisaged in this programme shall be 

implemented through diplomatic channels and in compliance with the legislation of 

the parties. 

Article-49 

In order to ensure the good implementation of the activities and the exchanges 

envisaged in this Programme, the Parties shall inform each other at least one month in 

advance of the scheduled visit of the delegations, groups and individuals along with 

their names and itinerary. The exact dates of arrival and departure shall be 

communicated at least two weeks in advance. 

Article-50 

Requests for scientific research and study shall be submitted to the other side through 

official channels at least two months prior to the propose date of the visit. Such 

requests should include the applicant's educational background, the duration of stay 

and the places proposed to be visited. 

Article-51 

The parties shall provide each other with all the information about the visits and the 

individuals and the members of the delegations in advance through diplomatic 
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channels, in order to enable the receiving party to complete all the preparations and to 

draw up a programme of visit. 

Article-52 

All the initiatives envisaged in this Programme shall be implemented within the limits 

of available financial resources. 

Article-53 

Unless otherwise specified, the sending party shall over two-way international-Level 

expenses to the point of destination and backwards) as the stage effects of art groups 

of the members of delegations or individuals whereas t' receiving Party shall cover the 

expenses related to the visitors' stay: lodging, boar. Flag and domestic travel expenses 

provided for in this Programme. 

Article-54 

The cost of the preparation of films, microfilms and photostats of historical and 

cultural documents shall be borne by the requesting party. 

Article-55 

The cost of transportation and insurance of exhibition material to and from the 

receiving party shall be covered by the sending party. The receiving party shall cover 

the expenses for the domestic transportation and insurance of exhibition material and 

the preparation of the exhibition site. 

Article-56 

The receiving Party shall provide free medical treatment in case of sudden' illness of 

the visitors. Illnesses needing long-term medical treatment, prostheses, major non-

urgent surgeries, dental prostheses and orthodontics shall not be covered. 

Article-57 

The parties shall notify the other side not later than two months before the beginning 

of the academic year, whether the candidates or their proposed study programmes are 

accepted and the institutions they have been enrolled. 

The scholarship holders shall not depart for the country before receiving a formal 

communication from the Embassy of the receiving party concerning the date of 

departure, 

Article-58 

The remuneration due to Pakistani scholarship holders in Turkey shall be as follows: 

a. monthly scholarship allowance u shall be annually adjusted abreast of: the cost 

of living 

b. exemption from the student tuition fees, contributions and enrollment or 

registration for to the State universities 
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c. In case of vacancy, accommodation (lodging) in the official student hostels 

shall be provided 

The Pakistani side shall offer to the Turkish scholarship holders; 

a. monthly living allowance, 

b. annual study tear and equipment/book allowance, permissible to the other 

foreign student studying in Pakistan.. 

Article-59 

The parties, if they deem necessary, may request and hold consultative sessions with 

regard to the regulations and implementation the present Programme. 

Article-60 

This Programme shall enter into force up in signature and remain valid until the next 

ne is signed 

 

Done and signed in Islamabad on 21 November 2002 in duplicate in the Turkish and 

English languages both texts being equally authentic 
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Annexure VI 

Changing Dynamics of Pakistan’s Foreign Policy towards Turkey: 1999-2019 

Questionnaire for Ph.D. research 

Name: __________                                   

Designation/Profession: _______________ 

 

1. What are the impacts of changing dynamics of Pakistan‘s foreign policy on 

Pakistan-Turkey relations? 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________ 

2.  Can Turkey be an alternative of Saudi Arabia for Pakistan? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_________ 

3. How deep is the understanding between Pakistan and Turkey in comparison 

with the Pak-China relations? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_________ 
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4. How global powers particularly USA see Pak-Turk cooperation in various 

fields? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_________ 

5.  What are the possibilities for both countries in strengthening their 

conventional power in view of the immediate threats faced by them? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_________ 

6.  Considering the role of both countries in their respective regions, on what 

level their cooperation is possible in face of international power structure and 

growing significance of economic interests? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_________ 

7. What role Pakistan and Turkey can play in order to secure their regional 

objectives by involving themselves in Afghan Peace Process keeping in 

consideration the American plan for Afghanistan? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________

_________ 

8.  Have Pakistan and Turkey been on same page in Afghan Peace Process 

considering the engagement of Pakistan with Afghan Leadership apart from 

Istanbul Process? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_________ 

9. Which socio-economic sectors can be developed in Pakistan by Turkish 

assistance and vice versa? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_________ 

10.  How Pakistan and Turkey can engage with each other to adapt to the 

technological challenges and advancement? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_________ 

11.  What are the challenges which need to be resolved in order to remove the 

hindrances in progress in Pak-Turk relations? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_________ 

12.  What Pakistan and turkey should do collectively in order to save their own 

interests and rights of Muslims Ummah at global and regional level in the 

wake of rising problem of islamophobia?  

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_________ 

13.  What are those economic areas in which Pakistan and Turkey are 

cooperating?? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_________ 

14. What are various multi and bi-lateral economic agreements signed between 

Pakistan and Turkey and what is their role in boosting economic ties between 

both countries? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_________ 

15. What are challenges in the way of Pakistan and Turkey in their economic 

cooperation? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_________ 

16.  What are those different economic opportunities where Pakistan and Turkey 

can work together to further strengthen their relations in the future? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_________ 

17.  What Pakistan and Turkey are doing in order to save the culture and 

civilization of Muslims in this era of westernization and what they should do 

further in this respect?   

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_________ 

18. What role Pakistan and Turkey can play in strengthening the ties between 

Muslim countries? 

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

__________________________________________ 

19. Any comment/Personal opinion? 

 


